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P I CT U R E T HI S 
University Photographer Clinton Lewis ('04) 
checked an item off his buckec list when he shot 
these images from inside the cupola al Cherry Hall. 
WKUSPIRIT 
---, VPN OTES 
In our special COVID-19 issue that was released this summe1, I conveyed 
to you how we were utilizing virtual and d igital channels for new and 
enhanced ways to connect. One of these new channels is our exciting Donor 
Experience Officer (DXO) program. Our DXOs utilize a technology stack to 
virtually connect rather than relying on traditional face-to-face meetings. 
This allows our staff to quickly build purposeful relationships wit h a b road 
base of alumni and friends to learn what areas at WKU are most important 
to them. 
The program has been so successful that we have already implemented a 
Student Donor Experience Officer (SDXO) program. Many of you will have 
received calls from Topper Talk student callers over the years, and now 
you can ·meet" our students through virtual conversations. This Is a great opportunity for our students to gain 
professional skills and network wit h you, our WKU alumni and friends. When presented the opportunity, I hope you 
connect w ith one of our SDXOs and share your WKU Experience with them. 
As I'm sure many of you are experiencing, our work continues to evolve with extended social distancing. 
Homecoming 2020 was certainly d ifferent from any previous week-long celebration, but the WKU Spirit was safely 
shared via a few small gatherings and through virtual mediums. I want to send another heartfelt"Congratulations" 
to the 2020 Class of the WKU Hall of Distinguished Alumni. In this issue, you can read more about John Asher, Dr. 
Jack Britt and Travis Hudson and the remarkable work each has done in their lield. 
I am also delighted to share that more than $44 million in private support has been raised for the WKU Opportunity 
Fund. First announced during President Caboni's Invest iture in April 2017, the Opportunity rund ,s a student-
centered campaign to raise S50 m illion to remove barriers to education through needs-based financial assistance 
to support recruitment. retention and experiences beyond the classroom. The success of the Opportunity Fund 
shows how dedicated our alumni and friends are to helping our current and future students. Thank you for your 
support. There's still more work to do. 
Fmally, WKU has launched an exciting new partnership with FreeWill, a social venture to encourage ind1v1duals to 
plan for their futures by removing expensive legal fees ohen associated with t he process. Through freewill.com/ 
wku, you can write a legal wUI at no personal cost in as litt le as 20 minutes. Whether or not you consider creating a 
legacy atWKU, the goal of this collaboration is to help our community plan for the future and gain peace of m ind 
in this much-needed moment. 
As we celebrate the holiday season, I hope you and your family remain healthy and safe. 
Go Tops! 
~~ 
Amanda L. Trabue ('02, '04, L) 
Vice President for Philanthropy & Alumni Engagement 
I WKU ALUMNI ASSOCIAT I ON MEMBER S 
We recognize and appreciate our WKU Alumni Association Members! 
We are 9rateful for the support of our members, who help make this magazine and our many 
engagement opportunities poss'ble. 
In the body ofWKU SPIRIT, the names of a I alumni are listed in bold font with their applicable 
graduation years. L,fetime Members of the WKU Alumni Association are recogn,zed by an "L" next 
to their graduation years and Annual Members with an "A." 
Not yet a member) To support your WKU Alumni Association and ensure you continue to receive 
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CAMPUS NEWS 
WKU increases access with 'Hilltopper Guarantee,' 
other scholarship program changes 
B 
cginning foll 2021, \Xi'KU will be tuirion free co any 
freshman from Kenruck)' who receives Pell Granr 
assistance and has ac lcas1 a 3.0 cumulative unweighted 
high school g rade-point average. "Hilltopper Guarantee: WKU's 
Commitment co the Commonwealth" is a major pare of rhe 
University's effort co increase access co a \XIKU education through 
affordability. 
"The WKU experience is rransformacivc, and our m ission 
calls us 10 provide access to all srndenrs, including chose who 
choughc ,1 college degree was ouc of reach," WKU President 
Timothy C. Caboni ('94) said. "The bold changes we made co 
scholarships lase year significanrly expanded chc a id avai lable.:. This 
pledge.: closes the gap for the mosc II nancially challenged students 
and will allow chose students access to the life-changing WKU 
Experience." 
T he amounr of the award will be determined by in-state 
tuition less aid, such ,1s Pell Grants, KEES and od1er institutional 
and gift aid. le docs not include swdent loans, which may be used 
for housing, books and ocher expcmes. 
Last year's changes in chc schol,irship program played a 
significant role in recruiting the largest fresh man class in decades 
with 1hc highesr average GPA in \'(IKU his1ory, President Caboni 
said. The percentage of freshmen receiving scholarship assistance 
jumped from 39 percent co 84 percent this foll. 
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"Across Kentucky, many graduating high school seniors are 
forced co forego cheir dreams of a college degree simply because 
of their family's financial circumstances," he said. "Even when 
combining Pell Grants, SEOC, KEES and o cher instirut ional and 
gift aid with maximum student loans avai lable, an affordabi lity 
gap still precludes chem from continuing their education." 
As \XIKU is chc larges1 institution in the Commonwealth 
w issue a sca1ewide cuicion promise, P rc,iden 1 Caboni said che 
Hi lltoppcr Gu,uantee is a significant step forwa rd for access co 
higher education in Kemucky. "\Xie arc caking a leading role in 
rcmo, ing the financial barrier, which allows more youth from all 
across Kenrncky ro become pari of a bccccr-cducaced workforce. 
This is key co our state's economic prosperity." 
\XIKU continues co refine its schohmhip offerings and 
remains commicced co making higher education "a ,iable path for 
all s tudents across the scace who desire a college degree, regardless 
of their econom ic condition, including Lhose who felt th is path 
was om of reach," he said. "Our work continues as we develop 
innovative solutions chat make our University affordable to all 
who want co dimb with us." 
Additional scholarship program changes significandy increase 
,1ccess co \XIKU for scudcms from ourside of Kentucky. 
The WKU Family Scholarship pro,idcs in-state rnition co first. 
lime, full- time frc:.hmen whose parenrs or grandparenrs arc WKU 
gr,1duaces-no matter where rhey li,e. In 
chc.: p,1st, those m1denrs were eligible for 
chc Tuition lncemive Program and che 
11.-w program will further reduce the cost 
ol cuilion by abouc 22 percent. 
The WKU Border State 
Scholarship provides in-scare tuicion 
co fim-cime, full-rime freshmen from 
the seven scares 1hac border Kc111ucky: 
Illinois, Indiana. Missouri, Ohio, 
Tt·nnessee, V irgin ia and Wcsr Virginia. 
WKU currcndy ha:, a lmosr 3.000 
srndcnrs from those scares, an increase of 
22 percent over rhe past seven years. 
WKU has also retooled its Tuition 
Incentive Program, which wil l reduce 
ou1 of-s1a1c tuilion by nearly half for non-
resident first-time, full-time freshmen with 
a 3.0 high school GPA or who quali fy for 
any orher scholarship award. 
In all cases scudenrs can scack 
sd1olJrships co rhese awards. 
"A college cducalion is important 
co not only making a good living, but 
m.1king a good life," President Caboni 
said. "Education is also key ro the 
economic well -being of o ur communities. 
By providing an accessible and affordable 
college degree opporcuniry, we expand 
chc talent pipeline that will fuel che 
furure workforce fo r ou r broader region." 
Dr. Ethan Logan, Vice President 
of l.nrollmenr and Student Experience, 
said che enhancements are pare of an 
inrcntional program LO increase access 
and opportuniry co the WKU Experience. 
lhe Hillropper Guaramec focuses 
on our accessibility .ind promiw 10 
support the scudents of Kentucky and 
their goals of ach ievemenr in higher 
education," Dr. Logan said. "And 
\H vc expanded chis paradigm of access 
and opportuniry ro our neighboring 
com111u11iries juH across che siarc lines, 
our soughc-afcer students across the 
United Scates, and our commitment to 
our .1lumni and chc next generation of 
Hillcoppers around che globe." 
More information abou1 WKU's 
scholarship programs is available at wku. 
edu/:,cholarship. 
WKU sets records in freshman 
class growth, quality 
FROM THE HILL 
W KU has se1 a record in die growth of its freshman class and in the quality of scudencs in that class, according co preliminary enrollment darn released co the Kentucky Council on Po,csccondary Education. 
WKU's fresh man class grew by 16.4 percent over foll 20 I 9. ·1 he 446-smden t increase i, 
'the largest in more chan 30 years. And the average grade-point avcrJge ofchac clas~ is 3.44, the 
highesr on record. 
"1hcse are tremendous numbers in normal times, bur espcd.,lly during a pandemic," 
WKU President T imothy C. Ca.boni ('94) said. ""I his shows char the demand for the WKU 
Expericn,c is there, and che bold changes we made las1 year in our scholarship program arc 
creating opportunity for more studems co afford cha1 experience.~ 
"Jhc class of 2024 also includes rhc highest number of undcrrcpresenred minority (URM) 
students ever at 690 and an increase of <i 13 student, from Kcn1ucky over fall 2019. 
W. CURRIE MILLIKEN JAN M. WEST GARRETT EDMONDS 
Four new members join 
WKU Board of Regents 
DR. SHANE SPILLER 
T he \XIKU Board of Regencs has four new members. Regems W. Currie ,\!illiken, an anorney from Bowling Green, Ky.; Jan M. West ('87), an attorney from Louisville. Ky.; and Student Regent Garren Edmonds, a senior from Island, Ky .. rook the oath of office 
during the October committee meetings. 
Dr. Shane ~piller, WKU Professor of Managemenr. was elected as Faculty Regenr. He 





WKU names Ethan Logan VP 
for Enrollment and Student 
Experience 
WKU named Dr. Ethan Logan 
as the new Vice President for 
Enrollment and Student Experience, 
effective May 15. 
Dr. Logan came to WKU from 
Texas Tech University, where he had 
served since 1999, most recently as 
Associate Vice President for Strategic 
Initiatives. He had also served 
as the Associate Vice President 
for Enrollment Management. 
Executive Director of Undergraduate 
Admissions. Associate Dean of 
Students and Associate Director of 
the Center for Campus Life. 
Dr. Logan holds three degrees 
from Texas Tech: a Bachelor of 
English, a Master of Education and 
a Doctorate of Higher Education 
Administration. 
Previous Vice President Brian 
Kuster ('87, '91 , '93, L) retired on 
June 30. Kuster joined the staff in 
1985 as a Residence Hall Director. He 
became Vice President 1n 2016. 
"I want to thank Brian for his 
many years of service to WKU and 
the leadership he has provided to 
Enrollment and Student Experience; 
WKU President Timothy C. Caboni 
('94) said. "We wish him the best in 
his well deserved retirement." 
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WKU celebrates World Teachers' Day by 
announcing two scholarship programs 
0 
n Ocr. 5, WKU's College ofEclucarion and Behavioral Sciences announced rwo 
new scho la rship programs. The program s, coined "WKU G row Your Own" and 
"\'\'KU GameChangers Teaching Initiative," serve ro fina ncially support smdents 
and communi ty members who, upon graduation from \'VKU's undergraduate and graduate 
ed ucaror preparation programs, w il l remrn tO their home districts as classroom teachers. 
"In cooperation wirh our school disrric t partners, WKU srnde;,ncs w ill receive semester 
grants to be used roward the paymem of tu ition," said Or. Corinne Murphy, Dean of rhe 
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences. "Once graduated, the smdem s w ill rhen 
reach in rheir home d istricts. These collaborative effons serve ro establish a p ipeli ne char will 
help d istricts recrui t :ind hire srrong educators ro further impacr rhe lives o f srndenrs in their 
comn1unit ics." 
U nclergraduarc srndcnrs who participate in rhe district-based WKU Grow Your Own 
in itiat ive will complete rheir foundational stud ies wirh rhei r Bowling G reen-based peers. The 
scudenrs will then rrans irion ro a d istrict-based cl inical m odel, where practicum and scudenr 
teachi ng experiences will occur in 1hdr home district. C urren tl y, \VKU has partnered with the 
Russellville School Disrricr with hopes for expans ion ro o ther regional discricr partners in rhe 
coming years. 
Similarly, rhe WKU GameChangcrs initiative will supporr currenr school district sraff ro 
accend WKU ro earn their teaching crcdcm ials through \ 'VKU Graduate E<lucarion programs. 
WKU, Warren County Public Schools, Bowling G reen Independent Schools and rhe 
GameChangcrs community-based o rganiza tion centered this collabora tion on enhancing the 
opporruniry for black and underreprescnred ind ividuals to earn teaching credentials as adult 
learners curren tly in rhe workforce. WKU plans to expand rh is initia tive wi rh orher regional 
school d istricts w ith a goal to increase opporcunicies for district professional scaff 
WKU Student Publications earns three 
national Pacemakers 
W
K U Scudenr Publications 
earned three national 
Pacemaker awards from the 
Associated Collegiate Press during rhe 
o rganization's 2020 competition. 
1 he College Heights Heral.d received 
an O nline Pacemaker for irs website, 
WKUHeral.d.com. The Talisman received 
a Magazine Pacemaker, its fi rst si nee 
changing format fro m a yearbook co 
a magazine in 2016. Cherry C reative 
received an Innovation Pacemaker, an 
award presented for the firsr time chis 
yea r, for its WKU Graduate Gallery 
published in the spring. 
The Pacemaker is considered 
the h ighest ho no r for a student-run 
media o peration . 
T ,\LIS~l.\X 
WKU to go test optional for admission 
B
eginning with rhe spring 2021 semester, \'VKU will no longer require scandarcUzed re;t 
scores, such as chc ACT or SAT, for most applicants for admission. 
Vice President for Enrollm ent and Student Experience Ethan Logan said rhar a 
number of fucrors led ro chis decision. "Numerous narional smdies have indicated rhar a scudenr's 
h igh school GPA is a beccer predicror of college success than performance on a srandardized rest." 
Logan also poin ted ro bias in standardized cesrs against srndenrs with limited access ro test 
preparation opportuni ties. 
"WKU is an insricucion of access and opportunity, and rhe research is clear thar standardized 
tests conrnin inherent bias against underrepresenred, fi rst-generation and low-income smdcnrs," 
he said. " \X'hile we have taken significant action to limit rhe influence of rhe ACT and SAT in our 
internal admission and scholarship processes over rhe past few years, this change represents another 
irnportanr srep coward ensuring chat WKU is accessible tO scudcncs who have demonstrated hard 
work over four years of high school, regardless of their performance on a single resr." 
WKU's Panhellenic Council 
earns national recognition 
W KU's .Panhcllenic Council has been recognized w irh rhe top award p resented by the National Panhellenic Conference. WKU is one of 25 College Panhcllenic Associarions that received 2019-
2020 College Panhcllen ic Excellence Awards From the NPC. 
"Ir is such an honor for our Panhellen ic Council and community ro receive th is award. 
I'm so proud of rhe women in our community," Council President Madison W h ite said. 
"Even under difficult circumstances, we've all con tinued to work hard and p lan ro keep 
WKU Panhellenic strong." 
The awards arc gran ted ro College Panhe llenic Associations rhar demonstrate 
outstanding contr ibu t ions ro all award categories: academic in novation, community impact, 
judicial procedure, leadcrsh i p, market ing, p rogramming and recru icmenr. 
FROM THE HILL I 
ON CAMPUS 
WKU Department of Art 
is now WKU Department 
of Art & Design 
The WKU Department of Art, 
accredited since the mid 1990s by 
the National Association of Schools 
of Art and Design, announced the 
change of its name to Department 
of Art & Design. This new name, 
approved in a unanimous decision 
by the faculty, more clearly articulates 
the Department's programs, 
population and scope. 
The study of art and design 
has been the bedrock of the 
Department's curriculum throughout 
its history, with instruction and 
degrees in the Studio Arts, Graphic 
Design, Art Education and Art History. 
They have recently developed new 
programs in Computer Animation, 
housed in lhe Department, and 
Game Design, a joint program with 
the departments of Communication 
and Computer Science. 
With its range of curriculum, 
the Department draws students 
interested in careers in the fine arts, 
art education and museums, along 
with careers in graphic design, 
creative direction, illustration, motion 
design, web design and animation. 
Collectively, these areas fall within 
the rubrics of both line art and 
design. Revising the name will allow 
prospective students to more easily 
understand the fields of study offered 
within the Department and identify 
paths to their professional goals. 
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WKU Food Recovery Network redirects 
5,000 pounds of surplus food 
to address food insecurity 
S
ince spring of 2019, students in Western Kenrucky University's 
Food Recovery Network have kept more chan 5,000 pounds of 
surplus food from landfi lls and directed it to chose who need it. 
1 h e effort began when \VKU senio r Ela ine Losekamp attended 
an Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in H igher 
Education Conference and brought back a plan to escablish \VKU's 
first food recovery program. 
''I'd been aware char food waste was a serious issue before char, 
bur I didn't really know about what people could do to solve rhc 
problem," she said. 
Losekamp mobilized rwo faculty advisors and almost 50 student 
volun teers who now collect food from 13 sources across campus and 
distribute it ro 12 nonprofi t homeless shelters, soup kitchens and 
food pantries in the communi ty. 
''Fora lot of the especially smaller nonprofics, it's a challenge for 
rhem to provide food on a consistenr basis, so if we can help supporc 
rhat, it's a help for chem," she said. 
O n Oct. 29, WKU President Timothy C. Caboni ('94) 
presented the group with a plaqL1e in recognition of"rhcir 
tremendous success of recovering 5,300 pounds of food since their 
efforts began last year." 
He said the group has conducted nearly 300 individual food 
recoveries and that several scudenrs have become ServSafe Cerrified 
to safely collect and distribute rhe food. Examples of food collecccd 
include bagels, pas tries, yogurts and fruit cups from Einstein Bros. 
Bagels; bread loaves and cookies from Subway; premade sandwiches 
and fruit cups from 1)0.D. Market@ Bates and Pitstop Convenience 
Score; and soup, pastries and cookies fro m DaVinci's and Java City. 
Among agencies receiving the food are C hrist Episcopal Church, 
MEALS Inc., Salvation Army of Bowling G reen, Room in the Inn 
and Hope House Ministries. 
Losekamp said she has learned much in class about how to make 
an impact, "bur co go our and do it is really rewarding." 
President Caboni said rhe group's efforts are evidence of the 
Hilltopper Spirit in action. 
"An important goal of ou r University is to elevate the 
commu nities in which we live, and I think we can all agree that your 
work is making a difference in our community and in the individual 
lives of so many," he said. 
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WKU PHILANTHROPYr-
Alumnus establishes scholarship in honor of Black Lives Matter 
I
n spring 2020, Juan Dozier ('19, '20) made a g ift co WKU to 
establish the Juan H. D. Dozier 11 Scholarship in honor of t he 
Black Lives Matter movement. The schola rship will support a 
diverse \X'KU freshman or sophomore who is enrolled ful l time, has 
been involved in leadership roles in high school or college and aspires 
to be a leader at \VKU. 
"111e s ingle-most important reason for me to establish ch is 
scholarship was ro honor the Black Lives Matter movement," said 
Dozier. " I wanr to assist individuals who seek to become leaders in 
their field of study and in rheir com munity. If wc:1 wam to see change 
occur, it m ust srart wirh us and our ability to lead ocher individuals." 
Dozier, originally from Riverside, Calif, is rhe son of rwo 
military parents. He earned a Certificate in Applied Dara Analytics 
in 2019 and a Bachelor of Science in Marketing with a concemracion 
in Strategic Marketing in 2020, both from W KU. He said he wa nted 
to help WKU achieve its educational goal of promoting a d iverse 
environment by c reacing a scholarship co support students who may 
not be able to a fford college without financial assistance. 
"College is nor rhe easiesc thing ro pay for and having rhe abilit)' 
to help other students is something I am proud co do," said Dozier. 
"WKU has given me a vast amount of opportunities to become an 
effective leader, and my goal and passion are fo r individuals to develop 
rheir potential and make a d ifference in che world around them." 
WKU's motto, ..-lhe Spirit Makes the Masrer," carries a lot of 
weight for Dozier. 
"We all have days where we want co see change and inspire other 
individuals, but we also have days where it's ha rd to gee out of bed," 
said DoLier. "Whar d rives us each morning when we wake up must 
be our spirit- whether chat is a spirit to succeed at your craft, a spirit 
co make an impact on the people arou nd you, o r just a spirit to be 
b-ener rhan you were the day before. You must know what drives your 
spirit and run with chat, because chat spirit inside of you makes and 
shapes who you are. 
''111c University gifts its studcms with knowledge, leadership 
skills and guidance," added Dozier. ""These are three essential tools 
you need if you want robe successfu l in life." 
In addition to these skills, Dozier credits his time at WKU for 
teaching him how co be an effective com municator and to network 
with people from a variety of backgrounds. 
''My rime at WKU prepared me to enter the professional 
world," he said. "I was able co br ing the diverse viewpoints I 
N 
gained from m y early childhood as an 'Army b rat' and translate 
rhem to a professional secri ng." 
The Juan H. D. Dozier II Scholarship is part of the WKU 
Opportunity Fund, a donor-driven fund raising campaign to benefit 
WKU smdcms by removing barriers for access co education rhrough 
needs-based fina ncial assistance in support of recru itment, retention 
and educational experiences that m ight otherwise remain out of 
students' reach. • DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
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45 scholarships awarded for the first time in fall 2020 
T he College Heights Foundarion (CHF), wh ich adrni nisrers privately funded scholarships for Western Kentucky University students, awarded 45 scholarships for the first 
time this fall. These include newly esrablished scholarships or fu nds 
that reached endowmenr level to begin making annual awards. 
Since its founding in 1923, the C HF has grown to include more 
than 1,300 scholarship funds to d irectly support WKU students. 
The Kathy Collier Memorial Scholarsh ip, one of the newly 
awarded scholarsh ips, was establ ished by Kathy's husband, 
Mark, and thei r cwo daughters, Chrisry Hall and Lori Wilson. 
Kathy Collier ('98) received a Bachelor of Science in lnrerior 
Design from W KU. 
"We are so happy to honor my wife and rhe girls' mother 
with the Karhy Coll ier Memorial Scholarship," said Mark Coll ier. 
"We are pleased to know that it wil l help ind ividuals in che interior 
design fi eld for years to come as this was Kathy's passion." 
The inaugural recipient of the Kathy Collier Memorial 
Scholarship is Hannah Chalfant, a senior from Bowling Green, Ky., 
who is pursuing a degree in Interior Design. 
HANNAH CHALFANT 
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"We are excited that Hannah is the very first recipient of chis 
schola rship," added Christy Hall and Lori Wilson. "She has been a 
family friend for years and is very deserving of the award." 
"This scholarship means a lot co me because l knew Kathy 
Coll ier personal ly," said C halfant. "She was the grandmother of 
one of my closest friends from elementary school. Growing up, my 
friends and I always ad mired her fash ion sense and eye fo r design. 
To end up on rhe same career path and co receive an awa rd in her 
memory is just very special." 
Through her position as a swdent worker in rhe scholarsh ip office 
locaced in the Deparrmem ofSrnclent Financial Assistance, Chalfant has 
also witnessed the power of scholarship support in other WKU swdenrs. 
"I speak daily with people who are posit ively impacted by t he 
philanthropic efforts of generous donors and who arc so thankful 
for scholarship assisrancc that helps them to achieve cheir academic 
goals," said C halfant. "lhis scholarship has helped case my financial 
srresses, and it has also motivated me academically co continue robe 
the type of student worthy of receiving a scholarship in memory of a 
wonderful designer." ■ DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
Scholarships awarded for the first time 
in fall 2020 include: 
Allen Motor Company, Inc., Student Aid Fund 
John Asher Scholarship Fund 
Brandon Kyle Brown Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Bueler County Water District Scholarship Fund 
Carey Family Scholarship Fund 
College of H ealth and Human Services Opportunity Fund 
Kathy Collier Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Ted M. Cudnick Chinese Flagship Travel Scholarship Fund 
Ted M. C ud nick Outstanding Violist Scholarship Fund 
lhaddeus M. Cud nick Sr. Horticultural Scholarship Fund 
Juan H.D. Dozier 11 Scholarship Fund 
Eugene E. Evans Scholarship Fund 
Mildred Kerr Fox Scholarship Fund 
Fra11klin Frworite - WFKN, Inc., Student Aid Fund 
Gateway Press, Inc., Student Aid Fund 
Bob and Kay Glantz Military Science Scholarship Fund 
Bob and Kay ~ lantz Regional Student Scholarship Fund 
Gordon Ford College of Business Opportunity Fund 
Taylor Kay Grider Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Paul and Dee Ann Hagemeyer Scholarship Fund 
Dr. and Mrs. T.O. Helm - Margie H elm Student Aid Fund 
Julie Harris Hinson Opportunity Fund for !SEC 
Julie Harris Hinson Opportunity Fund for Student Publications 
Wanella and LaveJla Huddleston Scholarship Fund 
Derek and Michelle Hull Scholarship Fund 
Mary Kilgore Underrepresented Student Scholarship Fund 
James R. Kinduell Student Aid Fund 
Betty Jean Little Levis Scholarsh ip Fund 
Pat Little Scholarship Fund 
George Anne and Morris Lowe Scholarship fund 
Mahurin Honors College Opportunity Fund 
James "Mitch" Meyer Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Micatrotto Family Opportunity Fu nd for Athletics 
Ogden College of Science and Engineering Opportunity Fund 
FROM THE HILL I 
WKU PARTNERSHIP 
WKU begins partnersh ip with 
FreeWill 
The University has partnered 
with FreeWill to provide a new 
resource to the WKU community: a 
free tool to wri te a legal wil l. FreeWill 
has empowered more than 160,000 
Americans to plan for their futures 
and protect the things they love by 
removing the expensive legal fees 
often associated with the process. 
Including WKU in your estate plans is 
not a requirement to utilize this free 
service. 
Visit freewi ll.com/wku to learn more. 
WKU Opportunity Fund 
Patrick Family Scholarship Fund 
V. Wayne Pedigo Student Aid Fund 
Potter-Nicely Scholarship Fund 
Potter College of Arts & Letters Opportunity Fund 
William and Jenn ifer Skaggs Scholarship Fund 
Sara Downing Taylor Early Childhood Education Scholarship Fund 
Toppers Assist Scholarship Fund 
Wells Fargo Military Support Scholarship Fund 
Kaci Wilson Memorial Scholarship Fund 
WKU Agricultu re and Food Science Opportunity Fund 
Scholarships to rccnii t and retain qualified srudents are 
part of che \XIKU Opporcuniry Fu nd. First announced during 
President Caboni 's I nvescirure in April 201 7, the Opportunity 
Fu nd is a srndem-centered campaign to ra ise $50 mil lion co 
remove barriers to education through needs-based financial 
assis tance co support recruitment, retentio n and experiences 
beyond the classroom. To date, more than $44 million has been 
raised coward the goal. 
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Zoom Scholarship Presentation w ith Amanda Coates Lich, Senior Director of Development; Jessica Carver, Vice President of the College Heights 
Foundation; Alianna Casas; Dr. Chris Shook, Dean of the Gordon Ford College of Business; Dr. Evelyn Thrasher, Associate Dean of the Gordon Ford College 
of Business and Professor of Information Systems; and Annie and Paul Calico. 
Connecting through technology 
F 
rom small gatherings co at hletic games wich thousands in 
a tcendancc, WKU hoses many evenrs each year. In 2020, 
connecting rhrough tech nology provided new ways for 
individuals to safely engage while sti ll celebrating the WKU Spirit. 
WKU's la rgcsr an nual donor recognition event, Scholarship 
Celebration, typ ically bri ngs together more than 500 scholarship 
donors and student recipients each spring. Even though garhcring 
togerher was no longer an opcion, WKU students and schola rsh ip 
donors were s till able co connect ch rough "lna nkView, a platform to 
create and send personalized videos. 
"Our scholarship donors rru ly look forward co Scholarship 
Cclcbrarion," said Jessica Carver ('08, '14, L), Vice President of 
the College Heights Foundation, which administers scholarships ar 
WKU. "They love gecring co meet their scholarship recipients, and 
recipients are glad co be able to say ' thank you' in person for che 
scholarsh ip they received." 
In March 2020, scholarship recipients were asked to record a 
video message to thei r scholarsh ip donors, thanking chem for cheir 
support. Scudents introduced t hemselves, rhanked rheir donors and 
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shared their furure plans. More chan 350 videos were senc from 
student recipiencs ro rhei r scholarship donors. 
D an Troutman ('79, A) of Augusra, Ga., w ho studied C hemistry 
ar \XIKU, escablishcd che T routman Scholarship in C hem istry shortly 
after his graduation as a way co help ochers, a desi re instilled in him 
by his father, and ro give back ro his alma macer. Over chc years, 
T rourman has been able ro meet several recipients of his scholarship. 
" I enjoy hearing rhe srudcncs' pcrspecrives and learning 
who chey a re and where chey arc going," said Troutma n. "I chink 
the Thank View \•ideos were better chan noc being able to meet 
rhe recip ients ar a ll. le is really enjoyable to be able co sic down 
over dinner and have a conversation and gee to know them, buc 
compared to nothing, chis was oursra nding." 
Troucman and many ocher scholarsh ip donors even recorded 
videos co send to their scholarship recipients ro offer encouragement 
and congrarulations on complering a rough semester. 
"I was ab le ro send a video wishing her rhc best ofluck," said 
Troutman. "I enjoyed being ab le co do char, and hopefully we will gee 
ro meet ar some poinr. 11,c videos were brief, buc really nice." 
N l[DL 
Kaitlyn Jaggers ('20 , A) of Sonora, Ky., who smdied 
Elementa ry Educarion, had mer her scholarship donor, Karen 
Matchus ('6 6, '71, A), ch rough correspondence afcer Jaggers wrote 
Matchus a rhank you note. Jaggers and Matchus, who studied 
Business Education ac \XI KU, gor ro "mcer" for rhe first cime 
through ·1ha nkView. 
"I enjoyed being able co comm un icate my grac irude in a 
more inceractive way," sa id Jaggers. "I loved having che persona l 
couch of"IhankView so that I could easi ly express my emotion and 
communicate my appreciat ion in such a fun and pleasant way1 
"le means so m uch co me ro know rhar my scholarship donor 
cakes an interest in me personally," added Jaggers. "It motivates me 
to do my best every day and continue co pay it forward." 
·1he College Heights Foundation also rradirionally hoses 
presentations du ring which donors can meer the ir new srudent 
recipients. Instead of having these events in person, Z oom allowed 
these individuals the opporrnniry to srill meer face-to-face w hile 
physically apart . 
Paul Calico ('76, L) and his wife, Annie, who established the 
Paul B. and Ann R. Calico Scholarsh ip in Diversiry, were able to 
meet rhcir recip ient , Alianna Casas, through a Zoom meeting. 
"My wife, Annie, and I cake g reat pride in seeing chat our 
schola rsh ip is awarded to a worrhy srudenr in rhe Gordon Ford 
College of Business each year," said Paul Ca lico. " \Xie were 
delighted to have the opportun it y co meet w ith Alianna on Zoom . 
While it wou ld have been nice ro talk in person, we recognize 
that it is necessary ro c:,ke appropriate prec:, urions during che 
pandemic, and we appreciared being able ro see and speak with 
Alianna a nd ger co know her." 
Casas, a sophomore from Hanford. Ky., w ho is pursuing a 
double major in Inrernarional Business and Business Economics, 
wa, also thankful for the opportu nity ro meer rhe schola rship 
donors . 
"Paying for college has been a struggle for me, and rhe idea 
of raking ouc studenc loans devastated me,'" said Casas. "\Xl ith rh is 
scholarship, I was able co pay off my debt and am now on a path co 
graduare debc-free." 
Casas, who has faced personal tragedies, says knowing that her 
scholarship donors believe in her helps her envision a brighter fururc. 
"Their support shows me rhac there is good in che world in 
spire of all rhe bad," said Casas. 
For che Calicos, who live in C incinnat i, O h io, prescncing rhc 
scholarsh ip remorely meant rhey could meet their rec ipient without 
traveling to Bowling G reen . 
"Meering our scholarship recipients is very important to us and 
connccring th rough a socially distanced format was fine this yea r," 
said Calico. "As we all become more accustomed to remote meetings, 
perhaps such interactions will r~main a viable option for the fu rure." 
FROM THE HILL I 
KAITLYN JAGGERS 
ALIANNA CASAS 
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In early 2020, WKU Phi la mhropy 
& Alumni engagement was preparing 
to launch a Donor Experience Officer 
(DXO) program where staff could urili ie 
technology co engage with alumni 
and friends or t he Un iversit y rather 
than primarily relying on face-to-face 
meetings. Soci,il distancing requi rements 
increased the need and use of rhis 
platform, making chc: l.iunch of the DXO 
program t imely. 
In partnership with EverTrue, a 
company focmed on Jdvancing the 
nonprofit sector, Philan th ro py & 
Alumni Engagement began 1hc program 
with t hree DXOs and have since 
tran~i1ioned three additional positions 
into this role. Ryan Dearbo ne ('05, 
'14, L), who studied 13roadcaqing and 
Communicarion, joined Philanthropy & 
Alumni Engagement in 2015 a nd was one 
of the first DX Os. 
" I chink whar cryscalized the 
importance of"this program for me is 
char it was a pcrfccr way to reach our and 
engage our I li lltoppcr Family even t hough 
we were unable ro rravel co rhcm like in 
che pas1," said Dearbonc. " \'(le were able to 
check in on people and create re la tionships 
wirh rhcm even though we may never have 
mer face-to-face ." 
Dearbonc says alu mni a nd friends 
are responding well co che personalized 
videos a nd arc open co engaging w ich rhe 
University in new ways. 
"Learning abour rhc Donor 
Experience Officer program was a glimpse 
imo che fucure of how we arc connecring 
today," said Amanda T rabue ('02, '04, 
L), Vice President of Philamhropy & 
Alumni Engagemem. "This program 
allow1 us to be more intentional in how we 
conneu with donors, alumni and friends 
of the Univer,icy, and we are seeing great 
resul11 so far. \'(le were one of che first ro 
RYAN DEARBONE 
ELIZA FINN 
implcmem thi1 program, and I am excited co sec what comes next." 
"lhe success of t he DXO initiat ive has a lready inspired 
changes to rhc Univer~i1y's Topper Talk program. Wi1 h social 
distancing requiremcms and lhe major ity ofWKU srudents 
leaving campus in spring 2020, che traditional program through 
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which Hudenr callers reach out to 
alumn i and friends wa\ put on hold. 
In foll 2020, a Studcnr Donor 
Experience Officer (SDXO) program 
launched with eight srndems. The 
SDXO program operates much like 
the DXO program, with srudcn1~ 
making and sending personalized 
videos to alumni and friends to huild 
relationships based on their interests. 
"We arc excited 10 offer our 
donors the opportunity ro con nect with 
student~ ch rough the ~DXO program," 
said Aa rika G unn ('11 , A), Assistam 
Director of l n1egrared Marker ing and 
Appeals. "As fund raising profes~ionab, 
we a lways rry lO bring , tudent i torics 
to our donors. \Xfith rhis new program, 
we arc able ro facil itate a connection 
directly between srude111~ and donors. 
Students will he able to share their 
WKU Experience, tha nk donors for 
their gifts and provide acldirional 
opporiuniries ro continue their support. 
'Tor the SDXOs, rhis is a lso an 
opportunity for srndt·m emplormem, 
networking a nd gain ing profL·s,iona l 
experience," added Gunn. "I enjoyed 
worki ng wirh our ralcncecl srndems co 
srarr rh i~ program and welcome our 
alumni and friends to meet them as 
well." 
Eliu Finn, a senior from 
Evansville, Incl .. who is pursuing a 
major in Strategic Market ing and a 
Certificate in Applied Dara Analytic;, 
enjoys hear ing alum n i ~hare cheir 
memorable moments from the I Jill and 
getting 10 share hers in rernrn through 
her ro le as a SDXO. 
··n1is po\i1ion provides a unique 
oppormnity for alumni to experience 
\XIKU alongside a curre111 student, and I 
am so excited to be a part of ir," ),tid Finn. 
1 n the fa(e o r any challenge, che 
WKU Spirit prevails and )0 does rhc desire 10 connecr. lhrough 
cechnological advances, it is easier 1han ever co connect, and 
Philanthropy & Alumni Engagement and 1he College Heighrs 
Foundation conriRuc 10 explore new ways co connecr alumni and 
friends with the U niversity. • DEANNA M. JENKINS ('09, '17, L) 
FROM THE PRESIDENT r--
Dc.ir Alumni and Friends. 
Elc,.uing our region, our state and our nation by providing access and opportunity to higher 
eclucarion remains rnre to \X' KU's mis\ion. As we co111inuc to dc"elop innovarivc program., 
ch,H allow anyone who wams ,l college degree ro pursue their dream on our Hill, rhis year we 
rook a clo~er look ,11 chc wap in whkh we can gi,·e back co our ,1lumni. As a result, chis fall 
WKU announced 1hc new WKU F~mily Schol,irship. 
Designed ro remove financial barriers to rhc \X'Ku Experience, the \X'KU famil) 
Sd1olarship recogni1cs all those who a rc members of our \X'KU l\1mi ly, regardb~ or where· 
rhey live. Beginning in fall 2021, first- time freshmen ,, ho are the children or grandchildren 
of ,1 WKU graduare wi ll qualif)• for in-srare mirion a t WKU - lowering the tuition cost hy 
ne.trly 60 percenr. Better ycr, smdenrs can srack on other inscirutional scholarships to furrher 
rnluce cost. ·1 his is our commicmenr back co our I 16,000 alumni across the globe who 
would like \XIKU to he a competitive college option for their children and grandchildren. 
In addition to rhc WKU Family Scholarship\ rhis fal l we ,11111ou 11ccd rh rcc o rher new 
,cholarship offering,, dfc:cti\'c: fall 2021: 
Hilltoppcr G uarantee, WKU's Commjt1ncn1 to the Commonwealth 
\\KU will guarantee 100 percent ruicion coverage for any fim-rime fre;hman from Kcnruck> 
who receives Pell G r.rnr assistance and has ar least a 3.0 cumulative unweigh ted GPA. Sllldem, 
mJy still use smdenr loans or ocher funds ro pay for housing, boo~ or other exixn,e,. lhis 
scholarship represents \X'KU's commicmem co cn;uring chat all Kentucky srudenrs h,t,t' rhe 
opportunity 10 pursue che WKU Experience rhar has changed all of our lives. 
WKU Border State Scholarship 
fi Cl ~Im 
WKU.EDU/CABONI 
FACEBOOK.COM/ PRESIDENTCABONI 
INSTAGRAM.COM /CABO N I 
TWITTER.COM/CABON I 
LI N KEDIN .COM/I N/C ABONI 
Rcrngnizing \X'KU i, the first choice for many student\ in our neighboring srates, this new program allows full-cimc, fim-timc freshmen 
from lllinoi1, Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia 10 acrend \XfKU for rhc in-state mition rJtc (studcms can 
layer on other merit 1cholan,hips). ll1i1 change: g reatly deepens our existing connections wirh our surrounding states and cxpancl1 chc 
1.1lcnt pipeline chat will fuel tlu: fu1urc workforu: wi1hi11 our bordering region. 
Tuition Incentive Program 
Any out-of-;cace srnclcnr who docs nor qualify for rhc WKU Border Sracc Scholar~hip or the \X'KU Family ~cholarship can qualif)• for 
the Tuition lnce111ivc Program. 'This program reduces out-of-stare tuition by roughly 50 percent for any non-re, ident, domestic student 
who is receiving any other scholarship aid. 
Increasing ,u:cess and opportunity are nm only in,rrume111JI in our work to rransform more li\'cs, d1cy'rc fundamc111al co our success 
as ,In insti1111 io11. Bec,lllse our .1lumni a re key ambassador., fo r \X'Ku and arc incredibly imporram in recruiting furnrc Hillcopp,r~. 
I ,1,k that you take some rime 10 learn more abour our schol.irship offerings at wku.edu/scholarship and help us spread the word 
rhar the \'>71,.U Experience is now even more accessible. You can .1110 refer future Hillroppcrs directly 10 us at wku.edu/admissions/ 
aJumnireferral so 1hat we may connen with 1hc 111 personal ly. 
• liglu:r edutation is 1r,msforrnarivc, and we believe that every srndent cle,erw~ chat opporrunity. I hope you will join u, in our 
renuirmem cfforrs by ~haring our remarkable scholarship opportuni ties. Co 'lops! 
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WKU First Year Village 
Two new residence halls under construction in WKU First Year Village 
C
onstruction of cwo new residence halls began last fall to c reate 
the centerpiece for the First Year Village ac \XfKU. 
The $48 million living learning complex featu res two new 
pod-style residence halls, which will house a number ofWKU's first 
year Living Learning Communities. BL1ilding O ne, "Normal Hall," will 
house 260 studems, while Building Two, "Regents H all," wil l house 
375 srudenrs. All smdenrs in rhe new buildings will participate in living 
learning comm unities, and each hall will contain un ique programming 
spaces, includ ing classrooms, srudy rooms and more. 
lhe cost of the projec t will be funded by che \XIKU Studem 
Life Foundation, which gave its final approval in June 2019. The 
project is part of a 10-year strategic plan co optimize rhe o n-campus 
living experience for current and future srudenrs. After an in-depth 
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review of current housing options and extensive focus groups, 
interviews and surveys with WKU srndencs, Housing & Residence 
Life ident ified opporrunicies co improve and enhance che learning-
cenrered com1m1nity of on-campus living for \VKU students. 
The new First Year Vi llag~ area encompasses a number 
of residence ha lls in che sou ch end of campus, w here focused 
fi rst-year programming will rake place. The initiative has been 
d irected and shaped by rhe Un ivers ity's Strategic Plan, Climbing 
10 Greater Heights, w h ich states, " in our effort to s ignificantly 
increase our first ro second year retention, we will focus ou r 
attent ion and central resources on a robust and engaging First 
Year Experience. Each WKU fresh man will have rhe opportunity 
co reside in Living Lea rn ing Communities." 
I [ 
"LLCs can enrich rhc scudcnr experience by incenrionally 
connecting in and our-of- the-classroom learn ing,'' expla ins Blair 
Jensen ('07), who is direcring WKU's Living Learning Communities 
and is an Assisranr Director for HRL. "Swdems parricipating in Living 
Learning C ommuni ties enroll in at leasr two linked courses and live 
cogerher on a resid<:nct: hall Aoo r." 
C urrenc LLCs include majors in Agriculmre, Business, 
Ci tizenship & Social Justice, Crime and Popular Culcure, 
Educarion, Engineering, Pre-Healrh professionals, Social Work and 
transfer students. LLCs are not just limited co academics, but have 
opportunities to connecr ochers wirh similar inccresrs. In interest-
based communities , students benefit from programming in ten tionally 
designed co address rheir needs and inceresrs. Current interest-based 
communities include Army ROTC, band, Chinese Flagship, wellness, 
Global Living, ISEC (lntcrculcural Smdenc Engagemenr Cenrer) 
Academy and Stonewall Suices (LGBTQ+). 
The First Year Village highlights rhe Living Learning Program and 
presents a great opportunicy ro caprure more students and affect fi rst 
year srudem persistence rares by implementing a high-impact practice 
known ro drive student success. 
D r. Mike Reagle, Assistanc Vice Presidenc for Srudenc 
Engagemenc, said rhe new bui ldings in the First Year Village will 
connect students with similar incert:sts with classrooms, scudy rooms, 
social spaces and living spaces. Two buildings will feature pod-style 
housing wirh about 25 Students per pod who share amenities such 
as bathrooms, common spaces and a Resident Assisranc. 1hc goal of 
having a faculty-in-residence is also being explored. 
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FIRST BITE 
Bemis Lawrence Hall was demolished over a 
90-day period 
To make room for the new buildings and green space 
within the First Year Village, Bemis Lawrence Hall was 
demolished over a 90-day period during fall 2019. Prior to 
the demolit ion, Bemis Lawrence residents who lived in the 
building during the 201 8-2019 academic year'made their 
mark" by painting hand prints and farewell messages to their 
WKU home on walls in the lobby and on their respective floors. 
OtherWKU alumni posted memories of their time at Bemis 
on social media, like former Bemis Resident Assistant Kelly 
Rosen ('17) who wrote, ·1 could go on forever about all of the 
things I love and miss about this building, but suffice it to say 
that living and working in Bemis helped me realize what I'm 
capable of and what it means to be part of something bigger 
than myself. It's a special place filled with countless special 
people who gave me so much more than I often deserved. 
And I've been carrying that love with me ever since." 
A demolition "fi rst bite" event was held Sept. 9, 2019, 
for those who wanted to watch the beginning of the 
demolit ion process. 
Bemis was built in 1966 and underwent a significant 
renovation in 2003. It was named in honor of Bemis 
Lawrence who was Vice Chairman of the WKU Board of 
Regents from 1955-1966. 
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"Srndcms will also have facu lty, staff and student me1mm to help 
them navigatt.> th rough the fi rst yea r and matriculate successfully to the 
second, setting them on .1 p.uh to complete their programs in a timely 
manner," D r. Reagle said. " Ir is important to connect the time spent 
in the classroom wi th the I 50 hours sllldents spend outside of the 
cl,1ssroom to ensure thtey take full ad\'antage of the WKU Experience." 
Centrali1ed community-srvle bathrooms,~ well as two private 
bathrooms, g re.nly reduces the bed-to-bath rat io and allows for co-ed 
pods. Each pod will feature a lounge, which scm:s a\ the residents' 
living room and community connection point. 
The design of the new halls fcarn res large windows in the 
community spaces, crearing large "lanterns" for the south side of 
c,unpus. A p,1rk-like green space" ill be located in the former Pearce 
Ford Tower p.1rking lot, c reating a greaccr community acmosphcrc. To 
accommodate those parking spaces, rhc housing p.1 rking lot h:is been 
moved co rhc 'Jormal Street lo t, and a commuter lot was created with 
land purchased by che Student Life Foundation closer co the !Op of the 
I lill on High Street. 
"We're excited about the oppo11u11 iries rhe~c new build ing, 
will add ro our current variety ofhou~ing optiom," Dr. Reagll' ~.1id. 
... , he First Year Village fit\ well inro the University\ Strategic Plan by 
provid ing rht' kind of cxpcrirnce rha1 wi ll make our students successful." 
Learn more abour the Hrst Year Village projccr at ww"·"ku.edu/ 
hou,ing/future. • KATIE CORBIN ('09) 
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What will it cost? 
$48 million 
How will it be funded? 
FROM THE HILL 
QUICK FACTS 
Financing for housing projects is provided through the 
WKU Student L.fe Foundation Student housing rates have 
seen a slight increase to align with the Kentucky System 
average, and housing rates do help contribute to housing 
operat ons, programming and future projects. 
Why is it needed? 
The WKU Student Life Foundation renovated every 
residence haI from 2001 through 2010, helping the 
University sustain tremendous gains in enrollment. In 
support of the University's broader goals for the next 
10 years, the Student Life Foundat ion seeks to make 
WKU housing a "value-added· asset compared to other 
institulions. There is also a need for more living options for 
all c assifications ofWKU students. 
Before implementing the 10-year master plan for housing, 
a new residence hall had not been built on WKU's campus 
since 1992. After an extensive review of the residence 
hall inventory, ,twas determined that t would be more 
cost-effective and conducive to our programming goals 
to demolish the pre existing cross-style buildings than to 
renovate. Hilltopper Hall was the first residence hall bui t 
in 2018 to maintain bed space while the First Year Village is 
constructed 
When will it be ready? 
The two new halls in the First Year Village will open i11 
fall 2021 . The construction of the green space wi be an 
ongoing process, w,th new features added over time. 
Who are the firms doing the architectural work? 





A Living Legacy 
Phillip Hatchett Golf Facility: A promise of continued success for future WKU golfers 
A 
new structure srnnds at rhe corner ofWKU's South 
Campus, just across from the University's Parking and 
T ransportation building. 
In it are record-filled plaques engraved with names of 
Hilltopper golfing grears, two hitting bays with tracking devices, a 
high- tech putt ing green, a club repair station and the fa mi liar Red 
Towel logo pressed on most everyrhing. Bur while whar's inside 
rhe walls counts for a lo t, the words o n rhe outside of the building 
represent much more rhan any piece of golf equipment could: 
" Phillip Hatchett Golf Facil ity." 
1 he name of WKU's new indoor golf faci lity holds so much 
meaning in rhe eyes of many, as it represents a dream come true for its 
namesake, the late Phillip Hatchett ('85). 
A golf srudenc-athlere hi111self at \XIKU in the early 1980s, and 
a Coach of rhe Men's Golf Team from 20 IO to 20 18, Hatchett loved 
che spore and loved the Hill toppers. Ir was h is goal co develop the ceam 
and h is ath letes and make chem great. As the national landscape of 
collegiate golf grew, an indoor faci lity became his dream. 
"From the ri111e Phillip scarred preparing his resume, he had the 
dream of having a fuciliry like chat, and he worked very hard to get ir," said 
Harcherr's wife, Beth. "What he cried to do was change the culrure of the 
golf program, and it rook a few years, bur he sea.reed not only recruiting 
arhlcres, but scholars as well. Ir meant a lot to h i111 for h is guys to have 
their education first, but at the same rime, when he was doing his resume, 
he'd say, 'I've got to have a plan of action,' and rhis facility was ir." 
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"Coach Hatchett was always a believer that you can't get 
anywhere without purring in the hard work," said Tom Bevington, a 
senior from Chepscow, England, and a member of the WKU Men's 
Golf Team. " Ir's fitting chat we can continue his legacy in this way." 
Th is facility was always in Hacchett's vision fo r the bright 
future of~lKU Men's and Wo111en's Golf. As the fi rst full- rime 
Head Coach of the men's program , he d id everythi ng in h is power 
to prepare for this m oment that he trusted would be his d ream 
come crue. He planned for the opportunity, fundraised for the 
future facil ity and had conversations with decision-makers in h is 
first )'ears at rhe helm. 
As Bevington said, Harchen pu t in rhe hard work, and Women's 
Golf Coach Adam Gary saw rhe conviction in his p lan. 
"We were always looking for d ifferent avenues and ways to get 
something scarred," sa id Gary, who worked alongside Hacchetr for four 
seasons. "In the meantime, we fund raised, chinking: 'l h e day is going 
to come when we' ll have an opening and we'll have to just jump on ir 
then, so we want to have the money and everything ready when we do 
have rhe opporcunity.' Then, we finally got rhe opportunity to have it 
on campus and the ava ilability of funds to gee it done." 
After the coaches had found their big break- the perfect srorm 
for rheir new indoor faci lity to come ro life--tragedy sr ruck when 
Phillip Hatchett passed away on Father's Day in June 20 I 8 in a 
bicycling accident. Suddenly, the man who had rhe long-lasting vision 
for \'v'KU Golf, rhe man who helped lay the foundation, was gone. 
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Bur those still involved in rhe process would make sure hi~ dream, 
his legacy, would live on in this bLtild ing, In the coming weeks and 
monrhs, it became dear rhac the facility Harchetr worked so hard to 
bui ld was finally going to come co fruition. Ir was even clearer chat it 
should bear his name, as well. 
"Ir was just an obvious choice ro honor him with the building." 
Gary said. "So that way his legacy carries on with ir, coo." 
Bevington added, "It means so much to us as his players that the 
University is remembering h im in chis way. And rhat his name will live 
on w ithin WKU Golf long after we have graduated." 
Over the course of a year-from October 2018 through October 
2019- ground was broken, walls were hu ilt and rhe new facility was 
created. Donors, includ ing former Hillropper golfe rs, came alongside 
the golf program to fund the building of the facility and the equipment 
inside that will help develop WKU golfers for generations. 
"I just wam to thank all of rhe donors for making his dream come 
true,'' Berh Hatchett said of the facility. 
"I think ir shows the commitment chat (Director of Arhlerics) 
Todd Srewan and rhe donors made to rhe golf programs," said third-
year Men's Golf Head Coach Chan Metts. "To have an AD that would 
come in and make a huge dea l om of bui ld ing something for a golf 
team char maybe hadn'r had the ability to have a facility before is 
significan r, and not lose on our programs." 
Without an indoor facil ity, weather, daylight and sharing space 
were all limiring growth faccors on the men's and women's golf programs. 
Bue with the help and support of generous donations and privarc funds, 
Harchetr's vision was realized and the studenr-arhleces will have noth ing 
holding back their potential success on the golf course. 
In addition to the basic utilities rhat come a long with an indoor 
golf facility, WKU took it one step further. The h iuing bays feature 
the Foresighr GCQuad Launch Monitor, which has che abilicy to 
simulate famous golf courses around the world, including Arnold 
Palmer's Bay Hi ll and Pebble Beach. 1l1e pmring green includes the 
1\mView system, a light projection char shows slope and breaks on 
the surface. The club regripping station sits next ro the club repair area 
that includes a Mitchell loft/ lie machine for club spec adjusrmenr. The 
facility isn't just a weather-proof space with Auorescent lighting-it's a 
game-changer in world ofWKU Golf. 
"ll1e b iggest rhing is having a place of our own. It's ours, our home, 
no maner what," Mem said. "We can be cherc 24 hours a day if we wanr 
to, and char really gives rhe kids something else to buy into and gives 
chem some ownership. Our student-athletes have never had that before." 
The Phillip Hatchett GolfFacilicy isn't just a building, it 's a 
home for rhe programs for years to come. And it holds the promise of 
continued success for fmure WKU golfers, while keeping a great man's 
legacy living and lasting. ■ DANA BROWN ('20) WITH BRYAN FYALKOWSKI AND 
ZACH GREENWELL ('11, "19) 
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AROUND THE GLOBE 
BLAKE PAWLEY I LAKE BLED, SLOVENIA 
Living on a prayer 
Two alumni expcriem.e reaching in Spain 
B 
lake Pawley (' I 8 ) and Trevor Hoffman (' 19) s1aned their 
glob.ii learning experiences when chcy srudied abroad during 
college, buc cheir desire co pursue incern,uional expcm,nces 
didn't end with gradualion. In Occober 2019, they both moved co 
Madrid, Sp;iin, ro scare jobs te,1ching English in public schools. 
Pawley, who l'arned an lncernational Busine\\ degree, studied 
abroad rwictc during hi; \XIKU cxpcritcnce: at Harlaxton College during 
spring 2016 .1nd in Prague. C, ... ch Republic, during spring 2017. As 
pan of his degree, he wa, required to srudy abroad at least once, bur 
rhe fim experience did not satisfy his global learning ambitions. 
"My love for ocher cultures, b nguages and place~ kepr 
me hungry for ne" expcriencl's ro fulfill and enjoy rhc many 
opportuni ties college had ro offer," Pawley expla ined. 
During his time in Engl,md and Prague, P,1wley grew 
academically. proft·ssionally and personally, preparing him for a 
future in international business. He said living and studying in an 
environme111 with language, and cultures outside his own "is of 
che utmost importance wich internacional business," .rnd studring 
abroad provided him" i1h this opporcuni1y. 
" I believe re\pecting local cw,roms, meering people from 
all f,Kets of life, and familiari,ing rourself wich various political. 
economic and other prc~sing world issues menta lly prepares you for 
,111 incernation.11 career." Pa" Icy said. 
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After graduarion. P,1wley accepted a job ar Hcal1hS1rea111 in 
Nashville, T1mn., b ut he soon grew "rcsckss" in an office job. I le 
reali,ed he could not scar with rhe company if he wan1ed co "live 
[h is] dreams of working abroad long-term." 
After a Mudy abroad friend informed him of a job teaching 
English in Spain, Pawley init ially considered keeping his job in 
Nashville 10 see whac rhe furn re could hold rherc, but he ultimately 
decided co rake chc opportunity in Spain. 
"My heart evenrually pcn,uaded my hard-hc,1ded mind to 
trade my desk job inco a new career and start anorhcr exciting 
,tdvenrnrc." Pawley said. 
Pawley's decision 10 apply ro teach English in Spain 
inspired H offma n, who had earned degrees in Biology and 
Spanish, ro apply for a I 0-monrh concracc during his gap year 
before medical school. 
Previously, Hoffman studied abroad with Sol Education 
Abroad in Buenos Aires, Argentina, during the 2017 winter 
rcrm and in .Sego,ia. Spain, through the Ke111uck} lnstirnre for 
lnrcrnational Studies (KIIS) consorriLtm dur ing rhc 201 7 summer 
term. He i.cayed "irh a hosr family during borh programs, which 
helped him improve his Spanish-language skills. In Argencina, he 
,hadowed nurses .and doctors at a local ho,pical. learned about 
medic.ii procedures and spoke wirh pacicm; in Spanish. TREVOR HOFFMAN AND BLAKE PAWLEY I PARIS, FRANCE 
"My love for other cultures, 
languages and places kept me 
hungry for ~ew experiences 
to fulfill and enjoy the many 
opportunit ies college had to offer." 
BLAKE PAWLEY ('18) 
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During thdr 20 19-2020 experience, Pawley and Hoffman 
served as English reach ing assistants, olficially known as 1111xilinr 
de Com,ermcio11 (aux), for the Madrid public Khool system, 
positions they 1ccured through rhc ConvcrsaSpain program. Auxs 
assi1c with English instruc tion in bilingual schools rhac teach 
most subjecrs in English or in non-bil ingual schools chat only u;f.' 
l:nglish for English cl.mes. 
In addirion co the help he provided in the classroom, Pawley, who 
caught ac a non-bilingual school, aho gave private lessons to scudenr;. 
"I loved being able co ralk ro my kids and fel low srafT in 
person rather than over rhc phone or vi.1 a computer screen," 
Pawley 1aid. "I formed amaLing bond, with rhem through my 
planned group ,tcrivities, class prescncarions and just ordinary 
di1cussions about their live;. all "hile improving rhc:ir English and 
reaching them .1bout the anglophone world." 
Hoffman t,tught ,11 a bilingual 5Chool where all classes except 
for mac!, and Spanish were taught in English. l le says rhc ;pecific 
duties of ,1ux; change depending on the needs of che schools. 
teachers and student,. On a typical day, he prepared lessons co 
tea<.h classes, led accivirics in clas,es and helped srndcnrs pracrice 
English in small groups or one-on-one. 
Hoffman credic; ;tudying abroad for his Htcce11. While 
,rndying in Spain made him famil iar wirh rhc councry and 
culture, hi; experiences also helped him become .. more 
comforrable moving away from home for such a long time, trying 
somethi ng completely new- like teaching-and dealing with 
scrcssful challenges." 
Living and working in Spain presented opponuniries for 
borh Pawley and Hoffman to grO\, in differc:111 areas. Alrhough 
Hoffman majored in Span ish and had srndied abroad in 
Sp.1in before. Pawler', only experience wirh rhc language was 
mrn10ri1 ing a prayer in Spanish d uring a middle school class. 
~I kepr rcpearing rhac I was rruly li,ing on a prayer when I 
arrived in Occober," Pawley 1aid. 
Through weekly lesson~ and a 101 of practice, Pawley's 'panish 
improved, and he is now able to read mo11 Spani,h and hold basic 





"I have been embarrassed on many occasions, making 
a fool of myself for using incorrect words or complercly 
misinterpret ing a question," Pawley said. " Ir has taken a !or 
o f patience and hard work and will rake so m uch more ro 
eventually achieve fl uency. In a way, it has humbled me and 
rewarded me with more cultural understanding that comes with 
knowing the local language." 
Though adjusting ro work in a di fferent country is 
challenging, it has its rewards. Pawley's favorite memory is from 
his firsr day. 
"I was so excited to fi nally have a job w here 1 wasn't sitting 
all day and scaring at a computer," Pawley said . 
For Hoffman, having couriscs approach him and ask 
questions were confidence-bui ld ing moments char prove how 
m uch he has grown. 
" It was a really good feeling co be misrakcn for a local 
because ir reminded me that I was tru ly living in another 
country," H offman said. ''le was the best feeling when I actually 
knew rhe answer co che question and could help chem ger 
somewhere in a huge p lace like M adrid, even though I had only 
been living there for a few mo nths." 
Like ochers abroad in rhe spring of 2020, Pawley's and 
Hoffm an's experiences abroad shifted because of COVID-19. 
W hile H offman returned to the U.S. in March and Pawley 
s tayed in Spain, both worked rcm ocely. 
H offm an finished his teaching position remotely in July 
and is now a first-year m edic.i i student ar the University of 
Kentucky College of Medicine at chc Bowling Green campus, 
but he believes he may go abroad again. 
"Although I'm nor sure what rhe fu ture ho lds, I have a love 
for being abroad and defi ni tely sec myself being abroad for an 
extended period of rime again," H offman said . 
Pawley returned to Kentucky in July. In September, he 
moved back to Spain, and he starred his second yea r o f teaching 
in October. H e is currently working in-pe rson with reduced class 
sizes with similar responsib ilit ies as his firsr year, although rhe 
modality of h is job may change depend ing on COVID-19 cases. 
Th e pandemic and quarantine have not lessened Pawlcy's 
passion fo r t ravel, however, and he hopes o the rs feel the same. 
" I s incerely hope chese rough times and the fallou r from 
C O VID-19 won't heavily impact people's des ire o r abiliry to 
explore, travel and sec the world in the long rerm ," he said . " I 
know many th ings will likely change afccr this cris is, buc I will 
be heartbro ken if t he world is fo rever scared to leave home, gcr 
our of the ir comforr zone and go." • ADRIANA WALTERS 
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BLAKE PAWLEY I JOHN LENNON WALL IN PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC 
TREVOR HOFFMAN I SALAMANCA, SPAIN 
J 
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT r--
"Most of all, I want people abroad to know 
this is what it means to be American-to be so 
different from your fe llow citizens that being 




T hree years ago, Jayden "lhomas became t he fi rsr person in h is family to attend college. Two years ago, he became rhe firsr co travel by plane. Lase fal l, he became the first in his family 
to travel abroad. When he g raduates, l homas w ill be on his way ro a 
career in the United Scares Foreign Service, tepresenring rhe complexiry 
and diversiry of the American experience abroad. 
As a h igh school scudenr, Thom as struggled co fi nd a 
comfortable place among h is peers: he took all rhe right classes but 
lacked financ ial resources and guidance of parents who had navigated 
college before. Ultimarely, a com bination of merit scholarships 
and need-based gra nts m ade it possible for 1homas to attend 
WKV, where he found communities and resources to maximize h is 
potential. He connected wi rh the Office of Scholar Development at 
the Honors l;reshman Orienrarion Retreat (H4) and began mapping 
his futu re before he even arrived on cam pus. Even wi thouc precise 
understanding of what it encailed, he knew he wan red to work for 
the U nited States government abroad. 
·1 ho mas' interests in East Asian cul tures and LG BTQ+ advocacy 
rook roor on campus with involvement in the Department of Pol itical 
Science, Japanese language srudy, student govern ment and the Queer 
Scudenr Union. He applied fo r compcricive scholarships, ar fi rsr 
wichouc success, buc he persisted , staying engaged in the issues rhar he 
cared abouc most and seeking opportunities co build his experience. 
In 2018, '11,omas boarded a plane for the first t ime to accend 
the national Out for Undergrad Business Conference in New York 
C ity, attending nerworking and professional development sessions 
alongside ocher LGBTQ+ studcnrs fro m un iversities nationwide. A 
few months lacer, he boarded ano ther Aighr to represenc WKU ar rhc 
Scudcnr Conference on U.S. Affairs (SCUSA) ar West Poinr, engaging 
in d iscussion with scudenrs from around che country who shared his 
commitment ro service in the federa l governmenr. 
Ar rhc same time, he applied for several programs chat woLtld 
fund study in Japan and internships wich the U.S. Departmenc of 
Scare. One by one, 11,omas received notification char he had won each 
of rhcm. In che sum mer of 20 I 9 , he spenr eight weeks at a fu lly funded 
intensive language institute in Japan, followed by an academic year at 
Kansai Gaidai U niversity in Osaka funded by Gilman and Freeman-
AS IA Scholarsh ips. He was selected for the competitive U.S. Foreign 
Service Internship Program, which would have placed him in a Scace 
Department bureau in Washington, D.C., and a U.S. embassy abroad 
in the summers of 2020 and 202 1. The program was canceled due to 
COVID-19, bur 1l10mas is now serving as a Virtual Student Federal 
Service Inrern for rhe U .S. Consolarc in Okinawa for 2020-2021. 
Thom as' experience on the margins has driven his interest in 
promoting cross-culcural undersranding, and the support he has found 
across ~!KU's campus has opened doors to a promising fucure. 
"I know I am different from many of my peers, and I know that 
if people rruly wanr to understand each other we need to understand 
each ocher's idcncicies," Thomas said. "Most of all, I wane people 
abroad to know th is is what it means to be American- to be so 
different from your fel low citizens char being identical is absurd. Our 
differences make our country strong." ■ DR. MELINDA GRIMSLEY 
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----, COVID-19 UPDATE 
WKU succeeds during a semester like no other 
I 
r began in lace 2019 w ith concerns about studenrs studying abroad , 
especially those in C hina. lhc focus was on rcrnrning chem ro che 
United States before they were exposed to a novel coronavirus, 
porenrially developing COVl 0 - 19. 'There was also concern about WKU 
srudenrs fro m chose countries who either could nor go home o r return 
for classes becaus..- of the outbreak. 
But as the virus m ade its way across chc globe and into the 
U .S ., concern escalated quickly. Ar WKU , President Ti mothy C. 
Caboni ('94) pulled togethe r a COVID- 19 Task Force, composed 
of cabinet m embers, subjec r matter experts and shared governance 
leadership, to form mirigarion plans and guide che Univers iry 
community th rough what was coming. 
l he Task Force moved quickly, and on March 1 I, President Caboni 
announced an extension of spring break by a week ro give faculty time to 
move all classes from face- ro-face ro a,, alternate delivery through April 
5. Evcnrs of more than 50 participants were canceled. Mose travel was 
suspended, and telecommuting was encouraged. 
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By March 17, face-to-face classes were canceled for che rest of the 
semester, residence halls were being closed and all in-person events, 
including Commencement, were canceled, rescheduled or vircualizcd. 
Amid the upheaval of normal universicy life, one thing became 
clear: Even though the WKU Family was forced aparr, we came together. 
SWITCHING INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY 
As instruction moved out of the classroom and into the virtual 
realm, faculty had to rethink their curriculLUn and find creative ways 
to del iver d1eir lessons. WKU's Center for Innovative Teaching and 
Learning stepped up with webinars and provided instructional designers. 
Faculty already versed in online delivery mentored their colleagues. 
Technologies such as Zoom and Labstcr became a part of everyday life. 
-1 he near Herculean shifr involved more than 2,500 face-ro-face 
courst: sections, 2,500 micro-lecture videos created and more than 700 
hours of Zoom and Blackboard training. In all, faculty worked more 
than 20,000 overtime hours ro make che transition. 
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TAKING CARE OF STUDENTS 
The focus ac \VKU is on students. Mitigation plans designed for 
rheir safety, as wel l as the safety of the entire community, also created an 
unpreccdenred d isruption in d1eir educational experience. The \VKU 
Community stepped up to help case the stress caused by the pandemic. 
• Information Technology Services (ITS) purchased more than 200 laptops 
to loan co students and faculty who did not have the necessary technology 
co participate in online learning. 
• ITS created Internet horspocs in two of the larger parking lots for students 
and the communiry in general who needed access for online learning. 
• Alumni adopted about 50 'vC1KU students who were granted exemptions 
to remain on campus for a variety of personal reasons and provided letters 
and care packages to help scudcnrs feel less isolared. 
• EnroUmenc and Srudenc Experience coo rd inated a postcard campaign to 
check in on students and provide reassurance. 
• The \ VKU Food Panrry remained open, and is still open, to assisr srudenrs 
and any in che community who were food insecure. 
• ScafF in the Gordon Ford College of Business used Zoom to assist students 
with interview preparation and job search quesrions. 
THE BIG RED RESTART 
Even as WKU worked to mitigare the disruption ro the spring and 
summer semesters, the focus turned to preparing for chc fall semester. Members 
of the COVlD- 19 Task Force were joined by ochers from the campus 
communiry to Form fou r restart committees: Academics and Inquiry; Student 
Experience and Engagement; Environmenr, Operations and Physical Plant; 
and Athletics. These committees rook the lessons learned from the spring 
and summer and consulted with scare and federal resources as 1hey developed 
\VKU's plan for the fall, the Big Red Rcsrarr. 
The guiding principles of the Big Red Restart arc the health and safety of 
all of our campus comnrnniries, mainraining academic quali ty and integrity, 
preserving the WKU Experience and remaining flexible to adapt as our siruation 
changes. The committee plans were brought to che Task Force, w hich assembled 
rhem into the overall restart document, presented to the public on M ay 28. 
"The uncerrain ty of che pandemic now, and in the weeks and monrhs 
aliead, complicate rhe planning process," President Caboni said. "\Ve must, now 
more than ever before, be increasingly nimble and Aexible as we work through 
this rime rogcchcr." 
Work concinued throughout the summer to prepare the campus for the 
return of studen ts, faculty and staff, many of whom had been working remotely 
since spring break. " Healthy on the H ill" provided rhe overall guidel ines. 
Signagc was installed to provide guidance, classrooms were measured and 
rearranged to provide physical distancing, faculty developed a range of reaching 
modalities from in-person to fully remote and plexiglass harriers were installed 
to allow for safer inreractions. Plans were developed For testing and the isolation 
of those who tesred positive or were deemed co be contacts. And while the 
Universiry had a couple of months co prepare for the fall , un like the weeks to 
prepare for the spring semesrer shift, there was a large amount of work rhat 




A SEMESTER LIKE NO OTHER 
Fall 2020 has been a semester like no other. Fewer people are 
on campus as those who could work remotely continued to do so. 
Classes were presented in a variety of modal ities with about half fu lly 
in-person or in a hyb rid format while others were taught remotely. 
There were no large gatherings, such as performances, tailgating or 
large club meetings. Attendance a t athletic events was kept small to 
allow for distancing and many Homecoming events were canceled o r 
vinualized . Commencement and graduate recognition ceremonies 
have been rescheduled. 
Other changes included el iminating fall break, but taking the full 
week off at Thanksgiving. Also, in-person classes ended Nov. 20, and 
the final weeks of instruction and final exams were conducted remotely. 
These measures were all part of the plan to keep the virus at bay and 
the WKU Fam ily safe. While there were positive cases and close 
contacts among faculty, staff and outside concractors, swift action to 
isolate chose cases, and campus compliance with safety protocols, kept 
these cases from becoming larger outbreaks. In a few cases, as patterns 
began ro emerge, University officials moved quickly to mandate 
additional testing and contact cracing to st0p rhe spread. 
"I am proud of the efforrs across the University to practice our 
Healthy on the Hill guidelines, catch cases early, and quarantine and 
contact trace quickly to minimize spread of the virus. \Y/e had no 
evidence of transmission occurring in any classroom at WKU," President 
Caboni said. "It is critical that we continue to embrace the practices chat 
we know work-physical distancing, wearing masks and washing our 
hands often. We have proven that together we can navigate successfully 
the challenges presented by this pandemic. However, we must remain 
vigilant, especially as cases across the state and nation tise." 
NEW LOOK FOR STUDENT RECRUITMENT 
Student recruitment faced particular challenges due co the 
COYI D- 19 pandemic in the spring. The Office of Admissions relies 
heavily on face-to-face programming, all of which had to transition 
quickly to a virtual format. 
"The pandemic forced our office to adopt new delivery modal ities 
for traditional programm ing and to significanrly enhance existing 
d igital marketing and recruitment efforts," said Admissio ns Director 
D r. Jace Lux ('OO, '04, 'OS, '12, L). "We quickly developed and 
hosted a number of virtual recruitment events for p rospective and 
admirted students and their families. 'We also worked with others 
on cam pus to develop a revamped vircual tour, since for a significant 
period of time we were unable to hose campus visits. We invested 
heavi ly in digital and social media recruitmenr efFon s, and we 
enhanced our use of text messaging, live chats on the Admissions 
website and Zoom meeting opportunities." 
l11e Office of Admissions is also casked with new student 
orientations, which are typically in-person, on-campus events, and the 
pandemic h it about cwo weeks before rhe first scheduled oricnracion. 
"We quickly shifted those to a virtual format, and we accua lly 
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had higher rares of participatio n than our traditional in-person 
orientations," Lux said. "Students and their fam ilies were wi ll ing to 
accept that the world had changed quickly and they were very will ing 
to work with us through these new modalities." 
SHIFTS FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
A big part of student life is participation in groups and 
organizations. W ith the pandemic, groups have been creative to replace 
much of the customary face-to-face activi ty with safer alternatives. 
"Our groups have become masters of Zoom," said Dr. Charley 
Pride ('87, '89, '96, L), Director of Student Accivities, O rgani1.acions 
and Leadership. "Clubs and organizations have been working co define 
safe spaces and protocols." 
Even though sorority and fraternity n::cruitmenc was virtual, 
numbers remained strong and sororities set a record for che number 
of bids given out in the fall, Pride said. "This was a big change to our 
normal way of doing business." 
Groups had to be innovative in providing new member orientation, 
conducting phibnrhropic events and maximizing opporrunicies, he said, 
adding a cross-departmental Events Committee has been advising groups 
and providing approval for in-person meetings. 
'v 
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A NEW SEASON FOR WKU ATHLETICS 
From reduced fon capacity ar games to frequent resting 
of scudent-athlercs and staff, WKU Achletics has implemented 
significant changes fo r safety. 
Fan capacity at football games was reduced to 20 percent 
and searing assignments changed co adhere to physical d istancing 
guidelines, according to Zach Greenwell ('11, '19). Director of 
Communications and Media Relations for WKU Athletics. Ocher 
game-day changes have included significant rescrictions on tailgating, 
temperature/symptoms screenings and mask requirements in venues, 
mobile ticketing, changes to concessions and greatly increased cleaning 
and sanitization before, during and after evencs. 
"We have frequent resting for all student-athletes and staff, 
ranging fro111 three rimes a week for high-contact sports to weekly 
surveUlance rescing for programs out of season," G reenwell said. 
LOOKING AHEAD TO SPRING 2021 
The vigiliancc will need to continue as scudencs return to the H ill 
in Janua1·y for the spring semester. Faculty cominue ro review reaching 
modalities, using the fall experience to build rheir spring courses. 
Schedule adjustments continue as spring break has been canceled, and 
rhe semester will end a week early with the goal of keeping students 
close to campus and limiting the spread from popular vacation 
desrinarions. Much like footbal l, arrcndance ar basketball games wi ll be 
limited and schedules revised to limit the potential impact of the virus 
on scudcnr-athletes and fans. 
Even as we adjust, there is hope that some usual activities can 
return in some form. Commencement for the fall 2020 and spring 
202 1 graduates is set for che weekend of April 30-May I, and rhe 
University will celebrate the fall 20 19 and spring 2020 graduates on 
May 7-8. 
"We are all working through circu111sta11ces for which none of 
us was ful ly prepared. Yer our campuses, and our communities, have 
pulled together, exhibiting rhe creativity, expertise, deter111ination and 
dedication- grir if you will-necessary for success," President Caboni 
said. "It remains up to each of us to rake, and continue, the actions 
needed co make that success happen. 
"Adversiry is defining, for good and bad. Ar WKU, working with 
our consricuencies and communities, we will shine above this adversity 
for the betterment of us all." ■ BOB SKIPPER ('82, '91) 
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\Xlhen a guest walks into the CES lab in College High Hall, they 
sec the expected computers, bur those computers face whiteboard 
walls filled with writings and compurnLions from the srudcnt 
resea rchers. Guests may see a Samsung washing machine lying on 
its side in om, corner, a dryer in another corner and a refrigerator 
close by. If not for the autonomous systems projects on the tables 
and desks, one may mistake this lab for home. Each of these items 
are projects CES srudents are contracted to work on throughout 
the year, and the lab space is intentionally created to provide a 
multidiscipli nary, inviting and engaging environment in which 
scudents develop ski lls th rough rhe successful delivery of industrial 
projects, as the CES mission describes. 
"E..ducarion does not make a change. The application of 
education makes a change," Dr. Ashrafzadeh said. "\Xlhen CES 
receives the product from an industrial company, CES members sec 
it as an opportunity to learn. \Y/e work on this interface, and chat is 
the way we develop a skill. \Xie develop a skill through an execution 
of a real project in which o,1r hands, our eyes, our minds and our air 
is t ruly engaged." 
Accord ing co Dr. Ashrafzadch, 80 percenr of the students who 
have worked in chc Center for Energy Systems have been hired in 
Kencucky immediately upon graduation. The other 20 percent go on 
ro a graduate program to continue their education. 
"From the University side, we arc a s rndenc-cencered applied 
research cen ter. From the ourside, we are the engine of workforce 
development for engineering for southern Kenrncky induscries," 
Ashrafzadeh said, explaining the up to three years of experience 
scudenrs receive from real-wo rld problem solving at the CES. 
Timothy Goodwin ('20) of Bowling Green, Ky., graduated in 
May with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. As a student, 
he served in a position similar co a p roject lead in the CES, guiding the 
younger students and helping to bridge rhc gap between their currenr 
knowledge base and what they need co know for a project. 
"The first thing we do is gee you prepared to be utilized on a 
project," he explained. "\Xlhen I scarred, rhe first monrh, l studied 
coding. Then, I go t put on a project with all seniors and me. I was 
not exactly thrown in the deep end, bur I was immediately gett ing 
inco what a project was like and how tO work with a ream." 
1 he srudenr researchers come from mul tiple academic 
disciplines including Electrical, Mechanica l and C ivil Engineering. 
They also serve in a variety of ways. While one srudem may look at 
the porenrial fo r drones to help smart agriculcurc, another student 
searches for research grant funding whi le a thi rd one prepares a white 
paper fo r an upcoming conference. 
"!he research Cenrer va lues integrity, proactiveness, project 
ownership, embracing unknowns, perseverance and effective 
communicat ion, and srudencs' performances are assessed against 
these values. 
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About the Center 
The Center for Energy Systems started in 2013 when Dr. 
Ashrafaadeh was named the Greulich Chair for Energy Systems, which 
was funded by alumni Don ('72, L) and Jennifer ('71, L) Greulich. 
In 2018, the program expanded ro include rhe research center. 
From time to rime Don Greulich. Principal and CEO ofKerr-
Greulich Engineers, Inc., enters the doors of College High Hall for an 
impromptu visit with students working in the Center. 
"Once, when visiting rhe lab, I was so impressed that I got a copy 
of one scudcnt's presemarion and had it marred and hung in my office 
so people could see that \XIKU srudents arc doing the things thar arc 
already being done in industry," Greulich said. "WKU and chis lab are 
making an impacr and growing the engineering presence in western 
Kentucky and that is feeding rhe economy." 
"I rhink he really enjoys seeing all the rhings he created here 
because, without chat Chair at rhe beginning, none of rhis would have 
happened-none of us would be here," Goodwin said of Greulich. 
"Literally hundreds of kids have gone rht0ugh here, and now, because 
of the undergraduate experiences they have had here, they can go to 
good research schools for master's programs or can ger a grear job out 
of school and be financially stable." 
Goodwin was one of those students. Thanks co his work in rhe 
CES-and co Dr. Ashrafzadeh's menrorship-he landed a full ride 
in the Master of Electrical and Com purer Engineering program at 
Marquette University. 
"A new iniriative needs funding," Goodwin explained. "So, ir 
is important for alumni and donors like Mr. Greulich co give back, 
providing rhc seed money for us. After that, it is our responsibility ro 
get rhe besr ouc of ir. I know that is an import:inr th ing for me. \Y/hcn 
I'm financially stable, I want ro make sure kids like me can have the 
same opportunities I received." 
1 he Cenrer for Energy Systems' vision is to become a nationally 
recognized Ccmcr of Excellence for industry in cusrom prorocyping and 
new product development. Its industrial sponsors include Samsung, 
Tempur Sealy lnrernarional and Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. 
"\Xie do not just publish research papers as traditional researchers 
do," Dr. Ashrafzadeh said. "\Xie design and develop new products. This 
makes us quire distinct. I strongly bel ieve that research and education 
should positively impact and improve our everyday life. Therefore, I 
am in love with an education chat is grounded in reality, rather than 
education for the sake of education." 
For more information on the Center for Energy Systems 






That determination and sense of purpose has led her to where 
she is today-a Broadcasting major with a minor in Musical ll1eate r 
who is pursuing her dreams and using her platform as Miss \Vesrem 
Kentucky co champion others with traumatic brain injuries (TBis). 
"I was never a pageant girl, but I competed in and won Miss 
Black Western as a freshman in 20 18," she said. "It's no t common for a 
freshman co win something like rhar, bur I won by tell ing my story. AJ; 
a chi ld, I never told anyone that T had a disabiliry. I never told anyone 
that I had a traumatic bra in injury, because I didn't want them to look 
ar me as weak or d iffe rent. At char pageant when I told my story, I 
realized it was impacting people's lives and ir was inspirational." 
Thar realization cook Hamilton to ocher pageants, and she joined 
rhe Miss America scholarship program and competed in 2019 for first 
Miss Western Kentucky-which she lose- and then as M iss Historic 
Mill Springs- which she won. 
" I d idn't w in M iss Kentucky that yea r, but I learned a lot of 
lessons abom what I needed ro do next time," Hamilron said. "In 
2020, fo r me to be eligible co compete in Miss Kenrucky again , I had 
to win another local pageant, so I competed for rhe one that I lost the 
previous year, which was M iss Western Kenrucky. I won under my 
p latform, which was 'rhe abili ty in disabil ity."' 
Due to COVI D-19, Miss America gave 2020 local and scare-level 
pageanr winners an extra yea r with the ir current tides, so Hamilton 
will compete for Miss Kentucky as Miss Western Kcnrncky 2020 and 
202 1 next summer. She has great hopes fo r the future-nor only for 
her furure pageant competitions, bur for fulfilling her life's work. 
" I chose my platform, 'the ability in disabil ity,' because I 
n:alized I could make a di fference bigger than me, bigger than 
chis platform, bigger rhan the crown , bigger than the educational 
system," she said. "I have also founded a re lated non-profit called 
'The Abil ity in Disability."' 
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According to Hamilton, traumatic brain injury is rhe leading 
cause of death in rhe nation and also the leading disability. 
"Every 15 seconds, someone sustains a traumatic brain injury, and 
155 people die each day because of traumatic brain injuries, yer there's 
no representation for chem in higher education," Hamilcon shared. 
'Tm one of 10 students here a t WKU with chis disabi li ty, and that's a 
huge problem. There are so many more, bur they're not getting here. 
·1 hcy're not thriving in school, because they don't chink they can. "I hat's 
a confidence issue. I want to cell m y story and impact people's lives and 
tell chem there's tru th in d isabilities, there's tru th in abi li ties, and that's 
the abil ity in disabil ity." 
As Hamilcon began rhe long recovery from her chi ldhood 
injuries, she soon realized she was differenr. 1he doctors had shaved her 
hair, she had rubes up her nose, had a brace and would need co wear a 
special-needs helmet everywhere she went. 
"The doctor cold me char life as I knew it had changed forever 
and chat it would rake fo ur years for my brain to heal," she said. "In 
chose four years, I couldn't dance. I couldn't play on the playground. 
I couldn't tun. I couldn't be a normal kid. My chilcU1ood was ripped 
from me. It was ve ry depressing ro me as a child because I felt cha t 
my innocence was raken from me- that wonder and adventure. I just 
really struggled with finding my place." 
Early on in he r recovery, Hamilton wanted ro dance, bur her 
parents were afraid for her. Sht' passed a math placcmenr rest and gor 
into advanced math, bur her parents and reachers d idn'r wam her co 
struggle, so they rook her our of that class. 
"I realized rhen that they didn't see what I saw," H amilton 
expla ined. "I knew chis wasn't my li fe-I wasn't supposed co just have 
a brain injury at 8 years old and stay home and do nothing. I th ink 
maybe tha t's what pushed me to be a better version of myself and work 
harder. ·1 hat's whar made me vow char I would do great th ings." 
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When she entered high school. Hamilron joined rhc dance ream 
and had a role in all rhe high school musicals. She was vice president 
of her senior class and graduated as valedictorian with a 4.2 GPA. 
"Even wirh rhose accomplishments, I still d idn't think I was 
smart," she shared. "I wondered if I was really smart o r if I was just 
hard working. I d idn't p rove rhar and understand rhac until I gor ro 
colkge ar WKU, where I have mer phenomenal people who have 
helped me on my journey." 
A first-generat ion college s rudenr, H am il ron found 
encouragement through her professors, \X/KU's Srndcnc Support 
Services, the Office of Scholar Development and rhc [nccrculcura l 
Student Engagement Center (!SEC) Academ y. She currcncly has a 
3.8 cumulative CPA. 
"I could nor have done chis by myself," she said. "I r's hard 
work and rn lenr, bur you have co have those connections and 
ne tworks. I've made those con nections, and rhey al l believe in me. I 
don't rhink I would have found rhar at any ocher university." 
According ro Dr, Martha Sales ('92, '96, '08, '15), Executive 
Director ofISEC and the WKU TRIO Programs, rhe ISEC Academy 
is a four-year recruitment, retention and graduation program for 
students of color enrolled at \XIKU. 
"It is a m ulti-faceted student success program char has several 
high-impact practices," Dr. Sab explained. " \Y/e spend rime 
equipping sm dcnrs for success nor only in rhc firsc year, bur in all 
four years. During che first year, we deal wich cransicion. ' Ihc second 
year, we deal w ith srudenc engagemenr and involvement, and the 
rhird year we focus on career success and preparation for careers. The 
fourth year, chcir sen ior year, we focus on graduation, ensuring rhat 
chcy graduate on rime in four years and a lso thar rhcy are equipped 
ro he successfu l after rhey leave the H il l." 
Regardless of rheir race, gender or ethnicity, Dr. Sales said mosc 
students come ro \VKU w ith some dream in mind. 
"Whar the !SEC Academy dol'S for students of colo r is ro 
assist them nor only in reaching their dreams but in developing 
rhe ir dreams," she said . "We are ab le to do chat dai ly by listening ro 
srudenrs, by allowing ,tudcnrs ro ralk through and sec rhcir dreams. 
Somerimes when we chink of dreaming, we chink of our eyes being 
shur. !SEC Academy allows students ro see rhei r dreams, ro sec 
themselves operating in successful avenues and successful venues." 
Dr. Sales says listening is key ro everything rhey do. 
"Somccimcs students just want to be heard," she said . ""I hey wane 
co be able co share their d reams with adminisrrarnrs, faculty and staff 
and be validaccd- noc ro be told chac ir's impossib le or that they can't 
reach that dream, but ro he lp chem." 
Ir's al l about el iminating barriers and breaking down obstacles so 
students can achieve those dreams. 
"'I here's probably not one srudent I've come into contact with in 
my 23 year, of higher education who d idn't have som e potential, and 
char potential has robe culcivared ," Dr. Sales said. "Someti mes rhat 
poten tial has been damaged through words, experiences, exposure, 
ht'artache and pain. What !SEC docs is to make srudenrs realize how 
g reat they are- ro give rhem rhe courage and empower chem ro operarc 
in the ir grearness and not apologize for the ir g reatness, even though ir 
may be uniquely different rhan socicry tells them ir should be." 
For Hamilton, rhe !SEC Academy is a place where she is 
welcomed. 
"WKU is a primarily whi re university," 
Hamilron explained . "There are more than 20,000 
Hudcncs here, and fewer than 2,000 of them are 
African American. There's an even smaller number of 
srudencs from H ispan ic cultures. ']his organization 
makes chem feel at home. 
"In your first year with ISEC, you srand on a 
podium at orientation and you say, 'I am a scholar, 
and I'm going robe grcar.' It's meanr robe long-
laMing and for you ro remember char and believe 
char. Thar real ly is my mos t memorable moment 
here at WKU. I knew rhcn rhac I was going co be a 
scholar, ,ind I was going to make it." 
Hamilron loved ISEC so much char she chose 
robe a mcmor and a navigator for the organization. 
"Since my sophomore year, I've helped students 
younger than me, showing rhem the ropes abour 
WKU, just like someone did for me, because ir's all 
abour helping each other up chc ladder and over che 
mountain," she said. "Ir's all about who you know
1 
about the nerworks." 
Tiiar supportive spirit is the heart of !SEC. 
"I tell students every day rhac ir's nor abour 
you," Dr. Sales said. ''Jr's about you accomplishing 
your greamess so you can rhen assist ochers in 
accomplishing theirs. TI1c !SEC Academy is 
important because ir assists those srudenrs who may come from 
backgrounds char may have impeded rhci r success ar any higher 
education institution. Ir's nor just an orien tation program or one 
for students who a rc struggling or for studen ts of color who may be 
deemed unsuccessful. Oftentimes, when we deal with students of color 
in ~uccess metrics, we think of chem as being unprepared or low-
income or being ' less than.' W irh ISEC Academy, we look at students 
where they ar, and assist chem in developing rheir greacness so rhey can 
succeed at \Y/KU." 
For Hamilton, she wants ro develop her greatness ro make a 
d ifference for people who have faced the same struggles she has. 
")use lase year, a 10-year-old African American boy commirred 
suicide because he had a learning disabi liry and was bull ied ," she 
explained. "I couldn't help b ur sec myself as char boy. I just wish he 
could have hea rd my srory and seen himself in me. Maybe he would be 
here today if he could have seen where his life could go." 
Dr. Sal,s says Han1ilcon is rhe epirome of !SEC. 
"She is respectful and respected," she said. She is beauriful 
by nature, classy in characrer, excellent in scholarship and bold in 
leadership. Jaulin is !SEC because she exempl ifies and has proven 'char 
[SEC is rhe place where scholars are made."' 
''Herc I am, a person with a disabili ty- several d isabilities-a 
minority, an African American, and l am thriving in higher l'ducacion," 
Hamilron said. "I'm doing the things that people said I wouldn't do. 
['m doing all of thac bl'cause I believed in myself and worked hard. Life 
is full of challenges, and you can'r let a d isability stop you." 
' fh is all rics back ro how Dr. Sales teaches srudenrs co fulfi ll their 
d reams. 
"] reach them how ro replicare rhemselves," she said. "They 
need ro replicate the greatness chey possess so they can assist others in 
reaching chcir full pocemial." 
For Hamilton, her nexr chapter is still a work in progress, bur her 
dreams arc big. 
"As a Broadcascing major, I would love ro work in the news or 
entertainment industry, uncovering the truth and being the voice for 
the voiceless," she said. "As a Musical TI1earer m inor, my passion is the 
arcs, singing, dancing and acting. I want ro continue ro act in movies 
and perform." 
Besides rhat, Hamilton is working on lnsriture of Research Board 
(IRB)-approved research on traumatic bra.in injuries, and she will 
present and publish "Inside the Mind of Persons wirh TB[s" ar WKU's 
undergraduate research conference in the spring of 202 I . Wirh that 
research, which has the goal o f increasing the TB! popularion in h igher 
education, she hopes ro be nominated for a TED Talk so she can make 
an impact on the 5.3 million people struggling with TBls. 
"I don'r regret having a rraumacic brain injury or anything else 
that has happened ro m e," she concluded. "This is bigger rhan me. TI1is 
is my purpose. Who knows where that wi ll go? [ would love to wrire 
a book about my life. [ would love to create grams for ocher srudcncs 
at \XIKU. I would love ro just give back ro the organizarions rhac have 
helped me thus far. Who knows) Maybe I' ll be Miss America." 
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BY ALICIA CARTER ('07) 
The Suzanne Vicalc C linical Educacion Complex ac WKU (CEC) 
has been cransforming lives and elevating the local communiry and 
beyond since its incepcion in 2006. Offering services co individuals and 
families impacced by aucism speccrum disorder and developmental delays 
and disabilicies, che CEC specializes in enhancing socialization and 
communication skills. A new program, Lifc-Work5 ac WKU, launched 
in Scpccmber and is increasing chc CEC's reach by expanding services co 
young adulcs on che autism spectrum who arc over the age of 21. 
LifeWorks at WKU is a rwo-ycar residential program chat helps 
bridge gaps and build rclacionships. 111c program provides living, 
working and recreation support for individuals o n che aurism spectrum 
who are 21 years of agt' and older and are ready to enter the workfo rce. 
Life Works ac WKU was made possible through generous support from 
the community and strengthens a longstanding University-community 
partnership ro support individ uals and fam ilies and educate students in 
besc clinical practices. 
Wabuck Development, a development company based in 
Leitchfield, Ky., partnered with LifeWorks at WKU in the renovation 
of apartments at 1328 Adams Scrcet to provide accommodations for up 
co 26 individuals. 
Dr. Mary Lloyd Moore ('86, '92, '13, L), Executive D irector of 
the CEC, said chere is a large service delivery gap for individuals on the 
autism spectrum who are over che age of 2 1. 
"ll1c number of individuals diagnosed on rhe autism spectrum is 
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abour one in 54 according to 2020 data from the Centers for Disease 
Conrrol, so we know there is a large need for services," Dr. Moore 
said. ·'From day one, we wamed co provide programming to support 
individuals and families from 12 months of age through adulthood. 
We have offered services for a wide variety of ages, bur sen,ices stopped 
afrer college. Ar age 2 1, services to support individuals on the autism 
spectrum arc very hard to find. \Y/c saw a need within our community 
to provide these services, and we've worked hard to make that happen." 
David Wheeler ('09), Executive D irector for Life\'v'orks at 
WKU, said the program is for adulcs on the aurism spectrum who have 
completed their education, whether that be high school or college. 
"11,e program is designed for people who are inreresred in 
entering the work world, have completed cheir education, and have d1e 
desire and potential to live independently," Wheeler said. 
Life\'v'orks at \Y/KU's inaugural group consists of rwo residents 
wirh rhe goal ro grow ro 26 over che nexr four years. 
" It's an exciting time," Wheeler said . "We are thril led to begin rhis 
new journey with our residents." 
Andy Arnold ('19), a Life Works ac WKU parricipanr, said he is 
exciced to be in rhe inaugural group this fall. 
Arnold knows the posirive impact a support program like chis can 
have for individ uals o n che aurism speccrum. He parricipared in t he 
Kel ly Autism Program (KAP) C ircle of Supporr as an undergraduate 
scudent at WKU. H e said chat program was a pivocal point in his life. 
Prior to his involvement in KAP, he struggled socially and 
academically, having co d rop out of college for a period of time. Upon 
returning to his studies, he connecced with KAP and there found the 
mob and support necessary to successfully complete college. 
''This program is going co change n,y life," Arnold said. "Receiving 
the training to become more independent with life in general, being able 
ro stand up on my own two feet, and having the opportunity to live on 
my own, in my own apart111ent, will help me grow and macure." 
Dr. Moon: said chat from rhe beginning the CEC's miss ion 
has been twofold: co provide services ro clicncs and ro provide 
opportunities for WKU students to participate in applied research and 
professional experiences. Life Works ac WKU is likewise designed ro 
advance the CEC's miss ion. 
"The program utilizes \XIKU students ro offer services," Dr. Moore 
said. "There are opportunities for WKU students from graduate and 
professional programs to work at Life Works at WKU as residenrial 
advisors. WKU undergraduace studencs from a variety of related 
academic programs also assist with rhe administration of the program." 
LiftWorks at WKU utilizes a curriculum called 
Learn4Jndcpendencc, which teaches independent living through a four-
tiered progra111: supported living, suppcmed employment, community 
engagement and relationship building. 
The concept of the CEC began in 2001 when several 
community leaders gathered ro discuss their dream of an umbrella 
agency char could serve individuals on che autism spectrum and cheir 
families from infancy through adulthood. ·1 hey initially focused 
on young adults, as programming for young children was already 
available chrough ocher community programs. Shortly thereafter, 
in 2003, area commun ity programming for young children ceased 
co exisr due ro lack of funding. At chac point, a group of concerned 
parents and grandparencs banded rogerher co forge a Universiry-
commun ity parmership. Leadership at WKU added their vision ro 
the concept , which included a path for WKU students to enter a 
training ground by offering services in the fields of Early Childhood 
Education, Communication Disorders, Special Education. 
Psychology, Social Work, Nursing and other related discipl ines. 
The CEC is composed of four main progr~ms that include the 
Renshaw Early Childhood Center, otherwise known as Big Red 
School; the Communication Disorders Clin ic; the Family Resource 
Program; and the Kelly Autism Program (KAP). Additionally, 
the KAP C ircle of Support Program was added and has grown ro 
provide support co around 60 WKU college students. Programm ing 
for individuals with autism who arc ready co enter the workforce 
and arc over the age of21 has been largely unavailable wirhin the 
commu nity unril now. 
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Steven C. Barber ('84) 
Filmmaker and producer takes his career to new heights with Apollo project 
S 
tcvcn C. Barber ('84) of Santa Monica, Calif.. has been in 
the entertainm ent business as a wr iter and filmmaker for more 
than 30 years . Recendy, however, he has focused his efforts o n 
a d ifferent type of high-flying project ro honor the Apollo I 1 space 
launch with a 50th anniversary monument. 
"My inrcresr in space goes al l the way back to the I 960s. My fathe r 
worked for General Motors as an engineer, and the U.S. was engaged with 
the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo programs," said Barber. " (I remember] 
being amazed and in awe of what man was doing at char specific time." 
The idea for a monument was sparked afrer a planned 
documentary project with Buzz Aldrin fell through due to Aldrin 
leaving for personal marrers. Aldrin had always been one of Barber's 
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heroes and he s rill wanred ro honor h im in some way. 
"I actually came up with the idea for the Apollo 11 monument on a 
bike ride about a year ago," explained Barber. " I had done some research 
and nobody had ever made a significant monument to the grea test 
technological achievement in the history of mankind. I p itched it to 
NASA at the Kennedy Space Center and they loved the iJ ea." 
H owever, it wasn't an easy project to get o ff the ground, as it 
requ ired an invesrment of $750,000 and needed ro be completed in 
time fo r the 50th anniversary of the mission. Afte r commissioning 
Lundeen Sculpture to build the monumenc, Barber contacted more 
than 400 prospects before Quicken Loans agreed to sponsor rhe 
monument. 
Due ro the tigh t schedule, the sculpture makers only had around 
three months ro fin ish the monument. 
On July 20, 2019. the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11 , the hard work 
came to life as rhe Kennedy Space Center unveiled che bronze statue of 
Neil Armstrong. Bun Aldrin and Michael Collins. 
Barber says it 's really quite surreal ro know that more than I 0,000 
people from across the globe see the monument each day. 
") really felt like I've lefr something behind to inspire fururc 
generations," said Barber. "I love all o f my fi lms, bur you can't really 
touch a fi lm and you can't really look at a film and gee the kind of 
inspiration you do from a beautiful , 12-foot, 1,400-pound monument 
of th~ men who went ro the moon." 
After tht: unveiling, Barber reAected on WKU's role in h is success. 
In 1984, he left WKU and headed to Los Angeles to chase his 
dream, as a filmmaker. Since then, he has produced eight full-length 
documentaries, has made the Oscar shortlist three times and is CEO 
of his own company, Vanilla Fire . 
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"Western Kentucky University was more instrumental to me 
years and years after I left than it was while I was there. It was 
the foundation that was central in the life that I'm living now. 
Without it, I don't think I would have much of anything'.' 
STEVEN C. BARBER ('84) 
''\X1esrern Kentucky U niversity was more instrumental to m e 
years and years after I left than it was while I was there," said Barber. 
"It was the foundation thar was cenrral in rhe life that I'm living now. 
Wi thout it, I don't think I would have much of anything." 
Nor only does Barber feel that \VKU prepared him for his 
career, he also credits his connections at his a l 111a mater for his 
start in Hollywood. \Xl hen he first went to Hollywood, h is fo rmer 
professor, D r. Bart \X1hicc, gave him a contact that helped launch h is 
career. Now, more than 35 years la ter, Dr. \Vhite is one of Barber's 
producing partners. 
Barber says he never thought he wou ld start his own company, 
but realized h is own potential and wcnr for it. H e has s im ilar advice 
for current students. 
"Anything and everyth ing is possible," he said. "\l(/e arc in a 
technological age that is quite unfathomable. Go for your dreams, 
because-if you really, really want it - rhcrc's no way you can fail. Failure 




Ir wasn't a traditional Homecoming. We missed having the opporruniry co celebrate the WKU Spirit in person 
with all members of the WKU Family. However, 2020 has taught us co adapt, so Homecoming continued, 
"WKU Maskerade" sryle. W e hosted virtual events and competitions. \Y/e learned to livescream activit ies to allow 
alumni and fa ns co watch from home. We ran races in the name of WKU. We hosted virtual reunions and shared 
stories on social media. le was a different Homecoming, but the reason we celebrate Homecoming remained. 
Thank you for your unwavering Spirit and devotion to WKU! 
--
1umni A5sociation 
~ .}",, 1 ~, ;,..•• 0 . we are bring1flg you a 
of WK\J Homecom10Q, nd Alumni Oiiector 
nono;omptemeolS of Mf. west em a 
CHILI AND CHEESE LUNCHEON 
Mr. Western Lee Robertson ('50, 
'57, L) kicked off Homecoming 
Week with a video on social channels 
chat achieved more than 6,800 views. 
HOMECOMING THEME BRACKET CHALLENGE 
Sixteen logos from 2001-2019 competed in che WKU Homecoming ·Iheme 
Bracket Challenge. With 841 on line votes over four days, the 20 IO "Thrill on 
the Hill" theme edged out the 2016 "Oh, ' ll1e P laces You'll Go" (56 percent to 
44 percent) to be the champion. 
A communiry partnership with Junior Achievement of South 
Central Kcnrncky, the C hili and Cheese Luncheon became 
takeout only for 2020, instead of the official kick-off pep rally 
for Homecoming Weck. Sri\\, 561 orders were made, and $3,000 
was raised co support Junior Achievement of South Central 
Kentucky-a total char was comparable to past years. 
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HALL OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI 
The 2020 luncheon continued with a privare, 
in-person event wirh 38 guests versus rhe rypical 
500+ in-person attendance. However, we added 
a livesrream of the event for 2020, which has 
achieved more rhan 1,800 views ro dare. 
GREATER LOUISVILLE 
ALUMNI CHAPTER 
ll1e GLAC Vircual Homecoming 
SK raised more than$ l ,000 for 
the GLAC Scholarsh ip Fund. 
ALUMNI AVENUE 
SOCIETY OF AFRICAN AMERICAN ALUMNI 
1l1e Socicry of African American Alumni (SAAA) hosted 73 registered 
guests for their Woodford and \Xlestern 7.oom event, wirh more than 
$2,000 raised toward the SAAA Scholarship Fund. ' lhe evening 
included a virrual rou r of the disrillery, discussion about rhe history of 
bourbon and tips to properly caste and enjoy Woodford Reserve. 
STUDENT ALUMNI 
AMBASSADORS 
The Srndenr Alumni 
Ambassadors hosted a 
Virtual Campus Scavenger 
1 lunr, as well as an "Ask a 
Srudcnr" Video Series rhar 
achieved more than 19,000 
impressions and 1,000+ 
views on lnscagram. 
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··1 have found myself at many crossroads, but 
taking a chance on acting was definitely the 
right decision .. . I feel like each new job is a step 
in the right direction'.' 
MATTHEW ALAN ('00) 
Matthew (Gerbig) Alan ('OO) 
From the Hil l to Hollywood 
Television actor Matthew Gerbig ('00), now known professionally as Matthew Alan, grew up with dreams of being a reacher. Just as his father had before h im, he enrolled 
at \'v'KU, bur he didn't know d1at life had other plans for him. 
A lan received a Bachelor of Arts in Mass Communication and 
started graduate school, sci II on track to become a reacher. 
"I think I was about four o r five classes shy of gercing my master's 
when I told my parcnrs I was going to acting school," Alan said. " I knew 
at the rime if I didn't make die move then, I probably never would." 
It all started during his rime at \'v'KU when he auditioned for a 
play in Nashville called The Laramie Project. 
"I was hooked," he said. "Nor long after, and much to my parents' 
concern, I left g raduate school and auditioned for the AC:Jdemy of 
Dramatic Arts in Los Angeles. I had no idea what I was doing at the 
rime, but I knew I wanted ro give acting a shot." 
He rook that first step and hasn't looked back. 
"My first acting role was on a medical reenactment show called 
Untold Stories of the ER," Alan said."] remember being so exciced when 
I booked that job. I played a guy in a ski accident, and spenr the whole 
day in a full-body case." 
Since h is first role, he has been in various shows includ ing Lost, 
Sons of Anarchy and 13 Reaso,1s Wh}'. Most recently, Alan completed 
season rwo ofHulu's Castle Rock. C reated by Sam Shaw and Dustin 
'I hompson, Castle Rock is inspired by the stories of Stephen King. Many 
of King's iconic characters come from the fictional rown of Ca.1tle Rock, 
Maine, and the series pucs a t\visc on those characters as they cross 
paths in a modern world. For d ieha rd King fans, season t\VO is heavily 
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inAuenced by Salem's Lot and Misery. 1 he cast includes Bill Skarsgard, 
Andre Holland, Melanie Lynskey and Lizzy Caplan. Alan p lays the role 
of C hris Merrill, the nephew of infamous crime boss Pop Merrill. Pop 
is played by Tim Robbins, who marks his return to rhe Stephen King 
world 25 years after The Shawshank Redemption. 
''I've always been a big fan of weird and incense material, and 
the Stephen Ki ng world is all abom that," Alan explained. "]twas an 
amazing experience working wi th some of my favorire acrnrs." 
However, his success has not come without challenges. Alan has 
learned char the business is more difficult than people often see from 
the other side of the screen. 
"I've found myself unable to deal w ith the droughts o f 
unemployment and comtant rejec tion," Alan shared. "Auditions are 
inrim idacing and a lot can ride on chem. I have learned chat sometimes 
there will be 500 ocher guys who look just like me going after the same 
opportunity." 
While navigating the competitive field. Alan emphasizes staying 
positive and being real istic . 
"Train ing is importanr," Alan advised. "I have raken more classes 
than I can count. It's abour finding what works for you as an actor and 
what doesn't. All [ can do is my best-thar's rhe o nly rh ing actors have 
complete conrrol over. I have to remind myself of that sometimes. Ir's a 
head game, and I'm sri ll trying to figure it all our." 
Alan credits the WKU Forensics Team fo r reaching him about 
hard work an<l focus, both of which arc ;kil ls required to make it in 
this businc,,. 
"Speech and debate were a huge parr of my time ac Western," he said. 
"[ owe a lor to the Forensics Program. I wouldn't be here wirhout it." 
The WKU Forensics Team also provided some of his favorite 
memories on rhe I [ill. 
"I was lucky enough to he pan of the Forensics Team when we won 
our first national title," Alan shared."] was helping coach an incredibly 
ALUMNI AVENUE 
talemcd tean1 with some of my best friends. It was a very special rime for 
everyone involved. Ir still gives me goosebumps ro think about it." 
W hen he isn't working, Alan enjoys spending rime wirh h is 
fam ily. He recently married h is long-rime partner, actress Camilla 
Luddingron. Together they have a daughre r, Hayden ; an infant son, 
Lucas; and two rescue dogs. 
"We have a 3-year-old, so I am really into Frozen righ r now," 
he said . "Hayd en has changed my name to Kristoff. I love being a 
father. Ir's n ice ro have tha t balance." 
Alan's advice to those wanting to gee in ro acting is to remember ro 
have fun and nor be too hard on yourself. 
"I have fou nd myself at many crossroads, bur raking a chance 
on acting was definitely the righ t decision," he said. "I rh ink I've 
made every mistake possible. l'or me, it's been a ll abour learning 
from chose misrakes. I feel like each new job is a new step in the 
right direction." ■ KRIS STARNS ('20) 
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-----, ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
12 new members to serve on WKU Alumni 
Association Board, retiring members recognized 
T he \X'KU Alumni Associ,1tion recenrly elected nine new board members for 2020-2021 and recogni1ed three 
members who wi ll serve in o ne-year appointments. 
Tue following new members will serve for three-
year terms: 
Leslie Bedo Carter ('02, L) of Nashville. Tenn., 
i\ Sales I.cad for E:utern U.S. liwirae. 
Joy Wheetley C hurch ('96, '98, A) of 
Callari 11 , 'lcnn. , is a Vehicle Plane Planner 
for General Motors. 
Joe Cross ('0 1, '02, ' 19, L) of Elitabethtown, 
Ky., serve, as Chier of Education and 
Curriculum for Army JROTC. 
Dottie Geoghegan ('69, L) of Louisville, 
Ky., is a retired substitute reacher for the 
Jefferson County Board of Education. 
Jason Loehr ('97, L) of Louisville. Ky., serves 
a~ SVP of Strategy for Tracer, a VaynerX 
Comp.my. 
Stephanie Martin ('84, '98, L) of Bowling 
G reen, Ky .. is Dircuor of Professional 
Educ.nor Services at \'v'KU. 
Sedrik Newbern ('93, L) of Hendersonvi lle, 
Tenn., serves as Opcratiom Director for the 
· ASBA Center for Public ·1 rust. 
A.meerah Palacios ('05, L) of Louisville, 
Ky., is Senior Scrategic Communicariom 
Coordinator for HOR. 
Cheryl Payne ('98, A) of Bowling Gree11 , Ky., 
serves as Director of Accounr Management 
for XPO Logisrics. 
In addition, the following three board members 
will serve one-year terms as representatives of 
affi liated organi1.ations: 
Reggie Glass ('73, L) ofLouiwille, Ky., will 
represent rhe Socicn• of African American 
J\lumni. 1 le is Principal of GI.~ Brothers & 
Associated Media/Marketing Consultancy. 
Reginald Lane ('10, L) ofBradcncon, Ha., 
will rcpn:,cnt che Young Alumni Coundl 
(YAC). He is Dirmor of Puhlic Affairs at the 
Uni,mity of Florida. 
Taylor-Grace Mingo of Sr:111ford, Ky., 
a WKU 1enior who is majoring in 
t-.Iarketing, will represent rhe Student 
Alumni Amb,1,s,u.lors (SAA). 
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"These new members of the Alumni 
Associarion National Board of Direccor; are joining 
us at an import,inr time in rhc Association's histO')•," 
said Dr. Anthony McAdoo (L). Executive Dirccror 
of the WKU Alumni Association. "T11rough 
their scr,kc on the Bo,ud, they will help lead our 
organization through the current pandemic and 
help ensure that all members of' our WKU Family 
.u-c sup1xmcd and engaged. We .1ppreciatc t'ach 
of these I lillroppcrs committing ro serve WKU 
through rhcir Board service." 
In addition, the Board recognized 11 retiring 
Board members: 
Claude Bacon ('94, '01 , L) ofOwemboro, Ky. 
Deb Filman ('82, '85, L) of Owensboro, Ky. 
Jon ny Garcia (' 16, A) of l lermiragc. Tenn .. 
,, ho was the Young Alumni Council ex-
officio reprc.,c11tative. 
Tori Gerbig ('09, L) of Bowling Green, Ky. 
Marshall Gray ('92, L) of Bowling Green. 
Ky., who was the Society of African 
American Alumni ex-officio representative. 
Lucas Hackmann ('20) of O'Fallon, 111., who 
was the Student Alumni An1bass,tdor ex-
officio representative. 
W ill L'lmbcrr ('00, A) of' Frankl in, Ky. 
Charles Loven (' 10, L) of Oayron. Ohio. 
Joe Micatrotto (' ll, L) of Las Vega,. Nev. 
Jeremy Subleu ('94, L) of Louisville:, Ky. 
Al Tucker ('73, '79, L) of Union, Ky., who 
was Immediate Past Presi<lt:nr in 20 I 9-
2020, Pre,ident of chc Board in 2018-2019 
and served a total of ,ix years. 
"\V/e dre gratc:ful for the rime all of these 
10\'31 alumni ha\'e rnntribuced ,ts mcmbc:rs of 
tl;e Board of Directors." Dr. McAdoo ;,,1 id. 
"Our Board members nor only help lc.1J Lhe 
Association through govcrn.utce, bur each of rhc,c 
retiring members hroughr their unique insights, 
perspcctivc:s and ,kills ro our organization. \Vie 
.ue a bcucr organil.uion rod,1y because of rhcir 
conrributions ro our work." 
CURRENT BOARD 
PRESIDENT 
Joe Morel ('02, L) 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 
R. Barkley Payne ('86, L) 
PRESIDENT-ELECT 
Donna Lemaster Bredenberg 
('03, '19, LI 
SECRETARY 
Georgena Brackett ('87, '92, '10, LI 
TREASURER 
Joe Dan Beavers ('01,ll 
Mike Alvey {'80, L) 
Leslie Bedo Carter ('02, L) 
Todd Cheever ('87, LI 
Joy Wheetley Church {'96, '98, A) 
Joe Cross ('Ol, '02, '19, l) 
Brent Ditto ('02, l} 
Michael Fogle ('14. l) 
Reggie Glass ('73, LI 
Society of Afn<.on A=on Alumni l'rfsident 
Dottie Geoghegan ('69, L} 
Sherri Goldsmith ('01, L) 
Jenna Haugen {'07, '09, L) 
Drew Hawkins ('09, Al 
Scott Higdon ('85, L) 
Reginald Lane ('10, L) 
Young Alumm (oundl President 
Jason Loehr ('97, l) 
Drew Logsdon ('09, A) 
Stephanie Martin ('84, '98, L) 
Taylor-Grace Mingo 
Student Alumni Ambossodors l'rfsident 
Sedrik Newbern {'93, L) 
Ameerah Palacios ('OS, LI 
Cheryl Payne ('98, A) 
Rita Roberts-Turner ('93. A) 
Jon Rue ('79, l) 
James Schutter (74, L) 
Nowelle Altman Sigman ('13, L) 
Tamela Smith ('84, '97, ·01, '13, L} 
Mike Tarter ('85, L) 
Deborah Thomas ('82, l) 
ISTINGUIS 
Three join WKUs Hall of Distinguished Alumni 
'Ihc longtime face and voice of chc Kencucky Derby, a leader in agriculture and education, and rhe coach of 
Lady Topper Volleyball joined the 29th class of WKU's I !all of Distinguished Alumni on Oct. 9. 
John Asher, Dr. Jack Brice and Travis Hudson were inducted during WKU's 2020 Homecoming Celcbrarion. 
' lhe Hall of D is tinguished Alumni is presented by Fran klin Bank & Trus t, a lo ngtime su pporter of W KU. For 
more information , conracr the \WU AJumni Association ar (270) 74 5-2586 or visir alumni.wku.edu/hoda. 
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~ ASHER <'90l 
Journalist, spokesman, storyteller, family man, Hilltopper. Words that 
describe the life and career of John Asher ('90, L). But for many people, 
including those in the horse racing industry, Asher was known as "Mr. 
Derby." 
ln his two decades as Vice Presiden t of Racing Communications at 
Churchill Downs, Asher became synonymous with the Kentucky Derby. A 
lifelong horse racing fan, Asher was a walking encyclopedia of horse racing 
and the Kentucky Derby. 
H is booming baritone voice coupled with keen insight, quick wit and heartfelt words could captivate an 
audience. The man who never met a stranger easily related to billionaire horse owners, workers in the stables and 
fans in the grandstands. 
Asher, who grew up near Leitchfield in Grayson County, covered the Kentucky Derby as an award-winning 
radio journalist for WHAS and WAVG in Louisville, where he earned five Eclipse Awards for ''Outstanding National 
Radio Coverage of Thoroughbred Racing" as well as other honors from the Society of Professional Journalists, Radio 
and Television News Directors Association, Kentucky Broadcasters Association and The Associated Pre~s. 
He landed his dream job at Churchill Downs in 1997 and became Vice President of Racing Communications in 
1999. As publicist for the track, Asher was charged with promoting and protecting its legacy. Jn 2001, he helped lead 
the S126 m Lllion renova tion of the historic facility. 
Asher's horse industry honors include the Kentucky Thoroughbred Owners' Warner L. Jones Jr. Horseman of 
Lhe Year award; the Charles W. Engelhard Award for excellence in media coverage from the Kentucky Thoroughbred 
Owners and Breeders; the Dean Eagle Award from the Knights of Columbus; and a media award from the Kentucky 
Horwmen's Benevolent and Protective Association. 
Asher received a b,1chelor's degree in Journalism from WKU and was well-known for his support of and 
enthu5iasm for his alma mater. A Lifetime Member of the WKU Alumni Association, he was a member of the WKU 
Greater Louisville Alwnni Chapter and a member of both the Mahurin Honors College at WKU Parent5 Advi5ory 
Council and the WKU Alumni Association Board of Directors, where he served as Pre5ident in 2007-2008. Asher also 
received a Volunteer of the Year Award from WKU and was honored by the WKU School of Media. 
Asher died Aug. 27, 2018, at the age of 62. He is survived by his wife, Dee, and three daughters. 
Among the tributes after his death: fhe John Asher Scholarship Fund was e,tablished at WKU; a portion of 
Kentucky 259 near Leitchfield was renamed as the "John Stephen Asher Memorial l lighway"; and a section of 
Central Avenue near Churchill Downs was renamed as "John S. Asher Way." 
J)r. ~ BRITT C66l 
Dr. Jack Britt ('66) has been making a difference in the fields of 
agriculture, educat ion, research and entrepreneurship since his d ays on 
the fami ly fa rm in Warren County. 
As teenagers, Dr. Britt and •his twin brother, Jen ks, began bu ild ing 
a herd of registered Holstein cattle on the 400-acre farm. After earning 
their bachelo r's deg rees at WKU, the b rothers sold the herd to finance 
gradua te school. 
At WKU, Dr. Britt was a campus leader, including P resident of the 
Sen ior Class, w as a co-founder of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity in 1963 and grad uated in 1966 with majors in 
Agriculture and Biology. 
Dr. Britt entered g radua te school at North Carol ina State University and earned a master's degree 
in Physiology w it h a minor in Animal Science in 1969 and a doctorate in Physiology with a minor in 
Biochemistry in 1971. 
Dr. Britt's career included leadership roles at three land-grant universities. He joined the faculty at 
Michigan State University and late r served as head of one of the world's top dairy science departments. 
He returned to North Carolina State University in 1977 where he served as a Professor in the College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, Associate Dean for Research a11d Graduate Programs in the College of 
Veterinary Medicine and Assistant Director of the North Carolina Agricultural Research Service. 
In 1998, he joined the University of Tennessee System as Vice President for Agriculture and presided 
over academic programs at th e Knoxville campus as well as extension programs and agricultural and forest 
research stations across Tennessee . .In 2004, Dr. Britt was named University of Tennessee Executive Vice 
President and led the development and implementation o f the UT System's strategic plan. 
Even though he retired in 2007, Dr. Britt L"emains active as a consultant on animal agriculture and as a 
visionary for the dairy industry. He leads a team of exper ts from around the world who have been studying 
what da iry farming may look like in the fu ture. 
As a researcher in reproductive physio logy, Dr. Britt's wor k on compromised ovarian function of da iry 
cows during reduced nutrition, known as the " Britt Hypothesis," is still being studied by graduate s tudents 
worldwide. As an author, he has had 720 technical articles, papers and more published in numerous journals. 
Dr. Britt has received numerous awards and recognition for his teaching, research and service. 
I le remains a supporter of WKU where he established the Jack and Frances Britt Fund for Innovation 
and Learning in 2018. 




~~ HUDSON <'94) 
In the past 25 years, Travis Hudson ('94) has turned the WKU 
Volleyball program into a consistent conference champion and a player 
on lhe natio nal stage. 
I ludson, who grew u p in Bee Spring in Edmonson County, came 
to WKU with a goal of becoming the first pe!",On in his family to earn a 
college degree. I le worked two jobs while pur~uing a bachelor's degree in 
Business Management with a Marke ting emph asis. H e gr,iduuted in 1994. 
I Judson joined the WKU Volleyba ll program in the early 1990s, 
sen·ed as an As,i,ta n t Coach for th ree year, and wa, In terim Head Coach on two occasions. In 1995, 
Hudson was na med Head Coach a t the age of 2-l, rnakmg him the nation 's youngc,t head coach at the time. 
l!is firs t team finished w ith a 7-26 record and the next two teams w ent 18-17 a nd 9-22. The n in 1998, 
the learn posted ,1 26-10 record and has never finished be low .500 ,ince , as Hudson has built WKU into a 
championship-caliber program tha t has ,1p peared in 12 NCAA To urnaments. 
I ludson's Lady Toppers earned JO Sun Belt Conlerence regula r-, ea.,on championships and fi, e 
confe re nce to urnament champ io nsh ips. Since joining Conference USA in 2014, WKU Volleyball has won 
five o f six possible regular sea.,o n and tournament ch ,1mpionships. 
In 2018, WKU Volleyball posted its 19 th straight 20-win season, and Hud~on earned his 600th win 
,h Head Coach . In 2019 the tc,1m made hi , tor) again by reaching the 30-win mark for the e ighth time 
in 10 seasons and earning the l\o. 15 na tional seed. More than 9,500 fons attended the first-ever NCAf\ 
Vol lL•yball Tournament matchc-, held in Didd le Arena. WKU closed w ith a 32-2 record to securt> the team' <, 
bc~t-ever season winning percentage of .941 
After the 20 19 ~cason, I lud:,on was na med the AV<...A South Region Coach of the Year for the si,th time 
of his career and won confort'nce Coach of the Year honor, for the e ighth time. 1 ludson has also worked 
w ith USA Volleyball, helping guide the USA Women's Junior Nation,11 Training Team in 2017 ,111d the U.S. 
Women' s Collegiate \Ja tion,1I learn in 2019. 
I Judson continue~ to pu.,h his player, to climb higher on the court and in the classroom. The Lady 
Toppers boast ,1 100 percent gr,1du<ltion r.itc in Hud,on's tenure and have earned numerous academic 
awards. The program a lso supports Hope fo r Ha rl ie and the Friends of Jaclyn l·oundation, a chMitable, 
non-profit org,111intion that ,trives to enh,mce and ,trl'ngthen the support system built around children 
with ped1atnc brain tumors. 
Hudson a nd h is wife, Cindy, live in 13ow ling Green. fhey have two ,ons, Andrew and rvler, an 
incoming WKU fres hman. 
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Elizabeth ('10, '14, '19) and Matt Groves ('11) of 
Bowling Green, Ky., announce the birth of their son, 
Micah Charles, on Sept. 11, 2019. 
HI LLTOPPER NATION 
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"Giving myself permission to fail freed me. It 
allowed me to take chances and follow my 
inner voice. It allowed me the freedom to 
rewrite and discover the story and characters as 
I went Allowing for failure was liberating'.' 
DEB SPERA ('83) 
Deb Spera ('83) 
For love of the story 
S
he's already found great success as a producer for both small- and 
large-screen productions, bur o ne WKU alumna is branching our 
wi rh her first foray into fiction writing. 
Deb Spera ('83) of North Hollywood, Calif.-who has p roduced 
iconic sh ows such as Criminal Minds and Army Wives-published her 
first novel, Call Your Daughter Home, last year. 
Sec in South Carolina in 1924, che novel shares the voices of 
three women. Annie Coles is che matriarch of an inAuencial southern 
family and a businesswoman in her own righ t. Reeta Boocks is rhe 
firsr-generacion daughter of slaves who works for rhe Coles-the same 
family who once owned hers. And Gertrude Pardue is a mother of four 
facing debilicacing poverty and a long h istory of abuse at the hands of 
her husband. '"I he women seeming ly have nothing in common, bur 
che ir stories intcrt\vine as rhcy surpass the injustices fou nd in their 
small cown and cheir personal lives. Though rhe print medium is new 
for Spe ra, the layers woven chroughouc che novel reAecc che suong 
storytelling that has been present throughout the many projects of her 
career. 
"Three yea rs ago, I had a lu ll in my work schedule and wanted 
to do something creative al l my own," Spera explained. "'Thar's when 
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I began ro wrirc. I had chis idea to write five shore stories about five 
generations of women from che same southern fam ily, with each story 
raking place in a different era. I wanted to explore what we pass down 
from one generation to another. I cook some classes to understand the 
craft and keep honest deadlines. A series of events led me co an agent 
who said she didn't chink my works were shore stories. She said rhey 
were novels in disguise and wanted me co begin wirh rhe first story, 
o riginally titled Alligaror, and expand from there. 'Thar story became 
Call Your Daughter Home." 
Her first reaction was ro "cry on the couch for t\vo weeks," bur 
then she cook a deep breach, envisioned rhe story and s imply began. 
Though she was afraid to fail, Spera gave herself permission to "write 
badly" for one hour every day. 
"Giving myself permission to fail freed me," she noted. " le 
allowed me co rake chances and follow my inner voice. le allowed me 
che freedom co rewrite and discover the story and cha racters as I went. 
Allowing for failu re was libera ti ng." 
As a producer, Spera said she was a "midwife ro writers," a~ she 
helped chem give birch to their own vision for a show or a movie. 







heartening," she said. "I love chc notes process, and I had real ly 
smart people helping me a long the way. I found I loved rewriting. 
As importantly, I've learned in a much deeper way how co work with 
orher w riters." 
Spera's love for a good srory has always been key to her success as 
a producer. 
"Working as an execu tive producer is a big job," she said. 'Tve 
found book, and magazine articles I choughc m ight be good shows, 
married writers co chat content and then developed and sold rhe idea 
ro net\Vorks. I've also had writers come in and pirch the ir ideas. 'I11en 
I develop the show, seeing it through all stages of developmenc, pre-
production, producrion and pose. The executive producer in television 
is involved in every single facer of a show. Ir's a wonderful, bur rime-
consuming job." 
Throughout her career, she has simply ptmued che thing that 
mosr interested her, which was, and still is, the love of the story. 
"I always loved to read as a ch ild, bur if someone would have told 
my 12-year-old self I could work wich wri ters, or maybe even be one 
someday, I probably wouldn't have bel ieved them. I read incessantly 
and continued tha t pracricc through adulthood. Early on, I chose co 
be ,111 actor, because I needed a way co express myself, bur ultimately 
d idn't like waiting for someone else ro give me work. 
"I scarred providing for mysel(by producing plays and even 
writing a few. In producing, I learned char I was good ac community 
building, which I found satisfying on a number of levels-heart, 
head and soul. I could choose rhe material, hire the crew and case che 
actors. W ith each production, I built community. I decided to throw 
myself into learning the fi lm and television business and served as 
an executive for many years (ac Eden Roe Films and chen Showrime 
Networks) before becoming a producer and runn ing a major 
relevision company (as Presidenr of rhe television arm of the Mark 
Gordon C ompany and now Founder and Owner of One-Two Punch 
Production;). Now, so many years later, having my own company has 
afforded me the oppormniry to pursue stories I have passion for and 
work with people I love and admire." 
D uring her time ar WKU, rhe Louisville, Ky., native majored in 
-lheatrc wirh a minor in Communicarions and found that same sense 
of community through her fellow srudents, professors and mentors. 
"Ar WKU, I learned char dreams are worrh pursuing and 
friendships are imporram to cul rivate. Good friends make incredible 
memories. I experienced so much joy living on Scace Street and do ing 
plays and hanging with my friends. I wi ll always cherish char rime." 
Today, her commun ity includes her three "remarkable" children: 
Rachel, 27, N ick, 24, and Rurh. 18, as well as her husband of 3 1 
years. Rob, a reacher and d irector ac che American Fi lm lnstitute. 
"Rob and I share a passion for story and advenrnre," she sa id. 
''I've learned an enormous amounc from him. I call h im my secret 
weapon and che love of my life." 
As for what's nexr, Spera is currently writing her second novel 
and has a few television shows in development with AMC. 
"I have my eye on a couple of p ieces I'd love co get my hands on," 
she mused. "There is a book I've loved for more than 30 years char I 
wane ro produce as a series, and I do believe there is a show in the work 
I'm doing. We shall see. '.I hese things rake time." 
Time and tenacity are rhe largest components of advice Spera 
gives co srudencs who arc looking for success in simi lar fields. 
"My advice is and will always be, fol low your curiosity and read," 
she sa id . "If you don't like co read, find another profession. Reading 
and being able ro analyze and dissect a story is a cornerstone ro 
producing. If you have a piece of material you want to do, then do ic. 
Don't wait for permission. Raise the funds, gather your friends, create a 
web ~eries or make a shore film. 
"I've sold t\v0 web series I've found because the voice was 
so un ique and refreshing," she concinued. "Begin. You aren't too 
young or too old. Age is only a chree-lerrer word. The en tertain ment 
business is rapidly changing, and che need for original and regional 
voices is stronger than ever. You don't need ro go to Hollywood ro 
make ic. Let Hollywood come co you. J ust keep read ing, crea~ing and 
learning." ■ CAROL CUMMINGS ('92, L) 
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1930s 1960s 
Sister Marie 
Carol Cecil ('73), 
Kathryn Gilbert ('39) of Bowling Rev. Harry Todd ('62) of Cadiz, Ky., 
an Ursuline Sister 
Green, Ky., celebrated her 105th has been named Pastor of Herndon 
of Mount St. 
birthday on Aug. 30, 2020. United Methodist Church. 
Joseph, of Maple 
/ Mount, Ky., . 
Charles Medley ('64) of Owensboro, celebrated her 
111! 
I I 1940s Ky., was inducted into the Kentucky 
70th year of religious life with Mount 
Bourbon Hall of Fame. He also recently Saint Joseph in Maple Mount. She was 
Noble Midkiff ('48, '61, ' 73) of retired as Master Distiller at Medley an AmeriCorps worker in Owensboro 
\ 
Whitesville, Ky., celebrated his 100th Distilling Co./Charles Medley Distillery. from 1997-2000 and provided clerical 
birthday on Aug. 30, 2019, with festivities assistance and transportation at the 
planned by his local community and Motherhouse in Maple Mount. She is 
American Legion. active in the Powerhouse of Prayer. 
Chief Justice John Dean Minton 
1950s Jr. ('74, L) of Bowling Green, Ky., was inducted into the Kentucky 
Legal Aid Ambassadors Circle for his 
The 1965 Homecoming Queen was dedication to improving the justice 
misidentified in the Fall 2019 issue of system and equal access to legal 
WKU SPIRIT. Linda Joyce Thomas ('66, services. He was also re-elected 
'68, A), who now lives in Lexington, Ky., as Kentucky Supreme Court Chief 
was crowned Homecoming Queen on Oct. Justice. 
FormerWKU Alumni Association Executive 
23, 1965. We regret the error. Ken Szymanski ('75) of Charlotte, 
Director Lee Robertson ('SO, 'S7, L) of Romeo Crennel ('69, '70, L) of N.C., received the 2018 Lifetime 
Bowling Green, Ky., celebrated his 98th Houston, Texas, received the Paul "Dr. Z" Achievement Award from the 
birthday with a socially distanced parade Zimmerman Award from the Pro Football National Association of Apartments. 
at his home on June 16, 2020. Robertson Writers Association (PFWA) for lifetime He is Executive Director of the 
still works as Special Assistant to the Vice achievement as an assistant coach. Apartment Association of North 
President for Philanthropy and Alumni Carolina and the Greater Charlotte 
Engagement at WKU. 
1970s 
Apartment Association. :ft,. f iAf 
Ken Hudgins ('S3) of Hixson, Tenn., was Doyle Cunningham ('76, '77, A) 
inducted by the Chattanooga Central High Former Football Hilltopper John of Prospect, Ky., and his wife, Kathy 
Alumni Association's Sports Hall of Fame. Bushong of Madisonville, Ky., was Lenz Bockelman Cunningham, are 
inducted into the 2019 class of the WKU enjoying retirement. Together, the == ,.--,r 
Guy Newcom ('S6, '68) of Jefferson, Athletic Hall of Fame. couple has four children and four 
Ind., was recently recognized for his work grandchildren. Originally from 
as Clarksville Head Football Coach with a Dr. Stephen Greiner ('71) of Weirton, Irvington, Ky., Cunningham 1s an 
field named in his honor. In 1977, Newcom W. Va., was inducted into the 2019 class alumnus of Alpha Gamma Rho 
was also honored by the Indiana Football of the Weirton Hall of Fame. fraternity at WKU. 
Coaches Association on the occasion of his 
100th football coaching win. At that time Leonard Pyzynski Jr. ('72, L) Beth Grant ('76) of Columbia, Ky., 
Sharon Lee Miller ('65, A), WKU Athletic of Syracuse, N.Y., a Professor of was promoted from Vice President of 
Hall of Fame inductee, was a member of Geography at Onondaga Community Operations to Chief Financial Officer 
Newcom's coaching staff. Newcom is also College, is serving a third term on the of the Bank of Columbia. 
a member of the 1952WKU Football team College's Faculty Senate. 
that was inducted mto the WKU Athletic 




Gen. Jack Keane 
('76) of Mclean, 
Va., received the 
Presidential Medal 
of Freedom, the 
nation's highest 
Dorsey Ridley ('76, L) of Henderson, 
Ky., was appointed by Kentucky Gov. 
Andy Beshear as Executive Director of 
the Governor's Office on Agricultural 
Policy. 
Curtis Turley ('76, '80) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was inducted into the 
Kentucky High School Basketbal l Hall of 
Fame in Elizabethtown, Ky. 
Francene Gilmer ('77) of Hopkinsville 
Ky., has been named Executive Director 
of the Christian County Literacy 
Council in Hopkinsville. 
Or. Jonathan Shrewsbury ('77) of 
Beaver Dam, Ky., was recognized as the 
20/20 Optometrist of the South for his 
outstanding work in the community and 
profession. 
Retired Lt. Col. Dick Ardisson ('78, 
L) of Radcliff, Ky., a 22-year credit 
union volunteer and current Treasurer 
of Abound Credit Union's Board of 
Directors, was inducted into the Defense 
Credit Union's 2020 Hall of Honor. 
Susan Hinton Creek ('79, '85, 
'89) of Portland, Tenn., has retired as 
Libra nan at Portland High School after a 
41-year career in education. 
1980s 
Dan Lee ('80) of Elizabethtown, Ky., 
published his sixth book of Civil War 
history, General Hylan 8. Lyon: A Kentucky 
Confederate and the War in the West. Lee, 
whose mentor was the late Dr. Lowell H. 
Harrison ('46), is currently working on 
a history of the Mobile & Ohio Railroad in 
the Civil War. 
Denise Baker ('81) 
of Raleigh, N.C., has 
been selected to 
participate in 
Leadership Institute 
Master Class (LIMC), 
a year-long program 
with Project Management Institute 
(PMI}. Baker currently serves as a Chapter 
President of North Carolina ProJect 
Management Institute (NCPMI) with 
more than 3,900 members in Research 
Triangle Park, N.C. 
Greg Bilbrey ('81) of Robinson, Ill., 
retired as Editor of the Robinson Doily 
News after a 37-year journalism career. 
Nick Rowe ('81} of Lexington, Ky., has 
been elected as the 2020 Chairman of the 
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. He is 
Senior Vice President of American Water 
Southeast Division and President of KY-
American Water in Lexington. 
Todd Lowe ('82, L) of Simpsonville, 
Ky., has been elected to the Board of the 
Kentucky Center for the Arts Foundation. 
He is President of Parthenon LLC in 
Louisville. 
Jeff Taylor ('82) of Hopkmsv1lle, Ky., 
was appointed by Kentucky Gov. Andy 
Beshear as Commissioner for Business 
Development at the Cabinet for Economic 
Development. Taylor has more than 35 
years of experience in the economic 
development profession, including 31 
years with Tennessee Valley Authority, 
where he retired as a Senior Project 
Manager in Economic Development. 
Most recently, he served as President 
and CEO of Conecuh County Economic 
Development in Evergreen, Ala. 
George Nichols Ill ('83, L) of Potomac, 
Md., was honored as Alice Lloyd 
College's Alumnus of the Year. Nichols 1s 
also a WKU Regent. 
Dr. Terry Daniels ('84) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was appointed to the Board 
of Directors of Bowling Green Municipal 
Utilities. 
Cendy Dodd ('84) 
of Franklin, Ky., was 
named the 2019 
Medium Private 
Company winner of 
Nashville Business 
Journal's CFO 
Awards, which honor the hard work and 
achievements of Nashville businesses' 
finest financial executives. Dodd is Chief 
Financial Officer of Barge Design 
Solutions, Inc., in Nashville, Tenn. 
Bill Oldham ('84) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., was named Executive Director 
of Bowling Green-Warren County 
Community Education. 
H ILLTOPPER NATION 
Dale Cardwell ('85) of Atlanta, Ga., 
recently authored Don't Get Scammed: 
Get Smart, a book designed to help 
readers learn to identify a scam and 
avo id getting involved. Cardwell is 
Owner/Consumer Investigator with 
TrustDale.com. 
D. Neil Dauby ('85) of Jasper, Ind., 
has been named President and Chief 
Operating Officer at German American 
Bancorp. 
Thomas Powell 
('85) of Fayetteville, 
N.C., has been 
appointed Chief 
legal Officer for 
Cape Fear Valley 
Health, North 
Carolina's eighth-largest health system. A 
native of Louisville, Ky., he has 25 years of 
legal experience and previously served as 
an Assistant Vice President and Assistant 
General Counsel for Norton Healthcare. 
Prior to that, he served as Assistant 
General Counsel for the Hospital Division 
for Kindred Healthcare. Powell earned a 
Juris Doctorate degree with High 
Distinction from the University of 
Nebraska College of Law in Lincoln, Neb. 
Ben Baldwin ('86) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., has been named Vice President for 
Sales at Old American Insurance Co. 
Claudia Eisenmann ('86} of Kuttawa, 
Ky., President and CEO of Gibson 
General Hospital, will take on the 
additional role as CEO of Methodist 






Patrick Higgins ('86) of Carlsbad, 
Calif., has been named Vice President of 
Information Technology at MTM. 
Douglasl 
Logsdon ('86) of 
Lexington, Ky., was 
named to the U.S. 
News - Best 
Lawyers® in America 
list for 2020 in the 
areas of bankruptcy and creditor debtor 
rights/insolvency and reorganization law. 
commercial litigation and litigation -
bankruptcy. He practices with the 
McBrayer law firm's Lexington office. 
ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT 
Carla Montgomery 
('86) of Harrodsburg, 
Ky., has been named 
Deputy Director for 
Committee and Staff 
Coordination for the 
Legislative Research 
Commission (LRC). She has served asan 
LRC Committee Staff Administrator since 
2012. 
Retired Col. Richard Parker ('86) of 
Lansing, Texas, has been named Director 
of U.S. Army Test, Measurement and 
Diagnostic Equipment Activity for the U.S. 
Army Aviation and Missile Command. 
R. Barkley Payne 
('86, L) of Chicago, 
Ill., was among 56 
LGBTQ executives 
featured in the Crain~ 
Chicago Business 
2020 Notable LGBTQ 
Executives List, which highlights individuals 
who have made significant contributions to 
advancing equality within the workplace or 
in the Chicago area. Payne serves as 
Executive Director of the American Medical 
Association Foundation, a role he has held 
since 2014. He is also Immediate Past 
President of the WKU Alumni Association 
Board of Directors. 
Jeff Phillips ('86, L) of Hendersonville, 
Tenn., has been named the Hendersonville 
Standard's 2019 Person of the Year in 
recognition of his 33-year career in music 
education. Phillips retired in May 2020 
as Director of the Hendersonville High 
School Band. 
Meet Al Stilley ('67): Journalist who has covered the Indianapolis 500 
for 53 consecutive years 
For as long as Al Stilley ('67) can remember, sports and racing have 
always fascinated him. 
As Editor of the The Southsider Voice in Indianapolis, Ind., the 76-year-
old recently covered his 53rd consecutive Indianapolis 500 race, and 
he doesn't plan on stopping there. 
Stilley grew up in Speedway, Ind., and racing is an important part of 
his childhood memories. 
"In May. when the middle school dismissal bell rang, about five or six 
of us would ride our bikes to the main gate at the Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway; explained Stilley. ' Someone's dad we knew would be 
working that gate, so we got in free. We would then ride up to Turn 
4 and scare ourselves silly watching the drivers man-handle those 
front-engine roadsters through the corner. 
"The first 500 I attended was in 1958 when my favorite driver, Pat 
O'Conner. was killed in a 15-car crash in Turn 3." continued Stilley. "Even 
today, that incident has impacted me-the driver in the pits that I 
shake hands with or talk to may not return the next moment or the 
next year. due to the inherent dangers of motor racing. The sport is 
tremendously safer now, but that thought drives me in my coverage 
of and my relationships with drivers. I fully respect what they do and, I 
must admit, their passion to race at speeds in excess of 225 miles per 
hour is at least 1 O times my passion to write about what they do~ 
Stilley's love for journalism was born at WKU, as he worked with 
mentors that included Ed Givens, Dean of Public Affairs and WKU's 
Sports Information Director, and College Heights Herald staff that 
included then-Editor Bob Adams ('64, '65, L). 
Prior to graduation, Stilley, who now lives in Greenwood, Ind .• with 
his wife, Jane, worked for The Indianapolis Times as a summer sports 
writer. For the last half-century, he's served in various roles, from writer 
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to news di rector to editor for 
numerous publications. Even after 
53 Indianapolis 500 races, he says 
they never become mundane to 
cover. because each race has its 
own personality. 
"Covering my first 500 in 1968 
was my most memorable; said 
Stilley. "Back then, motorsports 
writers covered the race from an 
under-hang sect ion below the 
penthouse seats and facing the 
pits. I had an awesome view of 
the parade laps. but on the final 
pace lap and looking toward Turn 
4, the crowd would gasp as the 
cars came into view - the flying 
start one of the most colorful, but 
ext remely dangerous, starts I've 
ever w itnessed in motorsports:· 
Stilley's work has won awards over 
the years that have included a UPI Indiana News Editors Award for a 
two-part feature on Milwaukee Bucks star Jon McGlocklin, an Indiana 
Society of Professional Journalists Award and an American Speed 
Association Award, among others. 
"Each 500 writes its own history," continued Stilley. "It is called 'the 
greatest spectacle in racing' because of it s pre-race ceremonies of 
marching bands, patr~otic salute to U.S. armed forces, the t raditional 
singing of'Back Home Again in Indiana' and the military plane flyover. 
Indeed, it's a t radition that is unsurpassed in the world of sports." 
N /< [.' 
Cynthia Williams Resor ('88, '90) of 
Lancaster, Ky., was awarded the 2019-
2020 Foundation Professorship, the 
highest honor for excellence bestowed 
by Eastern Kentucky University. The 
annual award recognizes those who 
demonstrate outstanding abilities in 
the three primary roles of a faculty 
member: teaching, service and 
research. Resor's third book was 
recently published. Discovering Quacks, 
Utopias, and Cemeteries: Modern 
lessons from Historical Themes is the 
th ird in a series of books for educators 
exploring social history themes 
through time. 
Joe Vital one ('88) of Irving, Texas, 
has joined Extreme Networks as Chief 
Revenue Officer. 
Ron Wilson ('88, '90, L) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., Senior Director of Corporate 
and Foundation Relations at WKU, was 
named Secretary of the 2020 Executive 
Committee for Leadership Kentucky. 
Dr. Cindy (Meyers) Gnadinger ('89) 
of Waukesha. Wis., has been named 
one of Milwaukee Business Journal's 
2020 Women of Influence winners. 
Dr. Gnadinger is President of Carroll 
University. 
Debbie Radar ('89) of Somerset, 
Ky., was inducted into the Pulaski 
School 2019 Hall of Fame class for 
her achievements in track and cross 
country. 
Cathy Thrasher ('89) of Owensboro, 
Ky., was named as a Go Teach KY 
Ambassador. She, along with nine 
others, is working to recruit and retain 
teac{lers in the Commonwealth by 
promoting the good work taking place 
in public education. 
1990s 
Sandra Hancock ('90, L) of 
Hopkinsville, Ky., has been named 
Student Transition Coordinator at 




('90, L) of 
Louisville, Ky., has 
assumed the role of 
Regional Managing 
Partner for BKD's 
National Advisory 
Buddy Hoskinson ('90, '91) of 
Georgetown, Ky., has been hired 
by Kentucky Gov. Andy Beshear's 
administration to run the Office of 
Unemployment Insurance. 
Scott Howard ('90, '95) of 
Morgantown, Ky., has retired as 
Superintendent of Butler County Schools, 
a position he held for 12 years. 
David Scott ('90) of Murfreesboro, 
Tenn., joined SmartBank as Senior Vice 
President. 
Tamara Ward ('90, L) of Alvaton, Ky., 
has been promoted to ChiefOperating 
Officer at Camping World's corporate 
office. She has been employed with 
Camping World since her graduation 
from WKU, most recently serving as 
Executive Vice President for Corporate 
Development. 
Doug Hawkins ('91, '92) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has retired as Chief of Bowling 
Green Police Department after a 30-year 
career with the Department and 14 years 
as Chief. 
Keirsten Jaggers ('91, '97) of Smiths 
Grove, Ky., was selected as the Public 
Information Officer for the District 2 
Department of Highways Office. 
Robert Bell ('92) of Irvington, Ky., was 
named Director of Expositions at the 
Kentucky Exposition Center. 
Kelli Bush ('92, '98) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., has been named Superintendent of 
Elizabethtown Independent Schools. 
David McMullen ('92) of 
Lawrenceville, Ga., was named Chief 
Operating Officer of the marketing firm 
Luckie in Birmingham, Ala. 
Jennifer Jenkins ('92, '00, A) of 
Auburn, Ky., was named Principal at 
Warren Elementary School. 
Shannon Pickett ('92, '95) of Glasgow, 
Ky., was hired as a Victim Advocate at 
Kentucky State Police Post 3. 
Steve Bratcher ('93, '97) of Owensboro, 
Ky., has been named Chief Academic 
Officer for Owensboro Public Schools. 
Gregory Patton ('93, L) of Louisville, 
Ky., opened a second location of his cat 
cafe, A Purrfect Day Cafe, in downtown 
Covington, Ky. The cafes ofter an adoption 
opportunity that benefits local shelters. 
Travis Armstrong ('94, A) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named ChiefOperating 
Officer at English, Lucas. Priest & Owsley, 
LLP. Armstrong is a Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA). 
Kathy Burris ('94, '98) of Park City, Ky., 
has been named Director of Instruction 
for Barren County Schools. 
David Noe ('94) of Hodgenville, Ky., has 
been named Boys' Golf Head Coach at 
Larue County High School. 
Jaron P. Blandford 
('95) oflexington, 
Ky., was named to 
the U.S. News - Best 
Lawyers• in 
America list for 
2020 in the area of 
litigation - labor and employment. He 
practices with the McBrayer law firm's 
Lexington office. 
Marshall Crawford ('95, A) of 
Alpharetta, Ga., has been named by 
Nashville Business Journal as one of 
Nashvil le's Most Admired CEOs for 2019. 
The selection was made by a peer group 
of chief executive officers in Nashville. 
Crawford is President and CEO of the 
Housing Fund in Nashville. 
Terry Daugherty ('95) of Uniontown, 
Ohio, was selected as Dean of Indiana 








Bryan Everett ('95) of 
Mechanicsburg, Pa., has been 
named Chief Executive Officer of 
MobilityWorks, a leading provider of 
commercial wheelchair vans with lifts. 
Michael Hicks ('9S) of Owensboro, 
Ky., celebrated 25 years of business for 
his company, A Unique Video. 
Rebecca Adams 
Simpson ('9S) of 
Bowling Green, Ky., 
has been appointed 
by the Board of 
Governors of the 
Kentucky Bar 
Association to serve a three-year term on 
the Board ofTrustees for IOLTA (Interest on 
Lawyers'Trust Account). Representing 
Kentucky's Second Supreme Court District, 
Simpson will help administer the fund that 
disperses grants in the form of legal aid to 
the poor, local pro bono programs and other 
initiatives that improve the administration 
of justice in Kentucky. She isa Partner with 
English, Lucas, Priest & Owsley, LLP. 
Brad Wheeler 
('9S, '16, A) of 
Bowling Green, Ky., 
was named as a 
Wealth Advisor to 
provide brokerage 
and advisory 
services for Level Four Wealth 
Management. 
Or. Wendy Wilkerson ('95) of 
Robards, Ky., has been named Director 
of Special Education atTullahoma City 
Schools in Tullahoma, Tenn. 
Debbie Wyatt ('9S) of Sonora, Ky., has 
been named Director of Federal Programs 
and Leadership Development at Hardin 
County Schools. 
Suzanne Brosnan ('96) of 
Morgantown, Ky., was inducted into the 
Morgantown Care & Rehab Hall of Fame. 
Col. Edwin Chilton II ('96) of 
Elizabethtown, Ky., was promoted to the 
rank of Colonel with the U.S. Army. 
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Tara Howard ('96, L) of Calhoun, Ky., was 
named Owensboro High School Dean of 
Instruction. 
Julie Kloote ('96) of Seymour, Ind., was 
promoted to AVP and Senior Commercial 
Analyst at JCB. 
David Melear('%, '99, '03) of 
Hopkinsville, Ky., was named Chief Executive 
Officer of Cumberland Hall Hospital. 
Barry Nesbitt('%, '04) of Hodgenville, 
Ky., has been selected as Interim Principal at 
Nelson County High School. 
Col. Katrina Stephens ('96) of 
San Antonio, Texas, has been named 
Commanderof the 66th Air Base Group at 
Hanscom Air Force Base. 
Troy A. Nunn ('97, L) of Franklin, Tenn., 
was a memberof thewinningteam in the 
October 2019TigerWoods Invitational, 
with all tournament proceeds benefiting 
the educational programs of the TGR 
Foundation and its mission to empower 
millions of students to pursue their passions 
through education. Nunn is a Certified 
Financial Planner ((Ff>''). 
Carlos Quarles ('97, '09) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., Assistant Principal of Russellville 
High School, was recently named Boys Head 
Basketball Coach at the school. 
Darrin Wan ('97) of Scottsburg, Ind., has 
been called as Pastor of Brownstown First 
Baptist Church. 
Luke A. Wingfield 
('97) of Lexington, 
Ky., was named to 
the U.S. News - Best 
Lawyers& in America 
list for 2020 in the 
area of insurance law. 
He practices with the McBrayer law firm's 
Lexington office. 
Jamie Froedge ('98, '99) of Austin, 
Texas, has been named Executive 
President of the Commercial and 
Residential Solutions business at 
Emerson Electric. He first joined the 
Emerson Electric team in 2006. 
Kristina Goetz ('98) of Louisville, Ky., 
was part of The Courier-Journal news 
staff that won the 2020 Pulitzer Prize 
for Breaking News Reporting. 
Kristie Phelps ('98) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been named Regional 
Advertising Director for The Messenger 
in Madisonville, Ky. In this role, she 
will oversee advertising departments 
for The Messenger and three other 
Paxton-owned publications in Western 
Kentucky: the Dowson Springs Progress, 
The Journal Enterprise in Providence 
and the Franklin Favorite. 
Willie Taggart ('98, L) has been 
named Head Football Coach at Florida 
Atlantic University. He served as Head 
Coach ofWKU Football from 2010-2012 
and has since served at the University 
of South Florida, the University of 
Oregon and Florida State University. 
Jason Boyd ('99) of Nashvi lle, Tenn., 
was appointed Chief Executive Officer 
ofTriStar Horizon Medical Center in 
Dickson. 
Launa (Beck) Leftwich ('99) of 
Goshen, Ind., has been promoted to 
Chief Operating Officer at the Boys & 
Girls Clubs of Elkhart County. 
Bethany Sherfinski ('99) of 
Ludington, Mich., was hired as Chief 
Financial Officer at West Michigan 
Community Mental Health System. 
~ F-D 
Alisha (Cook) Thompson ('99, '06, Dr. Stacy Edds-Ellis ('00, '02, '04, 
A) of Cary, N.C., was promoted to L) of Owensboro, Ky., was selected 
Senior Director of the Global Digital as an Ambassador for the national 
Center of Excel lence and Business College in High School Alliance (CHSA). 
Intelligence for Domtar's Personal Care She was also recently hired as Dean 
Division. of Academic Affairs at Owensboro 
Community & Technical College. 
2000s Erik Jenkins ('00, '06) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been selected as the 
Chad Alward ('OO) of Owensboro, Ky., 
Head Coach for Track & Field and Cross 
has been named Director of the Daviess 
Country at the University of South 
County Public Schools Virtual Academy. Florida. 
SPIRIT OF WKU 
Donald Smith ('94) receives Spirit of WKU Award 
As part of his annual Convocation address in August, President 
Timothy C. Caboni ('94) announced the recipient of the Spirit of 
WKU Award, Dr. Donald Smith ('94, L) 
"Our 2020 recipient discovered the WKU spirit early in life. 
Descending from a long line ofWKU graduates, he knew as a 
child what it meant to be a Hilltopper and to possess that special 
feeling or 'spiri t:"' he said. 'His accomplishments are built not only 
on a strong spirit, but also on hard work, determination and an 
ever-present commitment to make a meaningful difference in 
higher education." 
As i=xecutive Director of the WKU Alumni Association, Smith 
successfully secured significant gifts to build the Augenstein 
Alumni Center and was closely involved in ensuring that the 
design of the center appropriately captured WKU's history and 
traditions. Today the AAC provides space for both visiting alumni 
and community groups to hold meetings, presentations, social 
events and educational programs. 
As President of the College Heights Foundation, he led record-
breaking fundraising efforts with more than $60 million cash flow 
during the past seven years. His work has made an incredible 
difference in assisting and encouraging hundreds of deserving 
WKU students. 
"Additionally, the Spirit ofWKU is evidenced in the enormous 
amount of service he provides to the community, wel l beyond 
the responsibilities of his job; President Caboni said. 
Smith has served on the boards of the American Red Cross, Bowling 
Green East Little League, Dugas Community Park in Scottsville, 
Warren County Pee Wee Baseball, Bowling Green Western Symphony 
Orchestra, Leadership Bowling Green Alumni Association, Hilltopper 
Athletic Foundation, W-Club and the WKU Foundation as well 
as volunteering for non-profits such as the Capitol Arts Center, 
American Cancer Society, Housing Authority, Junior Achievement 
Travis Mayo ('OO) of Crestwood, Ky., 
was appointed as the Deputy Genera l 
Counsel in the Office of Governor Andy 
Beshear. Mayo most recently served as 
Executive Director of the Office of Civil 
and Environmental Law in the Office of 
the Attorney General. 
Becky Schepman ('OO) of 
Brownstown, Ind., was named President 
of Radio 96.3 WJAA in Seymour. 
and the United Way. 
Smith, who serves 




said: "I am incredibly 
honored to be the 
2020 recipient of the 
Spirit ofWKU Award. 
I feel blessed to work 
w ith outstanding 
col leagues across 
the institution and 
t ruly do something I 
love each and every 
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Scott Sisco ('00, '07, L) of Frankfort, 
Ky., has been named Communications 
Director of the American Pharmacy 
Services Corporation. 
Benjamin Talbot ('OO) of 
Hendersonville, Tenn., is the new 
Owner and President of Pella Windows 
and Doors of Nashville. 
Chris Crain ('01, '06) of Glasgow, Ky., 
has been named Principal at Caverna 
High School. 
day. As a third-generation WKU graduate, this institution is very 
special to me. My grandparents met on the Hill in the late-'30s, 
my parents met on the Hill in the mid-'60s and I met my wife on 
the Hill in the early-'90s when we both served together as Spirit 
Masters. I literally would not be here today without WKU. 
"'That Other Thing; as Dr. Cherry often referred to it, was instil led 
in me at an early age; Smith said. "I have been fortunate to be in 
positions the past 26 years where I can perpetuate the WKU Spirit 
and help make a difference in the lives of others. When I see the 
names of previous recipients of the Spirit ofWKU Award, I am 
humbled to join such a dedicated group of Western stalwarts. 
I am grateful to my colleagues for the nomination and to the 
award committee for their selection. I am also appreciative to all 
the WKU faculty and staff for the inspiring work they do each day 
to make WKU such a special place. I'll always wave my Red Towel 
with pride and do my best to exemplify our motto, 'The Spirit 




Broderick Davis ('01) of Glasgow, Ky., 
a teacher at Austin-Tracy Elementary, 
was named Barren County Elementary 
Teacher of the Year by the Barren 
County Board of Education. 
Andy Tauer ('01 ) of Monrovia, Ind., 
has been named Public Policy Director 
for Indiana Farm Bureau. 
Tommy Haggard ('02) of 
Nicholasville, Ky., was named 
Chief Executive Officer of Bourbon 
Community Hospital in Paris. 
Rod Harkleroad ('02) of Hickory, 
N.C., was named Chief Executive Officer 
of Frye Regional Medical Center. 
Susan Harmon ('02, '16) ofBowling 
Green, Ky., was appointed Manager 
of the Bowling Green Warren County 
Regional Airport. 
Joy Knight ('02, 'OS) of Clarkson, Ky., 
who is a Family and Consumer Sciences 
Teacher at West Hardin Middle School, 
was honored as Kentucky Financial 
Literacy Teacher of the Year. 
Jamie Lawrence ('02) of 
Campbellsville, Ky., has been named 
Co-Campus Minister at Campbellsville 
University. He also serves as Executive 
Director of Ministry and Church 
Outreach. 
Susie Lucas ('02) of Glasgow, Ky., 
was named Distinguished Educator 
in Visual and Performing Arts by the 
Barren County School District. 
Shiryl McAdams ('02) of Owensboro, 
Ky., has accepted a position as Daviess 
County Public School's first Literacy 
Intervention Coach. 
Kenny Purcell ('02) of Evansville, 
Ind., an Associate Professor of Physics 
at the University of Southern Indiana, 
was recognized as one of the · 20 Under 
40"by the Evansville Courier & Press. 
David Wilkins ('02) of Sandy, Utah, was 
appointed by the Utah Attorney General 
as Director of the Office's Transit Section. 
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Andrea Anderson 
('03) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has 
transitioned to the 
role ofWKU 
General Counsel. 
Michael R. Park ('03) of Monterey, C.ilif., 
was promoted to lieutenant Commander 
of the U.S. Navy. 
Tyson Sanderfur ('03) of Hartford, 
Ky., was honored as Agent of the Year at 
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance. 
Patricia Breeding ('04) of Murfreesboro, 
Tenn., has been hired as Recovery Director 
for Rutherford County. 
Dawn Corbin ('04) of Greensburg, Ky., 
has re<eived the University of Kentucky 
College of Education's Teachers Who Make 
a Difference Award for her work as an 
Emotional Behavior Disorder Teacher at 
Morningside Elementary in Elizabethtown. 
Lorie Owen ('04) of Clarksville, 
Tenn., joined Fiftyforward as Program 
Coordinator supporting Flftyforward 
Martin Center and FiftyForward College 
Grove. 
Andrew Roiberg ('04) of New Bremen, 
Ohio, has been promoted to Chief Financial 
Officer of First National Bank in New 
Bremen. 
Sarah Davasher-Wisdom ('04, '06) of 
Louisville, Ky., has been named President 
of Greater Louisville Inc., the Metro 
Chamber of Commerce. She has served the 
organization since 2014, most recently as 
Chief Operating Officer and Chiefof Staff. 
Justin Groenert ('04) of Chattanooga, 
Tenn., joined the Chattanooga Area 
Chamber of Commerce as Vice President 
of Public Policy. 
Lauren Armstrong 
Parsons ('04) of 
Lexington, Ky., has 
been named the 
first Director of 
Strategic Initiatives 
and 
Communications with the Blue Grass 
Community Foundation. Parsons is a 
licensed attorney. 
Josey Crew ('OS) of Elizabethtown, Ky., 
has been named the Kentucky School 
Nutrition Association Director of the Year. 
She has worked as Hardin County Schools' 
Child Nutrition Directorsince 2015. 
Tanya Jury ('OS) of Bardstown, Ky., 
has been named Principal of Bluegrass 
Middle School. 
Sharae Mansfield ('OS) of Louisville, 
Ky., was inducted into the 2020 class 
of the Kentucky High School Athletic 
Association Hall of Fame. 
Laura Beth 
(Hanson) McKew 
('OS) of Bowling 




Collegians for Kappa Delta Sorority. She 
is a Financial Planning-Life and Health 
Insurance Agent for Pinnacle Planning 
Group, Inc., in Lexington, Ky. 
Jason Miles ('OS) of Murfreesboro, 
Tenn., was promoted to Associate at 
Lose Design. He is an Assistant Division 
Director of Engineering and has been 
with the firm since 2005. 
Craig Tuck ('OS) of Franklin, Ky., has 
been named Senior Pastor at State 
Street United Methodist Church in 
Bowling Green. 
Jonathan Vincent ('OS, '07) of Smiths 
Grove, Ky., has been named Principal 
of Warren East High School in Bowling 
Green. He has worked at Warren East 
for 15 years, first as a Special Education 
Teacher and then as an administrator 
and Athletic Director. 
Bryan Buchanan ('06) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., was included in Marquis Who's Who. 
Anthony Winchester('06) of Austin, 
Ind., was inducted into the 2019 class of 
the WKU Athletic Hall of Fame. Winchester 
is a member of the basketball coaching 
staff al the University of Southern 
Mississippi. 
Kasey Gardner ('07) of Sacramento, 
(alif., has been named Vice President of 
Instruction for Woodland Community 
College. 
Casey Hamilton ('07) of Owensboro, 
Ky., was named Basketball Coach at the 
University of Pikeville. 
John Holder ('07) of Auburn, Ky., was 
appointed by Kentuclcy Gov. Andy Beshear 
to the Kentucky Board of Emergency 
Medical Services. Holder is Chief Executive 
Officer for Com-care Inc., the company that 
contracts with Logan County Fiscal Court 
to manage the county's ambulance service. 
Alex Lockridge ('07) of Corbin, Ky., 
has been named Pastor at First Baptist 
Church in Corbin. He previously served 
as the church's Youth Minister for five 
years, followed by two years as Pastor of 
First Baptist Morehead. 
Brandon Miller ('07) ofTallahassee, 
Fla., was appointed as General Manager 
at Aloft Tallahassee Downtown. 
Ben Wilson ('07, '12) of Morgantown, 
Ky., has been named Principal of North 
Buller Elementary School. Wilson has 
taught Physical Education for 12 years 
with one of those years also serving as 
North Butler's Assistant Principal. 
Savannah York ('07) of Alvaton, 
Ky., has joined JPS Wealth Advisors 
of Hilliard Lyons as a Client Service 
Associate in Bowling Green. 
Jessica Barber ('08) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., was named the new Lady Gators 
Golf Coach at Greenwood High School. 
Crystal Kelly ('OB) of New Albany, Ind., 
has joined the Women's Basketball staff 
at Bellarmine University in Louisville, Ky. 
Dr. Mark Martin ('08, '12, '19) of 
Brandenburg, Ky., has been named 
Superintendent of Meade County 
Schools. 
Brandon Porter ('08, '1 O) of 
Louisville, Ky., was promoted to 
Communications Director with the 
Kentucky Baptist Convention. 
Brett Riley ('08, '12, A) of Northport, 
Ala., has been named Senior Director 
of Development for the Culverhouse 
College of Business at The University of 
Alabama. 
Pauletha Butts ('09, '11, '14) 
of Bowling Green, Ky., was named 
Principal of Alvaton Elementary. 
Rebecca Graham ('09, '12) of 
Nolensville, ienn., was hired as Manager 
of Human Resources at Novatech, Inc. 
in Nashville. 
Melanie Hatfield ('09, L) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was promoted to Director of 
Human Resources at Service One Credit 
Union. 
Drew Logsdon 
('09, L), of 
Thompson's Station, 
Tenn., was recently 
elected as the 90th 
President of the 
Fraternity 
Communications Association, the oldest 
interfraternal organization in the U.S. 
Logsdon is Director of Communications for 
Sigma Nu Fraternity Inc., and is serving his 
third year on the WKU Alumni Association 
Board of Directors. 
Allie Hembree Martin ('09) of Louisville, 
Ky., launched Fame and Fortune Brand 
Management, specializing in digital and 
traditional media for small and growing 
businesses. 
Shawn Perkins ('09) of Scottsville, Ky., 
was named Principal ofDishman-McGinnis 
Elementary School. 
Nick Ritter ('09) of Rineyville, Ky., was 
named Assistant Principal at James T. Alton 
Middle School. 
Tina Sharp ('09) of Glasgow, Ky., 
was named Distinguished Educator in 
Innovation by the Barren County School 
District. 
Shaun Youravich ('09) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., was appointed as General Manager of 
Hardin County Water District No. 2. 
2010s 
Christie Beck ('10) of Walterboro, S.C., 
was inducted into the Hilton Head Island 
High Schoof 2019 Hall of Fame Class. 
Josh Emmick ('tO)of Owensboro, Ky., 
has been named President of Valor Oil, 
becoming the third generation of his family 
to serve in this role. He previously served as 
Controller and as Exe<utive Vrce President of 
the company. In his new position, Emmick 
will lead daily business operations. 
One Credit Union. 
Matt Hutcheson 
('10) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been 
named Assistant 
Vice President of 
Accounting and 
Finance at Service 
Amber Ashby ('11) of Benton, Ky., has 
joined the team of Murray Cardiology 
Associates and Murray Heart & Vascular 
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital as an 
Advanced Practice Registered Nurse. 
Eric Ashworth ('11) of Philpot, Ky., is 
the new owner of O'Bryan's Bar & Grill in 
Owensboro. 
Zach Greenwell ('11, '19) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has been named Associate 
Athletic Director for Communications/ 
Media Relations at WKU. 
Dr. Lauren McReynolds ('11, '16) of 
Smiths Grove, Ky., opened McReynolds 
Physical Therapy in Brownsville. 
Matthew Rice ('11, A) of Johnson City, 
Tenn., was selected by U.S. Supreme 
Court Justice Clarence Thomas as a Clerk 
for the 2019-2020 term. 
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THUMBS-UP! 
Neena Gayno r ('09) 
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Isaac ('1 1) and Kyla Schroeder ('12) Lisa Sneed ('12, '15) of Bowling Green, 
ofTell City, Ind., were named finalists Ky., was promoted to Executive Vice 
for Indiana Farm Bureau's Excellence in President of Marketing and Advertising 
Agriculture Award for young farmers. at Service One Credit Union. She began 
her Service One career in 2002 as a Teller 
Joye Beth Spinks ('11, A) of and later served as Head Teller, Marketing 
Bowling Green, Ky., has joined Director and, most recently, as Marketing 
English, Lucas, Priest & Owsley, LLP as and Member Development Specialist. 
an Associate Attorney. 
Callie Cessna ('13) of Henderson, Ky., 
Landon Stallons ('11) of has joined the staff of WSW CPAs in 
Hopkinsville, Ky., was promoted to Nashville, Tenn., as a Tax Manager. 
Commercial Banking Vice President at 
Planters Bank. Amy Correll-Hehre ('13, '14) of 
Somerset, Ky., received the Global 
Jasmine Bowie ('12) of Dupont, Citizenship Award at the seventh annual 
Wash., was recently promoted to Muhammad Ali Humanitarian Awards 
Capta in in the U.S. Army at Joint program for her work as CEO and Founder 
Base Lewis McChord. Capt. Bowie is ofOVI Children's Hospita l in Kenya. 
trained as a combat engineer and 
currently works in the Administrative Tessa Duvall ('13) of Louisville, Ky., wa, 
Law Office. part of The Courier-Journal new, staff that 
won the 2020 Pulitzer Prize for Breaking 
Brian Ditmer ('12, '14) of Oakwood, New, Reporting. 
George Fant ('15) of Renton, Wa,h., Ohio, has been named a Representative Deadrick Dunlap ('14) of Old 
for Gall,, a producer of apparel and Dr. Brittany Evans Hampton ('13) of Hickory, Tenn., has opened Legin's has signed a three-year contract with the 
tactica l gear for firefighters and police Beaver Dam, Ky., has opened Maple Leaf House of Seafood in Fairview Plaza New York Jets, and he was named one of 
units. He previously spent 12 seasons Family Dentistry in Morgantown. Shopping Center in Bowling Green. the team captains. 
as Head Equipment Manager for WKU 
Football. Rachel McDivitt ('13, '15) of 
Demetrius Freeman ('14) of Hunter Gary ('15) of Morgantown, Ky., 
Birmingham, Ala., has joined the Hibbett Washington, D.C., has joined has been named Principal of Morgantown 
Dr. Ashton Fields ('12) of City Gear corporate team as an Email The Washington Post as a Staff Elementary School. Gary taught Physical 
Morgantown, Ky., signed as a Marketing Specialist. Photojournal ist. Education in Grayson County and at 
physician with Adena Health Systems Morgantown Elementary. He most 
in Chillicothe, Ohio. Adam Ogle ('13) of Gilbertsville, 
Grant Hughes ('14, '16, '19) recently served as Assistant Principal at 
Ky., was appointed by Kentucky Gov. of Owensboro, Ky., was hired at Grayson County High School. 
Dr. Kevin Haggard ('12) of Matt Bevin to a four-year term on the Progressive Rehab Sports Therapy. 
Nashvil le, Tenn., has been named Kentucky Board of Nursing. Mitchell Henry ('15) of Elizabethtown, 
Assistant Professor of Social Work 
Heli Shah ('14) of Smyrn a, Ga., Ky., was inducted into the 2019 elm of 
in the College of Public Service at Brian Upchurch ('13) of Smiths Grove, 
was one of 16 architects and the Elizabethtown Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Tennessee State University. Ky., was named Manager of the newest 
designers se lected to participate 
facility of Beamer Laser Marketing in AIA Georgia's Christopher Kelley Preslie Norris ('15) of Gardendale, Ala., 
James Howard ('12) of Owensboro, Systems in Bowling Green. Leadership Development Program has been named Head Softball Coach at 
Ky., was selected as the Fire Chief for 2019-2020 Class. Corner High School in Dora, Ala. 
the City of Owensboro. Alen Ahmetovic ('14) of Bowling 
Alejandro Hernandez ('15) of Clive, Green, Ky., was promoted to Manager of Alicia Storm ('14) of Owensboro, 
Tyler Jury ('12) and Clay Simpson Liberty financial's Bowling Green office. Ky., was named Principal at Newton Iowa, has been named Dean of the College 
('12) of Louisville, Ky., opened a Parrish Elementary School. of Bu,iness and Public Administration of 
new brick-and-mortar ,tore for their Gary Bohannon ('14) of Elizabethtown, Drake University in Des Moines. 
leather business, Clayton & Crume. Ky., retired a, Executive Director of 
Lauren Bader ('15) of Louisville, Ky., 
Helping Hands of Hope ministry. has opened a communal art gallery in Logan Mattingly ('1S) ofOwensboro, 
Jonathan Lintner ('12) of Portland, Ky. Ky., shifted from motocross racing to 
Brian ('14, L) and Allison Campbell working as a trainer at Owensboro Louisville, Ky., has been named Senior 
Charlotte Brindley ('15, '17) Healthpark. Mattingly also writes for a Director of Public Relations and ('11, L) of Bowling Green, Ky., opened 
Communications at Louisville City a franchise of Board & Brush, a do-it-
of Ada irville, Ky., wa, named Art motocross magazine, MotoP/ayground, 
Education Coordinator at Rose Center based in Kansas City, Mo. Football Club. yourself wood sign workshop. 
in Morrison, Tenn. 
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Jennifer M'Koma ('15) of Nashville, 
Tenn., has joined architectural firm Earl 
Swensson Associates as a member of the 
support staff. 
Jason Ross ('15) of Bowling Green, Ky., 
was promoted to Senior Branch Manager 
at Service One Credit Union. 
Dr. Ellen Vice White ('15) of 
Flemingsburg, Ky., joined the practice 
of Lake Pointe Dental Care in Somerset. 
Lake Pointe Dental Care was featured 
in the Winter 2020 issue of Best Practice 
magazine, a quarterly dental business 
publication. This is only the second time 
a Kentucky practice has been featured in 
Best Practice. 
Hunter Bevil ('16) of Woodburn, Ky., 
was hired as the new Soil Conservationist 
of Simpson County. 
Brian Chism ('16, 
A) of Brandenburg, 
Ky., has been 
promoted to 
National Account 
Manager for Big Iron 
Auctions Company. 
Collin Cooper ('16) of La Center, Ky., has 
been selected as Kentucky's American 
Soybean Association Corteva Young 
Leader. 
Grant Hughes ('16, '19) of Henderson, 
Ky., has joined the team at Progressive 
Rehab Sports Therapy. 
Gerron Hurt ('16) of Louisville, Ky., 
married his longtime sweetheart, Brandi 
Beckham, on national television. The 
season-nine champion of Master(hef, 
Hurt's wedding was featured on the 
season 10 premiere of the popular 
cooking competition. 
Kara Lowry ('16, '19) of Louisville, 
Ky., was ,elected as a member of the 
2019-2020 cohort for the Coro Fellows 
Program in Public Affairs, a nine-month 
program that features field placements in 
different sectors, immer,ive experience 
in the community and group skills 
development. 
Bryson Morrow ('16) of Owensboro, Ky., 
was named Development Director of St. 
Joseph Peace Mission. 
Taylor Proctor ('16, '19) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., was named Head Coach of the 
Greenwood High School Softball team. 
Danielle Pugh ('16) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., has been selected as an Assistant 
Coach for Hilltopper Softball. 
Matt Shown ('16) of Owensboro, Ky., 
has been named Pastor of Crossroads 
Fellowship Church in Cadiz. 
Jonathan Barefoot ('17) of Zionsville, 
Ind., has been named Vice President for 
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness 
for Ivy Tech Community College in Evansville, 
Ind. He has been with the college since 2017 
and has ,erved in higher education public 
safety for nearly 1 S years as a police officer 
and emergency manager. 
Carli Barr ('17) of Owensboro, Ky., opened 
an online store and mobile boutique, Barr 
Bones. 
Jessica Dobson ('17) of Louisville, Ky., 
joined WMBF First Alert Weather Team 
in Myrtle Beach, S.C., as a Meteorologist 
and Traffic Anchor. 
Deon Yelder ('17) of Louisville, Ky., 
earned a Super Bowl ring playing as tight 
end for the Kansas City Chiefs. 
Jacob Anderson ('18) ofBowling 
Green, Ky., has been named to Sundance 
lnstitute's 2020 Class of Sundance Ignite 
x Adobe Fellows. He will participate in 
a year of mentorship and workshops, 
receive other ,upport and have a film 
screened at Sundance Film Festival: 
London next year. As a working 
cinematographer, Anderson has begun 
writing and directing his own projects 
that will explore the boundaries of genre 
within the American South. Recently, 
he began writing his first feature film 
and next short that will explore intimate 
stories about people against a backdrop 
of the American South. Once established, 
his goal is to bring film opportunities to 



















LaJuana Wilcher ('77) of Alvaton, 
Ky., was designated by President 
Donald Trump as Chair of the 
Board of Directors for the Federal 
Agricultura l Mortgage Corporation 
(Farmer Mac), the nation's secondary 
market provider that increases the 
availability and affordability of credit 
for the benefit of rural America. 
Wilcher owns and operates Scuffle 
Hil l Farm in Alvaton, where she raises 
HILLTOPPER NATION 
Angus cattle, boards horses, and grows hay, alfa lfa and fescue. She 
serves on the board of the Warren County Conservation District and 
is a Certified Crop Advisor, a Master Grazer and a Master Cattleman. 
Wilcher is also a Partner at English, Lucas, Priest & Owsley, LLP, 
where she represents clients on complex environmental permitting, 
enforcement, regulatory compliance and legislative matters 
throughout the country. 
FUTURE HILLTOPPERS 
Future Hilltoppers cheer on their team! 
Pictured are (left) Julia June Brown, 
daughter of Alex ('08) and Lizzie 
Correa Brown ('1 O) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., and (right) Briggs William Turner, 
son of Justin and Liz Grant Turner 
('11 ) of Bowling Green, Ky. 
FORMER HILLTOPPERS 
Former Hilltopper Basketball players gathered with Coach Jim 
Richards ('59, '60, L) for a group photo. Pictured are front row 
(left to right): Steve Ashby ('83), Chuck Rawlings ('77), David 
Beckner ('76, '79, '82, A), Gary Gregory ('78, L) and Coach 
Jim Richards ('59, '60, L). Second row (left to right): Craig 
McCormick ('85, L), Jim Philpot ('78 ), Julio Davila, James 
Johnson ('78) and Bill Scillian ('77). 
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THUMBS-UP! 
Hadley Rouse ('17) 
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Jessica Baladad ('07): "Feel for your life" 
During her freshman year at WKU, Jessica 
Baladad ('07) accidentally found a lump in 
her breast while taking a shower before class. 
Though she had it removed, and it was benign, 
that experience put her in the habit of doing 
monthly breast self-exams. 
'Fifteen years later, at 33 years old, I found a lump 
in my breast after doing an intentional self-exam 
in the shower; Baladad said. 'That lump was 
malignant, and I was diagnosed with Stage 2B 
invasive ductal carcinoma." 
After 16 rounds of chemo, 24 rounds of radiation, 
a double mastectomy and a hysterectomy, 
Baladad just celebrated being in remission for 17 
months. Now she's using her experience to help 
other women. 
'While I was going through treatment, I felt 
fortunate that I found my cancer by doing a breast 
self-exam,' she said. "As I told my friends about 
how I found it, I learned that they weren't doing 
self-exams, mostly because they didn't know how." 
Concerned, Baladad began working on a special 
social media project, "Feel for Your Life; after her 
second round of chemo. 
"Through this project, I share my story, give facts 




and discuss how 




encouraged by the stories she hears as a 
result of her social media campaign. 
"I just heard from a young woman who told me 
she didn't know how to do a self-exam before 
finding 'Feel for Your Life;" she shared. "Upon doing 
a self-exam, she found a lump, went to the doctor, 
had a biopsy, and pre-cancerous cells were found. 
Her doctor said if she had waited a year, they 
would be having a different conversation. 
"Breast cancer isn't just your grandma's or your 
auntie's disease," Baladad noted. "Talk to your 
doctor about your concerns, your family history 
and a screening plan that fits your needs. Speak 
up and let your voice be heard" 
Baladad is Director of Marketing at Cloud 
Productions, Inc. She and her husband live in 
Nashville, Tenn., and just celebrated five years of 
marriage. To learn more, visit feelforyourlife.com. 
Casey Birge ('18, A) of Madison, Tenn., was 
hired as President of Junior Achievement of 
South Central Kentucky. 
Kathryn Dispennette ('18) of Columbus, 
Ohio, was inducted into the Northwood 
(N.C.) High School Athletics Hall of Fame. 
Jessica Lucas ('18) of Bowling Green, 
Ky., returned to WKU Volleyball as 
Assistant Coach. 
Katie Bouchard ('18) of Owensboro, 
Ky., was hired as the Family Resource 
Coordinator at Early Learning Village, which 
serves preschool and kindergarten students. 
Courtney Bridges ('18) ofOwensboro, 
Ky., was hired as a Success Coach at the 
Pathfinder Den, a new student success 
center at Owensboro Community & 
Technical College. 
Wes Caldwell ('18) ofWalton, Ky., has 
been named Athletic Director at Highlands 
High School in Fort Thomas. 
Trevor Edwards ('18) of Glasgow, Ky., 
and Abbey Lutts ('19) of Knoxville, Tenn., 
opened SOMA Center for Dance in Glasgow. 
Sarah Hardison ('18) of Hopkinsville, Ky., 
was named Coordinator of the new Dolly 
Parton Imagination Library at Hopkinsville-
Christian County Public Library. 
Former Lady Topper Dee Givens ('18, 
'19) of Lexington, Ky., has signed with 
Club Baloncesto Bembibre out of Liga 
Femenina Endesa, the top women's 
basketball league in Spain.· 
Dr. Haylee Taylor ('18) of Madisonville, 
Ky., recently received a Doctor of Optometry 
degree from Southern College of Optometry 
in Memphis, Tenn. 
Lynn Von Hagen ('18) ofOld Hickory, 
Tenn., is pursuing a doctoral degree and 
serving as a Presidential Research Fellow 
at Auburn University. Much of her research 
takes place in Kasigau Wildlife Corridor 
in Kenya, home to the country's largest 
elephant population and an area of high 
conflict between humans and elephants. 
She and fellow researchers have been 
hosted by Wildlife Works in Kenya. 
Joseph Barkoff ('19) ofBowling 
Green, Ky., has been hired as a reporter 
for the Capital Journal newspaper in 
Pierre, S.D. 
Bailey Dahlquist ('19) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., moved his business, Raw, to 
a larger downtown location. 
Sam McElreath ('19) of Brenham, 
Texas, has joined the WKU Baseball 
coaching staff for the 2021 season. 
Former Hilltopper Jared Savage ('19) 
has signed with Gymnastikos Sy/logos 
Lavrio Basketball Club of Greece's top-
tier Greek Basket League. 
Eric Scott ('19) of Richmond, Ky., was 
hired as the Chief of Police for the City 
ofBerea, Ky. 
George Smith ('19) of Owensboro, Ky., 
was hired at Progressive Rehab Sports 
Therapy. 
2020s 
Halle Black ('20) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., has been named a Second-Grade 
Teacher at Lincoln Trail Elementary 
School. 
Michael Blackshire ('20) of Louisville, 
Ky., recently received a 2020 inaugural 
Getty Images-Inclusion Scholarship 
in partnership with the National 
Association of Black Journalists. He is 
pursuing further education at Syracuse 
University's Newhouse School of Public 
Communications. 
Miranda Bray ('20) of Elizabethtown, 
Ky., has been named an Eighth-Grade 
Teacher at James T. Alton Middle School 
in Vine Grove. 
Kayla Ditto ('20) of Elizabethtown, Ky., 
has been named Assistant Coach of the 
Centra l Hardin Tennis team. 
Emily Falica ('20) 
of Bowling Green, 
Ky., has been 
accepted to the 
Council on 
I nternationa I 
Education Exchange 
to teach in South Korea. 
Dr. Tara Hewitt ('20) of Bowling 
Green, Ky., has joined the staff of Dr. 
Ghayth Hammad's office in Morgantown 
as a Nurse Pra{titioner. 
Former Hilltopper Camron Justice 
('20) recently opened Legends Skills 
Academy with two other former Mr. 
Basketball honorees. They provide skills 
training in small group, individual and 
camp settings. 
Ty Storey ('20) of Fort Smith, Ark., has 
been named Head Coach of Seventh-
Grade Football and Basketball at 
Grimsley Junior High School. 
Silas Walker ('20) of Portland, Ore., 
joined the Lexington Herold-Leader staff. 
BIRTHS 
Crystal Brown ('07) and her husband, 
Steve, of Auburn, Ky., announce the 
birth of their son, Adron Kane, on April 
16, 2019. 
Elizabeth ('10, '14, '19) and Matt 
Groves ('11) of Bowling Green, Ky., 
announce the birth of their son, Micah 
Charles, on Sept. 11, 2019. 
HILLTOPPER NATION 
Bobby Brown ('1 S) and his wife, Cody 
Brooke, of Glasgow, Ky., announce the 
birth of their son, Peyton Lee, on Dec. 17, 
2019. 
Lizzie (Correa) ('1 0) and Alex Brown 
('08) of Bowling Green, Ky., announce 
the birth of their daughter, Julia June, 
on July 12, 2020. Weighing 7 pounds, 6 
ounces and measuring 19 inches long, 
Julia was welcomed by her sister, 
Bennett Elizabeth, age 2. 
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Linda Dennin ('70) 
Capturing the spirit of others through portrait paintings 
L
inda D ennin ('70) ofMcrchanrville, N.J., spends herd.iy~ 
working as a Fellow a.t Sw dio lnca.mminari School for 
Contemporary Realist Art in Philadelphia, Pa. I he Fellows 
program gives graduates, such as D ennin, chc opportunity ro transition 
from ~tudenc co working arci\t. Fellows also prO\·ide training for ocher 
artists and perform other school duties in exchange for their own 
studio space ,ind other benefit,. 
"Being awarded che fellowship has provided me with 
opporrnnitics ro exhibit my a rrwork , give demonstrations of my 
painting and wntinuc my art education, as well as a supporc \)'Stem to 
continue nurturing my career," cxpbincd D ennin. 
Dennin didn't m1dy art while at \'v'KU. he studied what she c.ills 
the wrincn form of an. 
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ulhe abstract format of art at che time w,1, not my taste- I was 
interested in rea lism, which wasn't srndicd then," noted Dennin. 
"Having a fondness of writcen .trt as well, I chose to srudy Journalism 
,tnd French. As College Heights Herald Assistant Editor and a wrire r, I 
pursued ,•erbal creacivity and verbal portraits. Bob Adams ('64, '65, 
L), known affectionately as 'Mr. A,' wa\ instrumental in encouraging 
and mentoring so many aspiring journa lises. I le helped srudenrs, 
including me, believe in rhetmclvcs.~ 
Dennin graduated from Studio lncamminari School for 
Comemporary Realise Art in 20 IR with a Diploma of Fine Arc. It took her 
five years and st"vcral summer d,L,,cs co complete. buc she decided it was 
bcrcer lace chan never to studv her true passion of arc. 
" I realized rhe benefit~ of academic srruuural and classical 
trainmg," explained Dennin. " I wanted to b<: a better artist, so I 
decided to go back ro school." 
'low Dennin p,tinrs still life, figure, land~c.1pe and equine subjects 
with the goal of portraying whar can't be spoken. 
" I rry to show che beauty, joy ,111d pathos of our world s ince 
I c.111'c arriculare what ,urrounds us," sa id Dennin. "Narure ,ind 
hum,1niry arc direct rcAectiom of God's profundity. I believe we need 
to re Kh out ro each other in ,tny way possible. Traditional realistic 
arr opens doors for co111 rnunicarion." 
l .m year, her artwork wa., fearur<:d .it "The Age of Beaut)'"-a 
fund1,1i,er co benefit che Senior Minimy of St. Peter Roman C nchol ic 
Churth. Ac the sold-out event, she unveiled 60 porcrait\ ofSourh Jer..ey 
senior ciri1.em that she painced using oil paims. Dennin painted che 
porrr.1ir, alla prima- meaning ,he would paint the senior ciri1.cm in a 
thret hour rime spot u,ing a onc-larer painring technique. 
"' I he pu1 pose of the all.1 prima i.1 t0 capture che subjects' indomitable 
spirit,, addtxl Dennin. 
HILLTOPPERNATION 
Dennin b now using the same alla prima srylc to capture port raits of 
hand icapped individuals. 
"I am currently painting a group of handicapped person; 
employed by lnspiritcc, which i~ a call center that employs abour 200 
people and provides help for Fort Knox, veter.ms, AO\ members and 
ocher entities," snid Dennin. 
Dennin .ays her goal wich these alla prima ,;cries paintings is ro 
capture Lhe essence of her .1ubjeccs on canvas. 
"I h,1ve alway5 had a passion for communicating what I ob*rvc," 
noted Dennin. " le is my desire that viewers of my an see and cake time ro 
ice again. Therc'.1 so much bcaury and emotion to share and fed." 
Dennin doe:. sell her artwork, but )he says the arr ir,dfis the most 
imponam pan of her work. 
"I am receiving portrait commis,iom, but the most imporram 
objective is t0 cominue et·caring ,111," Dl·nnin concluded. "I will k<:cp 
exhibiting, entering competitions and selling.'' • 
To sec mo1c ofDcnnin's artwork vi,it: lcdcnnin.com ■ ROSE REMENTER 
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Mr. Robert Hollis Adams, '66 Mr. Carl J. Arnold, '39 BU 
Mrs. Patrida (Daniel) Adkins, 75, 77 Dr. Marion E. "Gene• Arnold, '47 
Mrs, Oorothy((oke) Alexander, '45 Mrs. Mory Alice Arterburn, 74 
Dr. Henry Cecil "H. C" Alford Jr., '61 Mr. William T. Ashw/11, '83 
Mr. R,chord Dole Allen, 76, '83 Mr. Jay Edward Athy, 77 
Mr, Don F. Amos, '49 Mr. L. Stuart Augenstein, 'lZ 
Mr. Jerry D. Anderson, '60 Ms. Emily Katherine Baity, '91 
Mr, Kermit V. Anderson Jr. Mr. Alan l. Baker 
Mr. Lawrence Alon "Larry" Andrews, '69 Mr. Leonard Richard Boker, '55 
Or. Allen Anthony, '53 Mrs. Eleanor JenkiM Bale 
Mr. Don Anthony Arnett, 70 Mr. Billy C. Ball 'SO BU 
Provost Emeritus Or. Barbara G. Burch ('59, 
A) of Bowling Green, Ky., passed away Jan. 5, 
2020, at the age of 81. 
Dr. Burch earned a bachelor's degree in English 
from WKU in 1959 before completing master's 
and doctoral degrees at Indiana University. 
She returned to her alma mater in 1996 as the 
Vice President of Academic Affairs. Provost 
was added to her title in 1998 and she held 
those positions until 2010 when she focused 
her attention on the Educational Leadership 
Doctoral Program, civic engagement, 
internationalization and research. 
She also served as a member of the faculty, represented them on WKU's Board of 
Regents and most recent ly chaired the WKU Sisterhood. Recognized as a visionary 
leader, Dr. Burch also established the Kelly M. Burch Institute for Transformative 
Practices in Higher Education, which opened in April 2018. Named in honor of 
her late daughter, the Burch Institute examines policies and practices that impact 
student success, including retention and graduation. As Provost, she spearheaded 
many other advancements on the Hill, such as the creation of the Division of 
Extended Learning and Outreach. In 2019, she received WKU's Outstanding Faculty 
Excellence in Philanthropy award. 
Dr. Burch's leadership extended beyond the Hill. Through her work in many 
national organizations, including service as President of the American Association 
of Colleges for Teacher Education and leadership in the creation of the American 
Democracy Project, Dr. Burch's work will benefi t the broader higher education 
community for generations to come. 
Dr. Burch was preceded in death by her daughter, Or. Kelly Burch ('98), and 
is survived by her husband, Or. Kenneth Burch ('57, '59, A); her son, Kevin 
Burch; and two grandchildren. Memorial contributions may be made to the Kelly 
M. Burch Institute for Transformative Practices in Higher Education, c/o WKU 
Foundation, 1906 College Heights Blvd., Bowling Green, Ky., 42101. 
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Mrs. Ellen Mason Banks, '51 
Mr. Richard Clarkson Barber Sr. 
Mr. Scott Dayton Barbour, '89 
Mr. Bruce C. Bordin Jr. 
Ms. Ann Vantrease Barnard, '56 BU 
Mr. Elmo M. Barry, '51 
Mrs. Beverly Bart/ell 
Mr. Homer l. Barton Jr. 
Or. Hugh M. Baskett, 'S 1 
Mrs. Jeanne Pfister Baskett, '56 
Mr. Robert Everett Bates, '91 
Ms. Ruth Ann Bates, '78 
Or. W. Henry Baughman Jr., 75, Faculty 
Mr. Robert E. Baulch Jr., '50, '54 BU 
Ms. Jerri Lynn Baumberger, 7 4 
Mrs. Gladys Beach 
Mr. Charles Beal 
Mr. Maurice E. Beam 
Dr. Charles Bean, 71 
Mrs. loon D. Bean, '41 
Mr. John C. Beaver 
Mrs. Elsie Cox Beeler, '39 
Ms. Beverly (Magan) Bell, '55 
Mrs. Sara (Myers) Bennett, '41 
Mr. Jack W. Bergstrom 
Mr. Rolph Dean Bernard, 75 
Mr. Stephen E. Bibb, '64 
Or. Thomas "Tom" Bibler 
Mr. Francis Roland Biggs 
Mr. Robert V. Bilik, '61 
Mr. Odell Martin Bingham, '65 
Ms. Ruby Bjolobok 
Mrs. Toby Joanne (Stein) Black, 'BB 
Col. James R. Blackwell (Rel.) 
Mr. Harvey F. Blanck 
Ms. Martha Webb Bledsoe, 'BB 
Mr. Charles Boewe 
Mr. Christopher Collins Boling, '1 S 
Or. Patricia Cash Boone, '78 
Mrs. Sandra Smith Boone, '66 
Ms. Sheila Ann Bova, 7 2 
Mr. William Wesley Bow/mg Mr. Robert Thomas Bush, 79 
Mrs. Susan Sparks Bowman, 71 Mr. W. Mortin Buttermore Jr., '66 
Ms. Barbara Boyd, '96 Ms. Evelyn Coursey Byers, '61 
Mr. Clarence Roger Bradford, 73 Mr. Ronald Bernard Byrd, '82 
Mr. Donald W. Bradley, '95, '00 Mrs. Margaret Heimbrodc Byrne, '82 
Mr. James Horace Bradley Ms. Helen (Schneiter) Coldwell, '43 
Mr. Byron Brady Mr. Gary Craig Calhoun, 'Bl 
Mrs. Nancy Jo (Schermerhorn) Brady, '16 Mrs. Marilyn (Stewart) Calvert, '79 
Mr. Gerry Ray Brand, '66 Rev. James Stewart Capps, 77 
Mrs. Margaret Roberts Brandon, '54 Mrs. Tina Renee Cordwell 
Mr. Jackie Neeley Branham, '71 Mrs. Candace l. Carmichael, 73, 75 
Mr. William E. "Bill" Bratton, 'SO Mrs. Sara (Booher) Carmichael, '52 
Mr. James R. Breckenr,dge Sr. Mrs. Garmoline Carpenter 
Mrs. Mildred Mikel Brehl, '4 4 BU Mrs. Bettye Lamb Carr, '53 
Dr. Leslie (Finnegan) Breiwo, '84, '81 Mrs. Savanna Michelle Carr, '07 
Mr. Mortin M. Broadwell Sr. Ms. Martha Caro/me Carrera 
Mr. Ted Brock Mr. Otis A. Carter Jr., '16 
Ms. Artie H. Brooks, 71, 73 Mr. Vernon Eugene Carter 
Rev. Freddie l. Brown Sr. Ms. Charlotte Louise Case, '53 
Mr. Gilbert Lee Brown Mr. James K. Casillo, '66 
Mrs. Hilda Marcum Brown, 'BS Ms. Lucy Catlett 
Mr. James David Brown Mrs. Teresa (Mullen) Cauley, '95, '97 
Mr. Joseph Ben Browning Sr., '52 Mr. James M. Chambers Jr., '55 
Mrs. Lindo S. Brumit, Staff Mrs. Emily (Ogden) (honey, '44 
Ms. Betty Lou Bryant, 71 Mr. Rodney 5. Chose 
Mr. Jimmy C. Bryant, '96 Ms. Lula Cheatham, 76 
Ms. Jean Lutes Buckshorn, '42 Mr. Oscar Martin Cherry, '86, '04 
Mr. Joe Buge/, '63, '6S, Staff Mr. Jack T. Chism, 'SO BU 
Ms. Reba Kathryn Bullen, '56 Mr. Daniel N. Cisco, '86 
Ms. Jenmfer Coffee Bumppo Mrs. Dulcie (Keith) Oark 
Ms. Phyllis Glover Bunnell Mr. Harold R. Clark, '49 BU 
Dr. Barbara G. Burch, '59, Faculty Ms. Holly Lynn Clark, '01 
Mrs. Lula R. Burchett Mr. Nathan A. Clark 
Mr. Richard T. Burgraff, '69 Mr. John D. Clayton, '38 
Mrs. Amy McGinnis Burke, '9 2 Ms. De/ene Oendining 
Ms. Jeanette Burke Mr. Bruce 8. Oevenger, '66 
Dr. Robert E. Burks Ms. Janette Coatney 
Mr. Alan Keith Burnett, '65 Mr. John Coe, Staff 
Mrs. Glenna Vickers Burton Ms. Tempie Marie Cohron, '62 BU 
Mr. Maurice E. Burton Dr. James Coke, 'S 1 
Mrs. Dorthy M. Bush, '70, 75 Mr. Jerry Herbert Colburn 
J[ 
Mrs. Virginia (Bell) Col/ms, 77 
Mrs. Patricio (Stewart) Compton, '83 
Mr. W,11,am Perry "Bill" Compton Jr. 
Col Doral Glen Conner (Ret.), '52, '76, Faculty 
Mrs. Anno (Hurt) Cooksey, '62 BU 
Mrs. Kay (Shuster) Coombs, '64 
Mr. Cory R. Cooper, '1 S 
Mrs. June l. Cooper 
Mr. H. 8. Cornwell, '61, '64 
Ms. Shea Lynn Cortez, '09 
Mr. Robert D. Cosby, Staff 
Ms. Elizabeth A. Cothron 
Mr. James M. Coulter, '63 
Mr. Fronk Edward Coursey, '99, 'OB 
Mr. David M. Coverdale 
Mrs. Barbaro A~n (ow/es 
Mrs. Linda (Phelps) Cowles, '82, 'Bl, '92 
Mrs. Martino J. "Tino· Craft 
Mrs. Ida E. Crafton 
Ms. Thelma Crawford, '54 
Mr. Joseph Ryan Cruise, 72 
Mrs. Elaine (Hubbard) Cummings, '14 
Ms. Ruby Shelton Danielson 
Mrs. Megan Michelle Davidson, '07, ' 11 
Mr. Donald C/ark ·0on• Davis Sr. 
Mr. Donald Lee "Don" Davis, 'B 1 
Mr. Travis Dawkins 
Mr. Robert M. Dawson, '59 BU, 5taff 
Ms. Gloria Evelyn Day, '15 
Dr. Joseph Edward Deaton, '69 
Ms. Evelyn Dehaven, '48 
Mrs. Deborah (Anderson) Delaino, '84 
Mr. Loren A. Delong, '9 2 
Ms. Catherine E. Denhart 
Mrs. Sandra Denton 
Mr. Jack Derouin 
Mr. Frederick G. "Freddie" De Vries Jr., 71 
Ms. Marian June Dickerson, 75 
Mr. Temple Dickinson 
Col. James Briggs Diuguid (Ret.), '67 
Mrs. Charlotte A. Dixon, '99, Staff 
Hill TOPPER NATION 
I Hardin Field McChesney Jr. (' 46), of Bowling 
Green, Ky., died Dec. 2, 2019, at the age of 98. 
McChesney was called into service during 
World War 11, and he became a radio operator 
on a 8-17 heavy bomber with the Army Air 
Corps. The plane was shot down on its tenth 
mission on Feb. 14, 1945. After bailing out of 
the burning airplane, McChesney spent the 
remainder of the war as a German prisoner. 
He returned to WKU following the war and 
completed a bachelor's degree. 
After graduation, McChesney worked as a 
teacher, a child welfare worker and as a newspaper reporter. He then served in a variety 
of administrative roles for three Kentucky governors: Lawrence W. Wetherby, Bert T. 
Combs and Edward T. Breathitt. In 1968, McChesney accepted a position in Washington, 
D.C., working for the second campaign of President Lyndon B. Johnson. When Johnson 
decided not to pursue re-election, McChesney remained in Washington for another two 
decades, serving in various positions in the Veterans' Administration. 
In 2009, the M<Chesney family donated 140 acres of land to WKU. The donation was made in 
the name of Reid McChesney and his four sisters, Mary McChesney Kindell ('34), Eugenia 
McChesney Birkhead ('36), Elizabeth McChesney Stark ('41) and Marianne McChesney 
Dugger. The property, located on the Green River in northern WaITen County, is now known 
as the McChesney Field Campus ofWKU. In October 2019, groundbreaking ceremonies 
heralded the construction of a multipurpose pavilion on the McChesney Campus to be named 
in honor of the eldest of the M<Chesney family children, Mary M<Chesney Kindell. 
Mr. Matthew A. Dobring, '11 
Ms. Ruth 8. Dobrusin 
Dr. David T. Dodd, '18 
Mrs. Dorothy (Grise) Dodson, '44, '53 
Mrs. Dorothy (Adams) Dooley, '47 BU 
Mrs. Brenda Sue Dorris, 7 3 
Mr. Kelly E. Dossey 
Mr. Logan F. Doviken 
Ms. Judy A. Downing 
Mr. Darryl Drake, 'BO, '84, Stoff 
Ms. Oara Louise Dubbs 
Mr. Johnny E. Duckworth, '15, '80, '83 
Mrs. Bessie Dugard 
Mr. James Duhon 
Mr. Robert J. Dukeman 
Mrs. Mattie (Stamper) Duncan, '57 
Ms. Lula (Smith) Dunlap, '72, 78 
Mrs. BeverlyM. Dunn, '69 
Mr. Kenneth James Dunsire Jr. 
Sgt. 1st Class William Edward Dwyer 
(Rel.), 77 
Mr. Edwin Kenneth Dyer, '49 
Mrs. Alice Aspley Eames, '61 BU 
Mr. Prentice Easterling 
Ms. Sue Ehresman, '81 
Mr. Donie/Jay Elbon 
Ms. Donna Jean Elliott, '98 
Mr. Ronnie Dory/ EI/Js, 75 
Mrs. Margaret Emery 
Mr. Joe M. England, '61 
Mr. Perry Eugene "Gene" England 
Ms. Janet Ennis 
Mrs. Lou<inda (Wh11/ow) Everley, '42 





Mr. Chris L. Foster, '9 3 Mrs. Sydna Rose /Fuston) Griffin, '74 Mrs. Carrol (Himes) Hoagland, '58, '72 Mr. Paul Alan Jones, '95 Mr. C/iftonG. Lewis Jr., '61, '75 Mrs. Ann A. McCormack - ---- -
Ms. Pamela (Hurt) Foust, '60 Mr. Jason Wayne Grimes, '11 Ms. Norma Thomas Hoechler Ms. Tami G. Jones, '84 Mr. Kevin E. Lewis Mrs. Patricia C. McCormack, '87 Boyce D. Tate ('50) of Murfreesboro, 
Maj. Richard Lynn Fraker Jr. (Ret.), '75 Mrs. Lisa Anne Grow, '7 4, '76, '78 Mr. Howard Craig Hoffman, Staff Ms. Barbara Lawley Justice, '78 Mr. Odell Lewis Mrs. Virginia (Strohman) McCormick, '41 Tenn., passed away on Aug. 18, 2020, 
Dr. James C. Franklin, '55 Mr. Wallace L. Guess Mr. Ballard Hogan Mr. Charles Brian Kauffman Ms. Ruth Gwen Liebe/er, '50, '62 BU Mr. Danny E. McDougal 
at the age of 92. He launched WKU's 
Engineering Technology Program and 
Mr. James C. Frey, '58 Ms. Marlene W Hagedorn Mr. David L. Hogan, '79 Mr. Jason Benjamin Kearn, '95 Mr. Merle R. Likins, '49 Mr. Luther Emery McDowell, '63 served as its Department Head from 
Mr.Jay Fuqua Mr. Frank 5. Hammond, '65 Mr. Philip George Holland, '80, '88 Mr. John Louis Keck Jr., '73 Mr. Bobby M. Liles, '65 Rev. Patrick E. McDowell, '73 1965 to 1989. Tate is survived by five 
Ms. JoAnne Gabbard, '91 Mr. James W Hampton Ms. Ova McMillin Hollinsworth, '53 Mr. Luke Keith Jr. Mr. John Edgar Lindsay, '74 Ms. Crystal Andrea McFarland, '03, '05 children, 13 grandchildren and 13 
Ms. Marjorie Gabbard, '41 Mr. Donald Hand/on Ms. Hazel (Mobley) Holloman Lt. Col. Marvin D. Kellem IV, '94 Mr. David Dexter Lindsey, '64 Ms. Margaret E. McGough great-grandchildren. Expressions of 
Dr. William R. Gabbert Mr. H. C. Hanson Mrs. Marjorie (Register) Holmes, '56 BU Mr. Jerome 8. Keltner, '06 Mr. Howard "H.P." Lindsey II, '77 Mr. Jeffrey 8. ''leff" McKenzie, '96 
sympathy can be made to the Boyce 
Tate Engineering Scholarship Fund, cJo 
Ms. Shirley Ann Galloway, '79 Ms. Betty Jane Harlow Mr. David Larry Holton, '71 Ms. Mara/lyn Kenagy Mr. John R. Little, '50 BU Mr. William Larry McKinley, '62 BU lhe c,11.,, Heigh ls Foo,dalioo, 1:J 
Mr. Raymond P. Gamble Mr. James Edward "lim" Harmon, '69 Mr. Rudolph "Ronnie" Holzknecht, '55 Ms. Emma (Forte) Kendrick, '73, '75 Mr. Charles A. Livingston, '53, '82 Mr. Dickie Lynn McKinney, '70 College Heights Blvd. #41016, Bowling 
Martha Jean Owsley ('51, L) of Cecilia, Ms. Marissa Aquino Garcia, '78 Mrs. Judith S. ''ludy" Harned Ms. Elizabeth (Elliott) Honeycutt, '80 Mrs. Violet Jean Kennady, '5 7 Mr. Vanous P. Lloyd, '70 Ms. Doris (Givens) McKinney, '53, '54 ~ reen, Ky., 42101. __ 
Ky., passed away on Aug. 31, 2020, 
Mr. Sheldon N. Garfinkel, '67 Mr. Clint L. Horris Mr. Edl. Horn Mr. Steven E. Kenner, '67 Ms. Holly D. Lockhart Mr. Michael Edward McKinney, '10 at the age of 88. She graduated from 
Bowling Green College of Commerce, Ms. Doris E. Garrison, '53 Mr. Joseph W Harris Mr. Steve House, '58 BU Mrs. Monico J. Kern Ms. Anne Gayle Logan, '77 Mr. Lindsey McMahon Jr., '67 Mr. Charles Morgan, '87 
the predecessor of WKU, and worked Mr. Robert C. "Bob" Geoghegan Ms. Leso Kay Harris, Staff Mrs. Patricio "Pat" Houston, '60 Mr. Ira Nelson Kerns, '7 3 Mr. Joseph D. "Dan" Long, '68 Mr. William E. McMahon, Faculty Ms. Nina /Koenen) Morgan, '50 
at Fort Knox for several years. She is Mr. Sam Gerteisen Ms. Connie Harrison Mrs. Joanne Overby Hove Dr. David A. Kerr, '64 Ms. Berniece Zeidler Loper, '72 Mr. Terrell McPherson Mr. Burl C. Morris, '59 
survived by her husband, Bob, as well as Mrs. Shirley Anne Gibbs, Faculty Mrs. Joyce Woosley Harrison Dr. Roy Michael Howsen, Faculty Dr. Paul Neil Kerr Ms. Wanda E. Lovett, '68, '78 Mrs. Sharon (Egolf) Meadows Mrs. Margaret Morris 
two daughters, two grandchildren and 
Ms. Janice (Phelps) Gibson, '79, Faculty Mrs. Mary Anne (Pawlowski) Harrison, '71 Ms. Macie Wane/la Huddleston, '62, Mrs. Susan Kerr, Faculty Dr. Cherry Lowman Mr. Chester A. Medley Dr. Walter R. Morris, '47 four great-grandchildren. At WKU, she 
was a member of the President's Circle, Mrs. Margie Sue Gibson Ms. Jone (Potterson) Hartman, '78 
Faculty Mr. Robert C. ''Bob" Kieswetter Ill, '70 Maj. Gen. Thomas P. Lynch (Ret.) Mrs. Corinne Jackson Meeks, '50 Maj. Andrew J. Moseley Jr. (Ret.), '79 
Cherry Society, Society of 1906 and WKU Mr. James R. Giles, '62 Mr. Charles Frank Horwood, '62 Mr. David A. Huffman Mr. Robert D. "Bob" Kilijian, '67 Mr. HerbertJoseph Mabe, '72 Mr. James David Mefford, '81 Mr. Edward D. Moseley Jr., '56 BU 
Alumni Association. Ms. Patricia A. Gilligan, '56 Ms. Katie H. Hastings, '02 Mr. Cody M. Hughes, '70, '12 Mr. Ova Kimbleton, '48 BU Ms. Mary Mabin, '00 Mr. Joseph Harris Melton Jr., '54 Ms. Lillian T. Murphy 
Mr. Lloyd F. Gilman Mrs. Anna (Dossey) Hatler, '85 Mrs. Ronna lee Hunter, '79, Faculty Dr. Ronald King, '73, '76 Mrs. Karen Faye Macke, '81 Dr. Ruth Cavender Meredith, '77, Faculty Mr. Richard R. Murphy 
Mr. Anthony F. Fargnoli, '58 Ms. Kelly Anne Gilmartin, '07 Mrs. Martha G. Haunz Mr. Bobby Allen Hunton, '77, '79 Mr. William E. King Ms. Georgia R. (Robinson) Macy, '78 Dr. Joseph Leslie Milburn Mr. Rickey Dale Murphy, '12 
Mr. Tom H. Farmer Ill, '5 7 BU Mr. Bill Gilmore Rev. Oliver Clay Hawkins Sr., '70 Ms. Diane Weigel Hunton, '74, '82 Mr. Kevin Robert Kinne, '78 Mr. William Alan Madison, '82, '01 Mrs. Laura Lee Milburn Mrs. Bell (Stewart) Muth 
Mr. Gerold lance Farris Dr. Glenn Patrick Glasgow, '65 Mrs. Evelyn M. Hayes, Staff Ms. Eleanor Jean Hunton Mr. William Bedford Kirk, '47 Mr. Billy Wayne Mahoney Mr. David Stuart Miller, '90 Ms. Ellen (Ballard) Napier 
Ms. Mable 8. Feger Mr. Joe Mackey Glass, '65 Mrs. Manna Fay Divine Hayes, '63 Mr. Kenneth Hyde Mrs. Judy M. Koedyker, '77, '97 Mr. Korem Mallick, '72 Mr. Gerald W Miller, '56 BU Mrs. Nancy M. Napier 
Mr. Poul A. Feser Mr. Ronald L. Glomski, '63 Ms. Rebecca Joyce Hayes, '83, '87, '91 Mr. William T. Hyde, '15 Mrs. Jo Ann F. Koehler, '56 Mrs. Sandra Harrah Todd Mansfield, '6 7 Ms. Grace Evelyn Miller, '50 Ms. Gertie Nash, Staff 
Ms. Ann Fields Mrs. Emma Dean Gondek Mrs. Patricia /Hahn) Hazle, '64, '70 Mr. Morris Ingram, '58, '6 I Mr. Gerald Ray Konsler, '6 7 Mr. Albert R. "Rich" Mantia, '66 Mr. John G. Miller Jr., '70 Mr. James L. Nash Jr., '48 
Lt. Col. Fredric Fish (Rel.), '61 Mrs. Jane S. Goodman, '39 BU Mr. Mike Head Mr. Clinton B. Isaac, '6 I BU Mr. William Clement Kroeker Mr. James Thomas Marcum, '60 BU Mr. John R. Miller Sr., '48 Dr. Donald G. Nassr 
Mr. William H. Fishburn Mr. John P. Goodman, '51 Mrs. Marcella (Pickerell) Headrick, '58 Ms. Sadie J. Jackman, '53 Mr. Jomes W Lambert, '59 Mr. Christopher Lee "Chris" Marcus, '02 Mr. Lynwood Grant Miller Mr. Oscar Nava 
Ms. Jane Susan Fisher, '79 Mrs. Elizabeth Celeste Gorman, '76 Mrs. Teresa H. Hein Mrs. Lisa Ann Jaggers, '82, '93 Mrs. Nancy P. Larkin Mrs. Patricio "Pat" Markle, '48, '80 Mrs. Vivian (Billingsley) Miller Mr. David A. Nedros, '68, 77 
Ms. Lillie Perkins Fisher, '78 Mr. Helmut Gornik, ' 15, '18 Mr. Howard T. Heitzeg, '68 Mr. Robert Marshall Jenkins, '52 Mr. Ralph Stephen "Steve" Lashlee Mr. Christopher"Grady" Marks, '07 Mrs. Juanita (Madison) Milton, '46 BU Mr. Hoover Jackson ''lack" Neel, Staff 
Dr. Rubye Beal-Fitzgerald, Staff Mr. Jack Gottke Mrs. Nancy Atkins Heldman Mr. Jeffrey Davis Johnson, '98 Ms. Donita (Cassady) Lashley, '83, '95,Foculty Mr. John Daniel Moroney Jr., '77, '74 Mr. Joe M. Mitchell, '59 Ms. Sheila (Johnson) Nelson, '77 
Mrs. Linda 5. Fitzpotriek, '76, Faculty Mr. W Mork Greathouse Mr. Jomes Donald Hendrick, '62 Mr. Louie R. Johnson, 'SO BU Mr. Harold J. Law Mrs. Peggie Annette (Donoho) Marsh Mr. Silves E. Mitchell, '01, '07 Mrs. Paula (Dossey) Newby, '74, '02, Staff 
Mrs. Evelyn R. Florence, '7 2 Mr. Robert C. "Bobby" Green, '61, '73 Mr. Bernie Herrmann, '52 BU Mrs. Sarah (Nadler) Johnson, '73 Mr. Steven Jackson law, '77 Mrs. Virginia (Sears) Marvel, '48 Mrs. Evelyn Jean Mlinar Mrs. Judy Nichols 
Mrs. Gerry Linda Forbes, '96 Mr. Timothy Dale "Timmy" Green, '97 Mr. John Melvin Hicklin, '66 Mrs. Emma (Garrison) Joiner, '54 BU Mrs. Mary (Moss) Lawson, '60, Staff Ms. Ann Hope Maxwell Mr. William Lynn Moench, '50 BU Mr. William Thomas Nichols, '68 
Mrs. Patricia W Forbes, '85 Mr. Leon 8. Gregory Mrs. Tracy L. (Smith) Hickman, '97, '01 Mrs. Betty A. Jones Mr. Thomas Owen "Tom" Lawson, '77 Mrs. Bonnie Mayer Mrs. Joanne (Hedges) Moffatt, '53 Mr. Terrell L. Noff5inger 
Mr. Johnny M. Ford Mr. Thomas A. Gregory, '87 Mr. Robert J. Higgs Mrs. Cheryl Lynn Jones, '79 Mrs. Louise (Boggs) Layne, '64 Mr. Mitchell Ray Mays, '71 Mr. Don P. Moore Jr. Mrs. Willa Deon (Tudor) Noffsinger, '52 
Mr. Louis 8. Ford Mrs. Jennie Mae (Pinckley) Grider, '44 Mr. Hugh Willis Hildreth, '48 BU Mr. David A. Jones Sr. Mrs. Diane Ruth (McNeil) Lee, '74 Mr. Thomas P. McCall, '93 Mr. Guy E. Moore, '5 7 Mr. Brodie James Norris, '17, '19 
Ms. Morgan Alexis Ford, '17 Ms. Taylor Kay Grider Ms. Kathryn Hildreth Ms. Martha 8. Jones Mr. Jack R. Leech Jr., '68 Mr. Hardin Field Mcchesney Jr., '46 Mrs. Marketha Kay Moore, '93 Mr. Robert Kenneth Nuckols, '56, '70, '72 
Mr. Reyburn W Ford, '55 Ms. Mildred C. Griffee Mr. Kenneth 8. Hines Sr., '56 BU Mrs. Ora Lee Jones, '56, '63 Mrs. Jimmie (Reynolds) Leeson, '52 Mrs. Gwen Keith Mcchesney, '51 Mrs. Torre/yn M. Moran, ·o 7 Mr. Winston C. Nunn 
Ms. Nancy Suzanna "Suzi" Forman, '80 




Cora Jane Morningstar Spiller 
('50, L) of Oakland, Ky., passed away 
on May 8, 2020, at the age of 91. An 
active philanthropist, she and her late 
husband, Col. Robert E. Spiller ('48, 
'49, '84, L), supported many areas 
at WKU and were members of the 
Alumni Association, the President's 
Circle, the Cherry Society and the 
Society of 1906. Spiller is survived by 
four children, eight grandchildren and 
three great-grandchildren. Expressions 
of sympathy can be made to the Cora 
Jane and Robert E. Spiller Student Aid 
Fund at WKU, c/o the College Heights 
Foundation, 1906 College Heights Blvd. 
~ 6, Bowling Green, Ky., 42101. 
Ms. Jessica Ann Obert, '06, '01 
Ms. Phyllis (Embry) Odle, '64, '18, '86 
Ms. Beverly 0. O'Donnell 
Father Joseph O'Donnell 
Ms. Deborah Jane Oelze, '76, '85 
Ms. Cynthia "Cindy" Whitsett Offutt, '81 
Ms. Jennie Shaw O'Keefe 
Mr. Louis Anthony Oldani 
Mr. Herb A. Oldham, '59 
Dr. Brian David O'Neil '91 
Mrs. Jennifer Lee (Diamond) O'Rourke 
Ms. Ellen Oneita Orr, '64 
Ms. Sybil B. Ottman 
Mrs. Donna (Paulson) Otto, '82, Faculty 
Mr. Terry Lee Owens 
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Mr. James Edward Page, '67 
Mrs. Renna (Gentry) Page, '88 
Mrs. Dennis H. Parker 
Mrs. Barbara (Catron) Parks, '83 
Mr. Donald H. Parson, '60 
Mr. David G. Parsons, '78, '80 
Dr. Phyllis Ann Partridge, '97 
Mrs. Martha (Hilliard) Patterson, '39 
Mrs. Sandra (Merideth) Paul, '18 
Mr. Fonis Payne 
Ms. Marybeth Peake 
Mr. Thomas Edward Peay Sr., '79 
Mr. Charles H. Peden Jr., '81 
Mr. Thomas D. Pergande, '87 
Mr. Larry 8. Perry, '59, '62 
Ms. Betty Sue (McEuen) Peters 
Mr. John D. "Pete" Peterson Ill 
Mr. Leon R. Peyton, '66 
Mr. Eddie Harris Pfingston, '63 
Bro. Howard C. Phelps 
Mr. Roger Phillips, '74 
Mr. William "Bill" Pollard Jr., '56, '65 
Mr. John R. Poore, '70, '75, 'BO 
Mr. Peter Poremski 
Mr. Walter M. Porowski, '85, 'Bl 
Mrs. Ruth Atcher Porter 
Ms. Sally E. Porter, '83 
Or. Nolan Porterfield 
Mr. Joseph Sanford Portman Jr., '77 
Mr. Kerry Graham Postlewaite, '00 
Mr. Don Poston, '47 BU 
Or. Alisa Marie Powell, '85 
Mrs. Omegene (Powers) Powell, '50 
Mrs. Erika Rae (Pillow) Powers, '14 
Mr. Patrick L. Powers, '62 
Ms. Virginia Collins Powers, '86 
Mr. Donald Lee Pratt 
Mr. Martin Anthony Price, '81, '91 
Mr. Luke Pride 
Ms. Carrie E. Proctor 
Lt. Col. William "Bill" Prow (Ret.), '61, '73 
Mr. William "Bill" Pulliam 
Mr. Charles Wayne Raglin, '78 
Ms. Bessie Maxine Rains 
Ms. Mildred Jackson Ramage, '62 
Mr. Clarence 1. Ramsey Jr., '63, '71 
Ms. Louise King Ramsey 
Mr. Larry Wilson Randolph, '65 
Mr. John F. Rash, '70 
Ms. Charlotte Smith Rather, '90 
Ms. Rhonda L. Ratliff 
Mrs. Peggy Ann Reeder, '76 
Mr. Benjamin F. Reeves, '41 BU 
Mr. Larry Reid 
Mr. Richard Raymond Reker, '79, '82 
Ms. Mary Patricia "Patty" Reynolds 
Ms. Barbara Ann Rhinehart, '88 
Mrs. Betty Lou Rich, Staff 
Mrs. Elizabeth (Cravens) Richards, '62 
Mr. Jerold Wayne Richards, Staff 
Mr. Roger W. Richardson, '64 
Ms. Marie (Herndon) Richie, '48 BU 
Ms. Sherry Lynn Rickman, '87, '89 
Ms. Carol B. Riddell, '65 
Mr. Christopher James Rider, '15 
Ms. Rita Grace Ridley 
Mr. Paul F. Rieger, 'SO 
Mrs. Ann (Moulder) Rigsby, '42 
Mr. Robert C. "Bobby" Rigsby Sr. 
Ms. Donna Riley 
Col. James William Ritter (Ret.), '64 
Mr. Kenneth Hall Robbins, '52 
Mrs. Josephine (Meredith) Roberson, '68 
Mr. William Douglas ''Doug" Roberts, '87 
Mr. William Joseph Roberts, '91 
Lt. Col. 0. D. Robertson (Ret.), '55 
Mr. R. Boyd Robertson 
Ms. Geneva McGavock Robinson, '38 
Dr. Harold G. Robinson, '60 
Mrs. Stratt Robinson, '44 BU 
Ms. Shirley Roehne/t-Johnson 
Mr. Larry C. Rogers, '13 
Dr. James F. Rold, '59 
Mr. David Bernard "Dave" Roos 
Judge Edwin Powell Barlow Ropp 
Mr. Jerald L. Rose, '56 
Mr. Alton "Al" Ross Jr., '61 
Ms. Frances H. Rothschild 
Ms. Dorothy Gunnels Rowell, '43 BU 
Ms. Harriette H. Rudd 
Mr. Carleton E. Ruminer, '06 
Mr. Benjamin T. "Ben" Runner 
Or. Joseph C. Salamone 
Ms. Earline Hagan Saltsman 
Mr. Raymond Saunders 
Mr. Bobbie E. Scantlin 
Mr. Mark 0. Schaap 
Dr. Don W Schafer, Faculty 
Mr. Donald S. Schalk 
Mr. Cecil Harry Schirtzinger, '55, '70 
Ms. Janet Talley Schneider, '13, '17 
Mr. Edward Charles Schoenberger 
Mr. David Michael Schramm, '68 
Mr. William Fred Schuck Jr., '50 BU 
Mr. Fredric M. •Fred" Schuler, '77 
Mrs. Linda Williams Schumann, '69 
Ms. Beverly 5. Scoggin 
Ms. Margaret Ann Scott 
Ms. Virginia (Smothers) Scriber, '45 
Mrs. Anne Kay (Burkeen) Scyphers, '81 
Mrs. Ruby M. Sears 
Mr. Joerg Seitz, '65, Faculty 
Mrs. Gilda G. Settle, '48 
Mr. Clayton E. Shannon, '57, '60 
Mr. William E. Sharer, '62 
Mr. Joseph Ashby ''loe" Sharp 
Mr. Robert C. Shea, '55 
Mr. Sam Otis Short, '52 
Mr. Jay Wesley Shrode Ill, '80 
Mrs. Margaret E. Shuffitt, '80 
Mr. Robert l. Sidebottom, '62 
Mr. Brad Silvey 
Mr. Charles Richard "Rick" Simms Jr., '80 
Mrs. Brenda Simpson 
Mr. Dennis Sivert 
Mr. Robert A. Sivley 
Mr. Herschel H. Slater 
Ms. Betty Lou (Corbin) Smith, '59, '65, '71 
Mr. Bruce Lemaster Smith, '10 
Mr. Daniel Walter "Dan" Smith, '83 
Ms. Denise Renai Smith, '95 
Ms. Eva Smith, '66 
Mrs. Helen Hulen Smith, '42 
Mrs. Roxie "Devada" Smith 
Mrs. Sandra (Redden) Smith, '70 
Mr. Thomas L. Smith, '62 BU 
Mr. Thomas L. Smith, '75 
Mrs. Laurinda Pottinger Snider, '60 
Mrs. Stacee Jo (Bahler) Sorensen, '81, '81 
Ms. Helen (Gregson) South, '63 
Ms. Mary E. Spaulding 
Mrs. Dorothy K. Spear, Staff 
Mrs. Martha M. ''leannie" Spears 
Mrs. Cora Jane (Morningstar) Spiller, '50 
Mrs. Carol (Artis) Spining, '16 
Mr. Robert D. "Denny" Sprouse 
Mr. Philip Don Spurlock, '82 
Dr. Anthony W. "Tony" Sroka 
Mr. James H. Stark, '57 BU 
Ms. Glenda (Wheeler) Starks 
Mr. John Joseph Stegmeier Ill, '69 
Dr. Joseph Stern 
Or. Edwin David Stevens, Faculty 
Mrs. Carolyn M. Steve11son, '90 
Ms. Patsy Ann Stice, '65, '73 
Mr. fay Lester Stine 
Mr. William Edward Stinson 
Mr. Arthur M. Stranz 
Ms. Barbara "Bobbie" Strickler, '48 BU 
Mr. Kenneth W. Stringer, '38 BU 
Mrs. Carolyn (Williams) Strode, '52 
Ms. Bernadine (Shirley) Sullivan, '60 
Mrs. Helen (Clark) Summerfield, '82 
Mr. Charles R. Summers, '55, '65 
I J F L 
Mr. Louis V. "Buddy• Swank Jr., '76 
Mr. Randy Swann 
Mr. Billy K. Sweeney 
Mrs. Julia K. Swope, '79 
Mrs. Margie Tabor 
Mrs. Betsy (Gaines) Tackett 
Mr. Raymond Terry Tatum, '77 
Ms. Aleene V. Taylor 
Mr. Eddie Wayne Taylor 
Mrs. Nellie V. Taylor, Staff 
Ms. Sylvia Taylor 
Mr. Norris Lilburn Thomas, '64, Faculty 
Mr. Charles Alfred Thompson, '67 
Mr. Richard I. Thompson, '62 
Mr. Darrell K. Thurman, '62, '66, '15 
Mrs. Shirley (White) Thurmond, '80 
Ms. Mildred Ann Todd 
Mrs. Joan (Clark) Toth, '79 
Mr. Robert A. "Bob" Toth 
Mrs. Karen (Hackett) Towe, '91 
Mr. William T. Tracy, '53 BU 
Mrs. Wilma (Basham) Traughber 
Mr. Richard l. Trent, '63 
Ms. Evelyn N. Triplett 
Mr.AubreyL. Troxler, '438U 
Mrs. Margaret "Peggy" Truman, 'BO 
Ms. Ann (White) Tucker 
Ms. Mary Margaret Tudor 
Mrs. Margaret Burnett Turner 
Mrs. Jennifer Brady Tyler, '02 
Ms. Susan E. Uhls 
Mr. Stanley M. Urbancic 
Mrs. Daris Jean (Moore) Vance, Staff 
Mr. Nick Vandagriff 
Mrs. Barbara (Skillman) Verville, '7 2 
Dr. John F. Vokurka, Faculty 
Mr. Shirley 0. Wagoner, '57, '66 
Mr. John M. Waldrop, '68, '13, '15 
Mr. James ''lim" Waltrip, '15 
Mr. Brian Frederick Ward, '97, Staff 
Mrs. Elizabeth r. "Betty" Ward, '49 
Mrs. Georgeanne (Lamaster) Ward, '41 BU 
Mr. Everette Newton Warren, '62 BU 
Mr. Larry G. Webb, '10 
Ms. Elouise (Cave) Weber, '54 BU 
Mrs. Carol H. Wedge 
Mr. William L. "Bill" Weedman Sr., '59 BU 
Mr. Dennis Martin Weis 
Mrs. Signa Faye Welch, '65 BU, Staff 
Mrs. Charlene 8. Wells, '61 
Dr. Donald Dean Wendt, Faculty 
Mrs. Kim Allison (Knapp) Weyer, '19 
Mr. Edward G. Whalen 
Mrs. Ada (Gahagen) White, '41 
Mr. Kenneth l. White, '16 
Mr. Robert B. "Bob" Whitfield Jr., '62 
Mrs. Helen 0. Whitlow 
Ms. Tammy Lynn Whitney, '01 
Mr. James Andrew Wilder, '65 
Or. Joyce S. Wilder, Faculty 
Mr. Brian David Wilkerson, '98 
Ms. Kaye (Warre11) Wilkins, '15, '76, '19 
Mrs. Jane (Raub) Wilkinson, '83 
Mr. Woodrow William Will, '83 
Mr. Adam Walker Williams, '70 
Mrs. Cynthia (Coats) Williams, '18 
Mr. J. David Williams, '77, '82 
Mr. Jeremy Paul Williams, '03 
Ms. Lynne Ann Williams, '15 
Ms. Margaret 0. "Peggy" Williams, '14 
Mr. Oliver S. Williams, '64 
Ms. Patricia Anniesse Williams, '16 
Mr. Robert Herbert "Herb" Williams 
Mr. Jerry D. Willis 
Mr. Raymond L. Willis, '59, '62 
Mrs. Danna S. Wilson, '16 
Mrs. Nodie (Street) Wilson, '16 
Mr. Vernon Kent Wilson, '58, '64 
Mrs. Virginia Wiltshire 
Mr. Roy Lee Winchester, '50 
Dr. Joe E. Winstead, Faculty 
Mr. Joseph V. Winters 
HILLTOPPERNATION 
Dr. Richard Troutman of Bowling 
Green, Ky., passed away Aug. 19, 2020, 
at the age of 89. He taught History at 
WKU from 1967-1998 and served as 
Department Head from 1972 until his 
retirement. Dr. Troutman is survived by 
his wife, Merle, as well as three children 
and two grandchildren. Expressions 
of sympathy can be made to the WKU 
Department of History, 1906 College 
Heights Blvd. #21086, Bowling Green, [ 
Ky., 42101 . ___j 
Mr. Barry Wood 
Mrs. Carole Wood,'02 
Mr. George W. Woodcock, '52 
Mr. Byron M. Woodward 
Mr. Keith Wright 
Mr. Thomas Franklin Wright, '99 
Mr. John E. Yeates Jr. 
Mrs. Margaret P. York 
Mr. Albert William Young, '64 
Mr. Glenn M. Young II 
Mrs. Gwendolyn Kirby Young, '13 
Dr.J. Leon Young 
Mr. Michael A. Young 
Mr. Larry Joseph Younger, '77, '19 
Mr. Barry Richard Zach, '11 
Mr. Calvin r. "(. T." Zehnder 
Mr. Robert L. Zoellner 
Mr. Leo Joseph Zoglmann Jr. 
• Data for In 1Vlcmoriam is gathered from a varicry of sources and is deemed to be correcr ro rhe best of our k.n~wlcdgc. 
Records include deaths reporred through Ju ne 30, 2020. 
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----, LOOKING BACK 
Aher World War I, a local oil boom brought speculators and 
workers to Bowling Green and created a housing shortage. In response, 
WKU President Henry Hardin Cherry had architect Henry Wright design 
a campus community of small cottages for rental by students and 
faculty. Dubbed "Cherryton" or simply "the Vil lage;' the development, 
located in the area now occupied by Bates-Runner and Mclean Halls, 
grew to 76 houses with a commissary, post office, streetl ights, mayor 
and council. WKU athletes were the last occupants before the Village 
gave way to new construction in the 1950s. 
Its facing of large, irregular stones made it one of WKU's most 
unique st ructures. Located at the corner of College and 15th streets, 
the Rock House was variously a private residence, rooming house, 
music studio, men's residence hall, international student office and 
anthropology lab. In t he 1950s, it was home to a close-knit group 
of women students and a house mother. Enjoying their proximity to 
Cherry Hall and the Goal Post campus hangout, some of the women 
lived in this "Little Dorm" over t heir entire college careers. The Rock 
House was demolished in 2012. 
•LYNN NIEDERMEIER I PHOTOS: WKU ARCHIVES 
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To accommodate a tide of ex-servicemen seeking to 
cont inue their education after World War 11, WKU hastily procured 
an assemblage of trai lers, barracks and other prefabricated 
structures formerly used by defense workers around the country. 
Bounded by what is now Regents Avenue, Normal Drive and 
Avenue of Champions, Veterans Village offered cramped facilities 
and basic amenities, but the community included study rooms, 
apartments for married veterans and a day care center for more 
than 100 resident chi ldren. The Veterans Village Council looked 
after community affairs. Married students continued to live here 
until the last of the structures disappeared in the 1970s. 
Purchased by WKU in 1926, this once-private residence on 
State Street behind what is now College High Hall was used for 
music instruction and as student housing. In 1950, Basketball 
Coach E. A. Diddle moved in and invited his players to accompany 
him. The athletes moved out when Diddle retired in 1964, but 
returned in 1979 after the house was renovated to continue their 
tradition of ret reat, study and team bonding. Diddle Dorm was 
razed in 1994, but the home's archway and stone steps survive as 
part of Diddle Park. 
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